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"It is better to .protest : 
th;in to accept 
injustice" 
- Rosa Parks 
1963 
Student Dies in Hooks Defends Integration of. Black · Schools 
Shooting Spre.e By Johnson Y, Lancaster Hillto p St.iffwrite r 
Benjamin Hooks. executive director 
of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP), defended the integration of 
Black col leges at Howard Univers ity's 
Eighth Annual Coinmunic·ations 
Conference. 
v 
By Lawrence G. Hawkins 
Hilltop St•ffwriter 
On tfle night of Tuesday, FebrL1ary 
20 . Naval Engineer Carroll T. Fleet 
llegan a shootir1g spree ~h1ch resulted 
1n the wounding of four r1eighbors and -
the death of Betty Ann Har1ey, il -
Howard University graduate studer1t 
District of Colur11bia Police said 
Fleet. a resident of the 5600 b!ock of 
First St ., N .E . begar1 shooting at about 
7.30 thai evening after an argun1ent 
concerning a pal'k1ng sp.1ce in front of 
his hor11e 
Poii ce report that neighbors say the 
argun1ent wa s triggered because Fleet 
had n1oved the sr10\v frorn a parking 
space in front of his home and another 
one of the neighbors. Leroy Willian1s 
Senior, had parked there 
Police said that Fleet fired at 19-
\'ear-old ~·eroy Williams. Jr . and his 62· 
year-old father as they \vere parking in 
front of the Fleet home after returning 
from a shopping trip Everett Davies of 
Madison St .. N .E .. wa s also in the car at 
the tin1e of the shooting, and \vas ,1Jso 
wounded 
According to police, Fleet then \vent 
next door where he shot and killed 
· Betty Anr1 fianey and a dog. After 
screamilig, " Everybody's gonna diel '' 
Fleet then went upstairs in the Haney 
home where he found and shot 
• 
<" 
"' t • 
Haney 's 16-year-o!d daughter. Marla 
Har1ey, \voundir1g her in tt1e head. 
The ·56-year-old engineer then 
~laced the gun in hi s n1outh and fired , 
killing hin1s€lf . 
When asked for 11 IJOssible n1otive 
for the attack on tl1e Haney home. 
11olice said that · r1e1gl1borhood resi-
dt:!nts f1ad told ther11 of quarrels 
between the t\\'O far11il1es over the ' 
Haney pet venturing onto Fleet prop-
erty 
Pol ice said ii second d;1ughter 
managed to escape in jury by hiding ir1 
a cloSe t on the second floor 
Williams lr., who \va s shot in the arn1 . 
Williams Sr .. wh o \va s shot 1n the chesr. 
,1nd Davis, \Vho \\•as shot in the ia\v 
\vere admitted to the Washington Hos· 
pital Center where they were listed in 
fair conditio r1 
Haney and Fleet \Vere pror1ounced 
dead by n1ed ic,1I exar11iners <It the DC 
General Hospital . Marla Har1ey wa s, 
taken to th e Wa shington Hospital 
center where . s ~e ~as been r:r1~ov~d 
fron1 the (:r1t1 cal li st arid rerna1ns 1n 
st able conditior1 , 
Haney wa s the niother of five arid 
wa s c"urrently er11ployed at the District 
of Colun1bia Departrnent of Hun1an 
Resources The slain student \va s 
presently \vork1ng 011 her •\t1aster's 
degree in th e School of Social W6rk 
here at the University 
• 
• , • 
' --
' 
Hooks conceded that . ' ' Black 
colleges have made a va luab le and 
L1nique contribution. th.1t t hey have a 
valid history and reason for existence 
now and in the foreseeable future ." 
He contir1ued, '' I further devotedly 
and fervently believe in the principle 
of integration. and I reject out of hand, 
any principle of separate bui equal. 
H·ence I believe, all sc.hools 1n 
America - whether formerly alt Black 
or iorn1erly all white, should and must 
be integrated For thi s I make no 
· apology '' 
· ''No n1ass1ve resistance. or brain· 
\\'ashing, or being tired of the fight 
syndrome will make me or the 
N.A.A C P abi!ndon thi s principle '' 
He si11d. I do not believe in the 
destrL1ction of forr11erly all Black in-
stitutions sin1ply becau se .they were 
histori ca lly Black . Nor do I 
subscribe to the theory that they .are or 
rnust be second class ." 
" I believe in a single standard and 
or1ly one. If a fofn1erly all White in-
stitution can becorne ir1tegrated by the 
J)rocess of 'actively and positively and 
n1e,1n1ngfully, and honestly recruiting 
minority faculty and student s. and it 
-
Photo t>y Alex(Afax)Jones 
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D.C. 's worse snow storm since I 922 stifled the city, but satisfied students as they pose in front of snowman. 
Worst ·Snow 
By Benilde Little 
Hilltop St<1ffwrite r 
The heavieSt snowfall since 1922 hit 
the Washington tri -state area Mon·lay, 
leaving a total of 18.7 inches of snow. 
according to an official n1easurement • 
at Nati·onal Airport . 
Because of the sever~ snow_, Howard 
IJra iversi ty was forced to close school 
for t wo days. 
The area was virtually shut down 
Federal employees enjoyed an extra 
day off . Maior highways were shut 
down, department stores were c losed 
On one of the biggest sale days of the 
year . '' Washington 's Birthday." 
Students enjoyed an added three day 
ho l iday. The Metrobus and subway 
sys tems were closed and did . not 
operate until Wednesday afternoon 
Although weath~r forecasters 
pred icted only a slight chance of sleet 
o r f reezing rain. it fell, and .-igain 
Pfq)le ~ inconvenienced by the 
w~atl1er S4;hools which had planned 
to open didn 't because of the slee t. 
Metro had to stop its buses because of 
·the hazardous driving conditions. 
Shops and department stores have , 
reported losing millions of doll,,s in/' 
business as a result of the snow storm 
However. Neiman-Marcus and 
Raleighs 1n Friendship Heights, 
Maryland, reported doing great 
business. 
r here were some incidents of • 
vandalism, in Prince George's County, 
D .C· and Alexand ria . There were more 
seriou s ones "in Baltimore, so much.so a 
10 o'clock cu rfew was issued. 
The extended ho l iday produced i"i 
mixed emotions. although most peop le 
se~med to be in good spi rit . A 27 year 
o ld, Ta koma Park woman said she. 
loved the weather, she sa id, '' I 'm 
originall y f rom Buffalo, New York , I'm 
a sno w f reak, J bu ilt a snowman and 
every th ing." On Connec ticu t Avenue 
there were groups ·of people roaming 
the streets some jogg ing, ofle jogger, 
Bi ll Murray f rom Wa shington insiSted 
tha t he hates snow bu t he said , ''What 
you gonna do, I have to jog at least 
fou r times a week an~ r have to go 
• 
• 50 Years Slows City 
' somewhere."' 
Aloh~ with ihe happiness son1e 
people experier1ced Monday ' s 
snowstorn1 caused severa l .deaths 
Arthur Kuhl 54 year old Assistant 
Secretary of the Senate died of a heart 
at ta ck ·A three-year old girl died in a· f re in 
Palmer Park ,\<1aryland , allegedly 
because of sr1ow delayed I ire 
engines. 
In Fairfa>< County, a t\.'.Q-ye<r ddded 
of smOh.e 1r1halation. Wh ile ,i tr'iend 
of the mother t.f\ed to dig out the 
nlotht->r's snow-bound car tile child had 
been left inside the car and the car's 
exhaust Jlipe was clogged with snow 
Tribute to Mal col m x 
" 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
•• 
11/'m --- - · ' for truth, no matter who tells it. I'm for, 
justice, no matter who it's for or against" 
• Story page 3 
' 
works, t hen By .the same token, if a 
formerly al l Black inst itut ion. does the 
same th ing, it shou ld be viewed as an 
integ rated institu t ion and al lowed to 
live." 
Hooks also sa id '' These inst i tu tions 
shou ld be l ifted and no t lync'hed. They 
oughta be made so st rong that . 
everybody would w aht to come. And if 
be l iev.i ng 1n strong, in teg rated 
p redom inantl y Black inst itutions is 
wrong, then I say in the word s o f that 
ol d song, ''if loving you is wrong, then I 
don't want to be r igh t ." 
After b rief applause. Hooks spoke 
on the importance of communicat ion . 
He cited speci f ically thetrm of the 
spoken and wr itten wo rd s the mos t 
powe.rful . ( 
Then he declared, ' 1f a peop le 
are to be uni ted , coh€6ive, powerful . 
free, there must be communication." 
Speall:ini;: to the stud~nts and fa9.!!!.Y 
and profeSsionals in the audience, 
Hooks said , ''We in America today 
who are in the field of communi~a­
tions , are in what I consider the most 
important field in our world today." 
fiooks related the importance of 
com n1unication to the forward 
movement of African nations by 
stating the need for nations like Chad 
and fhe - Suda_n. ·- to con1municate 
between one-another . 
He said that the spoken and the 
written word as presented in America 
has conveyed the concept that Black 
people are somehow inferior to many 
Americans . ''Many of us." he said , 
Photo t>y Alex( Jax o ne$ 
NMCP Director fboks defends his posjtion on inter;ation of Black f°'~ 
·· have almost started to believe th : t." communicating. And yet~e midst 
Citir1g the Carter -· G. Wood son of that horrible period Black people •. 
Assoc iation for the Study of Negro Life learned a sort of a code language, they 
and ,History in Washington . D _C , as communicated anyhow '' 
atte~1pting to deal with this question: He referrer! to the use of~egro _. 
Hook s liken.ed the Association 's theme spiritual s and drums to let somebodv,. 
for Bla ck History Month ·· history , tfle know t~at it was time to escape slav~ry 
rOrch of the future " to commuriica-· or to rise up against the oppressive 
tions as '' the key to the fu ture. slave masters I 
Hook s noted t!iat historicall _y Calling the Bl~ck _press '' ~ne ~f th~ 
(before the civil war) '' Every means most gallant storres of survival , 
necessary. wa s used to keep us from See Hooks, page 2 
• 
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Officers Claim Disorganization ''in 
By Gregory A. Patterson 
Hilltop Staffwrite r 
According to ce~tain Liberal Arts 
Student Council executive officers 
there is a tack of communication and 
cooperat ion between them and it is 
hinderi ng the Counc i l 's abi l ity to serve 
the students 
The lack of communication 
emanates from a basic difference in 
philosophy between the Pres ident of 
the LASC, Wayne McDowell and the 
other executive officers: Robert 
. ' Martin, vice-president; ·Cail Baker, 
treasurer; and the "\ecreta·rv Karen 
Williams_ · 
McDowell has attempted to focu s 
the LASC 's programs on the com-
munity which are designed to '' aid and 
LASC 
~ 
ass ist the Black Community with its pro1ect . 
~rogres s on seve ra l levels," according McDo\vell sa(d he and an aids bought 
to a written statement by M cdowell a Ad distr ibuted food for needy 
The o ther members would prefer to families on Chr is tmas Eve with the 
have the $40,000 LASE budget aime,d. m~ney· and he has receipts) to prove it •. 
toward s ca._m pus events and issu~s . Hbwever. treasUrer Bake.r said she 
Baker said she agrees with McDowell hasn 't seen any rec.eip~ for that ' 
' that \vork needs to be done towards an1ount of monev 
enlightening and educ'ating the Ma r't1n reported 
community but , '' he (McDowell) has to that he. retL1rned $250 to Mc-
look n1ore closely at whose money Dowell that was left over from a 
we' re Li si ng '' requisition to fund the ''Dating Game' ' __ 
~ LASC executive · officers alsd at-· that th e LASC held during., 
tribute the current unaccountability of .homecoming ~eek in October. Mc: 
LASC funds to the lack of com- Dpwell said the money was used W 
munication. pay three pe'ople he hired to do various -
When the HILLTOP inquired about ta sksforLASC. , 
$800 that w.-rs spent on what wa s . The money left over fron1 the trip to 
termed On record as the Kwanzaa Food ilie NOBUCS conferenc,e th~ t Mc-
Drive. three of the officers said they Dow~ll .:tnd a freshman repres'l!!tative 
were only vaguely aware of the See LASC ,page 2 
• 
Khomeini Faces Armed Opposition 
) S.M. Camara 
Hillto p Staffwriter 
Ayatollah Ruho/lah K,homeini , who · 
apparently won the power struggle 
against Shah M ohamm<id Reza Pah lavi 
and fo rm er Prime M inister Shahpour' 
Bakti'ar, is being given a taste of the 
'tactics he and his supporters 
used to oust thei r rivals _ 
Two freedom fightering groups and 
som~ minority nat ionalists are em-
p loying the same tactics which the 
ayatollah used to oust the shah's 
dynasty. Members of the left-wing, 
who once supported the ayatol lah. are 
now striking at t he core of the cent ral 
authority installed by .the blessing of 
Khomeini, in Tehran _ Meanwhile in 
Kurd istan, the Kuridish homeland to 
the west of I ran bordering on Iraq, 
some mi nority national ists are 
preparing to stage a secess ion 
movement to gain their i"n dependence . 
The Mu jahedd in-e-Khalq , w hich 
means the People's Stru gglers, and the 
' Cherik aye Feda ye Kha lq. o r Peop le's 
Sacrif ice Guerr i l las, have he ld on their 
guns despi te the Iran ia n 'Prov isional 
Government's at tempts and pleads for 
the cit i zens to su r re nder their 
' weapons . 
On Febru ary 14, some Fedaye 
comandos attacked the United States 
embassy in Tehran, w hich they · 
followed up by an attack on the 
. nat iona l radio station. Among the 
"demands of the Fedayes are the 
routing of al l symbols of imper'ia l ism · 
in ' Iran and the institutions which 
supported and m ain ta ined them 
during the 25-year-l ong re ign of the 
Shah. They have al so demanded 'the 
d isband ing o f t he shah's arm ed forces 
wh ich should be . replaced by the 
''Peopl es army." 
The Fedaye group, wh ich is label led 
as a left-wing marxi st group consisting 
of 20,000 hardcore memb.ers, is said to 
have a'bout 10,000 weapon s whi ch they 
'' liberated '' from the arsenals o f the 
~rm'ed forces during last week 's rioting 
and confusion. M ost Iran obse rvers 
contend that this gioup does not w ant 
the relig ious fo llowers of Khomeini to 
take over the ruling of the country. 
The Muj~hedd ins are libe lled aS 
r ight-w ing 
Khomeini 
guerrillas, who suppo~t the 
provi sional governmE;n t . 
I 
under Bazargan_ Nothing much 1s 
known about them other than that tis 
members have refused to hand over 
their weapons . Their main orientation, 
is toward fanatical observance of 
Islam and the Islamic law· book. the " 
''Sharia." 
r Other than these two major groups, 
there are at least half a. dozen other· 
Islamic guerri l la groups and few other. 
marxist oriented groups harass ing the 
Khomeini militia and the troops IOyal 
to the provisional government_ 
Acco rding to the W .Ahington Post , 
Iranian newspapers have repOrte.d that 
the Iraqi-based Patriotj.c Union of 
Kurdistan, las_t week ft tacked and 
occupied an unspecified number of 
Iranian government buildings in th{! 
Ku rdistan. In the Kurdistan capital of · 
Sanandaj, it was reported that young 
Ku rdis captured the ~ew police chief 
and are still keeping h im in captivity. 
I t was rumored also that the 
Baluchistan peop le bordering the 
Pak is tan i region of the same name, is 
p reparing to w age a successionist 
ca mpaign. The Irani an assistaflt Prime 
Minister Ami r Entezam in commenting 
on the sensitive border si tuation said : 
'' Iran's geopolitical situation is so 
sensitive that it ca nnot permit such 
disintegrat ion or the threat of civil 
war. " • 
Other rel(ions which might consider 
Benjamin Hooks 
' . In a speech at last wee~ 's Com-
munica tions Conference NAACP 
Executive Director, Benjamin Hooks, 
advocated the integration of pre-
dominantly BJ.ack UnU!ersit1es and· 
colleges. Details p ·1 • 
Zimbabwe 
Attempting to intensify their 
struggle Z ibb.lbwea.n freedom fighters 
shelled Rhodesia 's Salisbury Airport 
last week. Details p. 7 
striking against the cen tral government 
in 'Tehran 1s the ni'1nor1ty region s of 
Azerbaijan in the northwest 
With alt these fractional threats 1-0· •. _ 
the central government from "· 
minorities and freedom fighters , of 
whom th"e Marxist styled Fedaye are 
the most threatenirig, Khomeini iS 
faced with decentralizing his newly 
won power · so that members of the 
''National Front '' can share in it. 
The National Front , which has 
supported Khomeini during his attack 
against the shah, are demanding a 
greater share o·f the central power The 
Front is composed of a variety of 
parties. - whose motive f,pr unity was· 
alleged to b~ the desi re to overthrow 
the shah. 
In a statement which was recently 
released, the members of the Front 
stated : ''All groups and organizations 
which took part in the great revolutio~ 
should participate one way or another 
in the provisiona l revQlutionary 
bodies .) , 
According to the staten1ent, the two 
freedom f ighting groups , the Fedaye . .-,- , 
and Muiaheddin, should alsO partic i· 
pate in the running of 'Jhe cou ntry _ 
Since the toppling of the last 
vestiges of the shah's power, the arm'1 , 
has not been run as it was u;sed to in 
-· See /fW1, {XJ9e 3 . i . 
·' - ' 
• 
Bisonettes 
the talented and under-raled 
Bisonettes, who have Played good 
and exciting~ basketball this season, 
,have not received the publicity that 
they deserve. Seep . 
• 
George Shirley 
Howard University '~ tdlen ted 
H-umanis t in Residence, George 
Shirley, recently granted the HILL TOP 
an exclusive in terview. Seep. 
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Robinson in a ·'Particular Hell' BRIEFS •• ·• 
Science and Technology Forum to be Hel~ By Johnson V. Lancaster 
Hilltop St.iffwriter 
Max Robinson, the only ~ Blad 
anc horman on a nationally televfsed 
news program, told an audien·ce at last 
Saturday's communicat ion 's con' 
~ / ~ere~ce that he was experiencing a 
parti cular hell ' as a newsman at ABC-
TV. 
He said this caused him· '' to come ve ry 
close to leaving ABC news-a short time 
ago.'' 
He declined further corrrrent saying· 
'' My mother told me never to wash 
dirty linenlin oublic ' ' 
Robin son said he didn 't leave the ·1 
sration '' Because of us. I simply don' t 
believe that we shoUld ever lose to 
them. When I say them - let me make 
it c lear -I am talking about a particu-
la r them 
' 
-, ''Never make the mistake of thinking 
'that people of one color are of one 
rnind . I am talking about a particular 
them-specifically . bigots , who 
thrive and su rv ive in this country ." 
st i 11 1 
, After a certified check for SS .000 
passed from Robinson into - the 
hands of Howard School of Communi-
ca t ions Dea_n Lionel BarroW. Rob i n so~ 
c~mmented on the scholarship baa.ring 
~1s nan;ie that he presented to journal-
1sm.ma1or Rage' Chesley last Saturday 
night 
Robinson noted that .having a· 
fund named after hin1 was ·•strange 
since I'm not dead yet ." 
Photo by Alex( •>< ones 
ABC Anchorman Max Robinson. deliver~ speech at Communications Conference 
man Mal Gpode of the National Black · 
He conti nued saying, ' ' Too often we 
fail to understand tbat to pra ise ·our 
brothers and sis ters is to honor our-
-selves. Too often we think that to 
praise another diminishes ou rselves-
that 's no~ true . To praise ou r brother 
fills us and makes LJS better people ." 
Network by declaring ' ' this man is the duct 9neself as a professi,onal journal-
direct cause for any Black person in ist . Rpbinson S9:id . '' It is n1y judgment 
communications1oday '' _that th"e best ~av to deal as a Black 
He also paid tribute to Vernon journalist is to first of all ,.;-ever allow 
. Jarret , a journalist from the Chicago yourself to be backed in to a potential 
Tribune newspaper, who , accor"ding to c.ornerof Black jou rnal isn1. 
Robinson then paid tribute to news-
Robinson. is '' a nian who lJnderstands We are people in "tl1is worlcl - we are 
the battle anrl fight s that are foL1ght in great people in th is world . Doo ' t f'vf'r C h i c a~o '' , ·;illow yo'u rse lf -f1 rst of all ne~er call 
Emparting strategies on how to co11- · yourself a 131ack JOurn~1list YoLi ' r(' a 
' 
Seven Hanged 'For Ritual Murder 
S.M. Camara 
Hilltop St.1ffwriter 
Nyepon 
Accord1r1g to repo rt s in the Liberian 
Age and The Ne1\ Liber ian, the se three 
A cousin of former President people so li ci ted the help o f a·bout 10 
William Tubman of Liber ia and six persons to capture and n1ut i late T\veh 
others were hanged last Friday after f or ritual purposes One health 1n-
they were lr ied and found guilty of spector . one butcher, a \v1t ch doc tor. 
committing ritualisti c murder against among o thers. kipnapped Tweh at the 
Moses Tweh, a f isherman. beach 
Allen Yancy. former member of the After the k1dnapp1ng o f Tweh, he 
Liberian House of Representatives : was kept 1n Nyepo n's house, where he 
former county superintendent Daniel · wa s fed by Nyepon 's girl friend He wa s 
Anderson : 3nd school principal Francis stored in a cupboa rd for a Week before 
Nyepon, engaged the help of others to he was driven off to be killed . 
murder M oses Tweh. in order to secure According to eviden ce~ produced 
some human organs, wh ich would during the trial . Tweh wa s first 
enable the ''witch doctor''• to secure mL1tilated alive and tl1 en fini shed off in 
them the job·s they aspire . Yan cy's backyard . Y.1n cy a·nd his 
Yancy is alleged to have been 1accompli ces all pleaded no t guilty 
convic ted several times for murdering Despite thi s denial , medical offi cers 
several persons in Maryland COunty, who examined the vi c t im 's body, said 
Liberia . It was rumored that Yancy the blood stain s found on the tarpaulin 
murdered in order to secure high 1n the backyard · o f Yancy 's. wa s 
ranking jobs S.ome daring ones even l dent ial to the vic t im 's blood 
alleged that he murdered for former To strengthe~ the case o f the prose-
President Tubman. for the similar cution, t\vo members. initia lly charged 
purpose of securing his presidency. for the same crin1e, confessed and 
The Liberian Supreme Court, which turned i11to state w itnesses 
concC?rded with the verdict of the They testified that Tweh wa s k illed 
Maryland criminal court , sentenced _by the group for· the purposes already 
t~em to dea_th by hanging. Yan~~nd ment1qned and that the mutilation and 
his compatriots were found guilty f the eventual death of the victim oc-
murdering in order to secure t curred in Yan cy's backyard . 
following job · . The litigation lasted almost t\vo 
• a senat 1al seat for Yancy . years. The case wa s first tried in the 
• an arr ·1ss.1dorial post .for Ander- Maryland County c rimir1al court , 
son. whose verdi c t wa s that th e defendant s 
supervi sor of schools for were guilty of murder The ~ttorneys of 
• 
the defendants, who were no t ~at1sf1E"d 
with the verdict . appe;1led the case to 
the supreme court The supren1e court 
\n tLJrn referred the case ba ck to the 
lower court for retrial After thi s 
retrial . the same verdi ct was passel:i. 
which the supreme court n1aint,1 lned 
According to belief s, son1e v ital 
organs of human beings can be used to 
force the sp irits or con1mand then1 to 
secure the dernander wh atever ,is 
demanded . lt wa r.ks lik e Alladinl s 
lamp. If certain formulars are follow~d 
according to the ,rules, a spiri t whi ~ h 
answers the given formular will p~r­
forn1 the du ty asked The truth behind 
such assertions are difficL1lt ~o · 
ast erta1n But if 1t is pract iced, one 
might conclude that l t works f Q.F son1e 
even it 1t is only a psycholog1c.1l treat 
According to a release •from the 
Liber ian lnfor1n <1tion Center 1n 
. . I 
Washington . D C . the chairman of tHe 
True Whig Par.ty. the party \vh1ch has 
been ruling Liberia for over a 100 
years. and t\vo defer1se counselors 
asked the president to institute 
another 1nvestigat1or1 to find 
·· loopholes '' .in the supreme court 's 
decision in order to free Ar1derson The 
chairman of the True Wl11g Party i' s 
Anderson 's fafher . 
journalist . You are Black, and for that 
you should be proud and grateful to all 
those f>eople who struggled with you 
here. 
''But you a 1ournalist : which says 
that the job to do is to seek out the 
-truth . To seek out evil , t o seek out the 
things in this society that create prob-
1.f'emS fot peOp le in ·this soc ie ty . When 
you do that you wi l l be ca lled a great 
journal ist, you will be Black." 
'' Energy Decis ion-Making: A Time of Timidity? '' w il l be the topi c of a 
f ree stud ~~t . program to be' held at th_e &th Energy Technology Confer.ence 
and Expos1t1on, February 26-28, 19r9. Sheraton Park Ho tel, Washington 
DC. · 
• 
Sponsored by the Forum for the Advancen1ent of Students in Sc'ience 
and Te_chnology, the program for colle8·e students w ill feature a panel 
drscuss1on and quest ion/answer sessi.on . The panel w ill take place from 
10:30 to 12:00 noon, February 28 in the t on t inenta l 'Room of the Sheraton 
Park . Kob1nson voiced the need tor Black 
people who become successful to help 
those less fortunate: ''You come along, 
you do wl"!at you can for other people 
who try and come along. You shouldn' t 
take ~edit for i t. you shouldn't feel 
good about it, you ·should do i t." 
, In addition to the energy decision-mak ing panel and the- Exposition, 
studen ts are .invited to view the '' Edison Centennial of Light'' exhibit. The 
exhibit , which commemorates the 100th anniversary of Thomas Edison's . 
invention of the fi rst pra ctical incaiidescent lamp, is a Smithsonia n In-
stitution show and is making i,ts debut in Washington 
'' l n terms of what I. want ' to do as a 
journa list. as an ·anchorman, it is my 
ambition to contribute something to 
Anleri can journali sm on the par w ith 
Edward R. Morrow and ·wa iter Cron-
kite ." < 
M_ost a~e. free to college students and faculty . member,.s Shu ttle bus 
serv1ce . 't't ll be provided at 15 minute intervals from the Dupon.t Ci rc le 
Metro Slat ion to the Sheraton Park Hotel For further infromation, please 
contact Lauren Unzelman (301 ) &56-1090 
Challenge Fund Campaign Pushes On 
After pledging to '' shoulder that 
burdf:!n '' of spec ial challenges that 
Black people face, Robin son spoke of 
the 'necessity of fe.edback : ' ' Black EmploYees of Howard Un1vers1ty recently began . their 1979 Challenge 
people have to understand what Mal- Fund Campa ign. This is a campaign des i~ned to raise financial support for 
colm (X) talked about . We are too the Universi ty . . 
quiet. Malcolm said ' 'when it hurts I In a rece nt sta~ement concerning th is program released by Dr Robert L 
sc reamed as a ch ild ." It served me well Owen s, J:>ean of the College of Liberal Arts. said, '' This was concrete 
into adulthood. We don'. t make ou r- evidence-of the w illingness of the administration and the faculty to support 
selves known enough." the edu t-at ion of our youth, and provide resources for research for fa culty 
and students '' . · , He closed by saying that Black 
people today '' enioy too much of the Concern ing this, University president Dr. James E Cheek released . a 
' 
fruits and spend too lit tle time in the statement that .said,"With the help of all faculty and staff. we can reach 
vineya1d," referr ing to how Black our goal fo~ thi s year and begin efforts toward a second m illion dollars in • 
1 h contributions ,. peop e · ave become complacent with 
the attainment of materia l wealth. and .1n the f i r.st five years of this program, members of the group managed to 
now wish to take it easy and . not raise nearly $1 ,000,000 The goal for th is year is $200.000 
struggle anymor.e for the . masses of · \ 
Black people . '------------_:----1----------~ 
Local Leaders, Administration 
D adlocked Over LeDroit Park 
;I . , • 
' . 
. B t Gre1ory A. Patterson 
.· r Hilltop Sti!ffwriter 
Editor :j no te: This is rhe second in a 
series off.art icles focusing on Howard 
Universit'y 's physical plans and pre> 
gress. The communit y discussed in th is 
article, LeDroit Park, lies directly to the 
sou th o.r Howard University's ma in 
campus. 
Com munity leaders in leDroit Park 
have refuted Howard University's 
claim that there are too many factions 
among leDroit ·Park reSi dents to come 
to a spec ific agreement w ith the com-
munity concerning the property that 
Howard University owns there . 
Bahba:l Makenta, president of the 
• 
' 
•. ~ 1' 
\ 
. ' 
• 
• 
( 
I eDroit" Park Civic A'socfation , said 
that hi s ·grouP has an officia_I c ~.1rter : , 
with the ci ty government of Wa shing- ~ 
ton D.C .. He said that it always has 
been the proper orgahization for the 
Universi ty to negot iate with . Theresa 
Brown. cha irperson of the LeDroit pa rk 
preserva tion society said that the other 
groups that Howard University's vice-
president for Admin ist ration, Dr . Owen 
Nichols, speaks of as competing inter- . PhotO by Alex(AJ•x)JOnes 
-ests are basically offshoots of the 69 This home in le Droit Park has been saved by the Historlcal Preservotlon SocletY. 
.. ·· . . . . 
year-old Civi'c Association. 1978, said that there are two basi c dis- vated and occupied. She sa id tl:iey 
Some people in the community of agreemen ts .between the re sidents of · don' t have a preference about who 
LeDroit Park tlave said that the Univer- leDroit Park and-Ho-w.;rd U~ive;sity .· Jives in them. 
sity is stal ling in the hopes that the resi- '' The principle' disagreement." said The other i;:najor point of contention 
dents will give up· and let Howa •d have Kaz ., th t H d U · · • ana, is a owar n1vers1ty between the University and the ,Le-
1ts way wan ts to tear down some houses in the· Oroit. Park community is the, ··disposi-
Makent"a said that the University 's .600 block of U Street." She said that tion of houses 1n the neighborhood,"· 
administ ,at ion feels that its '' th rust is Un_iversity ':'ffic ial ~ have planned to said Kanza~ ! 
stronger than the commufiity.'s iind build a residence there for Hosp ital·- • She said that the LeDroit Park resi- ' 
inevitably the community w ilt personnel who must be on-call for lon,g . dents would not like to see houses that• 
col lapse.'.' , periods of time at the Univers"i ty 's, .the University bought for about 
lmani ai<a iana, who worked as an hospital $10,000 api~c.:t sold for upw.lrds of 
advisor to the LeDroit Paik H istor ic.:> I $20,000 and that ·commu nity res idents 
,Preservation Socie!y from the begin- Kazana said that the residents of Le- 'feel that they should have priority in 
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Hooks Cont'd from page 1 
Ac cording to the rep ort . ttie 
president told pressr11er1 th,1t t~e 
nature of the ap1Jeal left him (t e 
Presiden t) '' \vondering whether A -
de<Son ;, bettec than the othe<S '~ 
'l \J 
ning of last summer until November of Droit ~ark want the .houses to be ren_o- buying .the ~ouses . . 
-- Howard has submitted a plan pro-I · 
-·· - - . 
-
Hooks saluted the pioneers oi this 
aspect of Blackness 
In recollection of the time he lived 
in segregated Memphis, Tennessee. 
Hooks attributed the hope that he had 
ind the ambition he got to those Black 
papers that let me know that Black 
people cou ld be more than just hewers 
o f ,\-VOOd and haulers of water. It wa s 
the' Black press that opened the 
windows of the world to me, and 
opened my mind for expansion '' 
After stating that only eleven Black. 
people hold major posi tions on the 
1700 daily newspapers of this nat ion, 
Hooks noted that these same papers 
are spend ing less money on affirmative 
actiont"han i n 1972. 
He talked of '' the r is ing tide of 
convservati sm that is engulfing the 
nation like wildf ire over the prair ie 
land." and· cal led the Bakke case, the 
' rebirth' of the Ku Klux Klan, and the 
Nazis '' just the tip of the iceberg." 
Hooks then related the danger of the 
current Weber vs. Kaiser Alu.m inum 
case to affirmative act ion programs 
mandated by title seven of the civi l 
rights leg1slat1on pa ssed 1n the sixties 
He said that Black people should 
'' remember that when the kooks and 
the lun<it ics and the crazies come out. 
they do it because they perceive that 
mo~t white folk are with them in spirit 
if they don 't come out opeA ly." 
'' But equal ~o the sin of white 
conservati sm," Hooks col!ntered. " is 
the sin of Black apathy , indi ff erence. 
unconcern. neglect; it bothers me '' 
HoOks preached that he knew 
people were sayi ng '' that the NAACP is 
conse rv3tive and uncle toms and a ll 
' that . . but if you don' t like the 
NAACP join PUSH , join SCLC. join the 
Black Panthers . join Sf'../CC, .do 
something - but . 'don ' t si t simply 
criticizing and doing noth ing-we've 
done enough of that ." 
• Hooks told the audiente that he 
spent half of his life fighting for things 
that other native born citizens' take for 
granted, and that he was tired of it . 
However he asserted that ''no matter 
how 1weary we become, we can' t give 
up becau se if they can brainwash us 
into believing we can't 'w in , fhey have 
already wo n the battle ." 
GOREN AND MAGGIO 
ATTORNEYS 
IMMIGRATION, PERSONAL INJURY, 
DOMESTIC RELATIONS 
Membtrs: 
Reasonable ftt · 
Association of Immigration and Nationality Lawyefl 
National Lawyers'Guild 
- . . 
Suite 100 1801 Columbia Road, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 483-8055 
' 
LASC Cont'd from page 
attended in Atlanta last semes ter wa s 
used as ''petty cash '' accorPing I to 
McDowell . (The Hill TOP sent tlvo 
people who staye<t for th~ sahie 
amount of time in the same mote l i as 
the LASC repre~entatives for $412 he 
LASC requ isition was for $750.f'.':'I 
-There have al~o been differlces of 
. . ' OJ?;.nion on how progra~ s h~ld be 
de.veloped by LA':>L . M cDoJ} !l ay 
said that the discord ~as a rose~ rca~se 
the LASC constitution ~s " very tlagu ." 
and it is diffrcult to 1 tran slate i to I . 
• 
posing t o buy, some of the houses. 
when and if the university decides to . 
sell them. 
working terms . McDowell res ponded by saying that 
11 1 Communi ty residents also would McDowe a so said that he doesn 't upon hi.s election as president he 
f 1 h h 
1l ike for something to ,be done about 
ee t at t ere is an y lack of com- inquired in wr iting to his fellow of- the 39 vacant houses that Howard Uni-
munication between the executi e ~ 1 cer s about the kinds of prog ramming ~ - • 
off.icers. At the beginn.ing of the year they would like to have. He sa id t~at versity owns there as soon as possible 
the LA SC had Howard . University he didn 't get any response f ram them. because some of the hou~es_ have been 
Student Association president Arle .. ,,,. ______ c·-----------.staoding 'dormant for more than ten 
Sarni , explain the HUSA constitu t ioni ~ d The Hi'fffO years . • · 
to the LASC so as to clarify the LASCt ea Kan zaoa also pointed· out that• 
leDroit Park Residents have an under-· duties and obligations. , 
- · - f I ly ing animosity toward the eJ1:pansion 
Williams said that she and the other or a ·rea news of the !Jniverslty. They fear that the 
members on the o f LAS~ ''would like University will c rowd, <» swallow its 
to have m.ore input'' in to the b Ld surrounding community as many other 
programmini;: of aspect of LASC. rea" own S·ef le D I 
• 
J 
·, HOW ABOUT A 
I 
' 
, 
CAREER IN BANKING? 
The ~ank of New York will be 
inteEviewing C?ndidates· for 
i~s 1cOMME RCIAl 18ANKING TRAINING PROGRAM on 
MARC I 1 4.th 
Ali ositions will be- located 
in N w York City. Contact 
your Placement Office no . late~ 
.than Ma~eh 7.th to arrange an 
interview on the above -date. 
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••• ''If Something Is Yours by Right, then Fight· For it '' 
Compiled By Mikal Abbas Ikhnaton Muharrar 
lr\r11ourning.of the assassination date (.Feb. 21. 1965) of Malcolm X and in 
commeni oration of Black History rnonth, and the leadership that evolved 
out of the consciolJ S struggles of Afr ikan-Arnerican people, we present to 
our re'aders th is compilat ion of excerpts from 1t1e speeches of El Hajj .Malik 
El Shabazz (Malcol n1 X) 
. . If something is yours by right, t hen fight for it. 
' ... I don 't th,ink any of you wrll deny the fact that .it is impossible to 
11nderstand the presen t or prepare for the fu ture tinless we have some know-
ledge of the past. And the thing that has kept most of us, that is. the Afro-
Americans. almost crippled in this society lia~ been our complete laGk of 
knov•r ledge concerning the pas t. 
The number one th ing that makes us differ fro111 other people is our lack 
of Knowledge concerning the past. Proof of which - alniost anyone else 
can come into th is country and get around b,1rriers and obs tacles tha t we 
cannot get around; and the only difference benvec11 them and us, they know 
something abou t the past, and iii knO\'Ving something about the pas t, they 
know something about themselves, they have an identit)'. '' 
It 's impossible !Or.. you and me to h<Jve a ba lanced mind in this society 
1\•ithout going into the past. becatise in this particular societ y, as 1ve func-
t ion and fi t in to i t right no1.,, \ve 're Stich an underdog, we 're tran1pled upon, 
1Ye 're looked !Jpon as almost nothing. N61\' ;1 ·11e don 't go into the past and 
' . 
rind 011 ! ho~.,, we got this way. 1ve wil l ~hink r!1ot we 1¥ere alwavs th is way. 
• 
-.-"" 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
' Photo by Al11x(AJax)Jone5 
Student lays block.orrr:t;on4on moc~ grove of Malcolm X~ The ur:ovesite 
was constructed by Ub1qu1ty as ~ memor1um memorial to t~e late leader. 
Question: What do you think is responsible for race pre1t.id1ce in the U.S.?' 
Malcolm: Ignorance and greed. And a skillfully designed program of mi~· 
education that goes righ t along with the American system o f exploitatio'n 
and oppression ... 
If the entire American population are properly educa ted · by properly 
educa ted, I mean given 'a true picture of the history and con tr ibutions of t he 
Black man - I thrnk ~any whites would.be less racist in rheiffeelings. 
They would ha ve more respect for the Black man as a human being. 
Knowing '!Vhat the Black man 's con tribu tions to sci~nce and civiliz~ tion 
have been in the past, the white man 's feelings of superloritv .would ·be at 
leas t partially negated. Also, the feeling o f in feriority that the Black man has 
would be rep laced by a ba lanced knowledge of himself. He ·d feel more like · 
a human being. He'd func tion more like a human being, in a society of 
human beings. 
So i t takes education to elimina te it. And 1ust because you have colleges 
and universities, doesn 't mean you have education. The colleges and univer-
sities in the American educational sys tem a;e skillfully used co miseduate. ·· ' 
''We are living in an era of revolu tion. and the revolt to the American 
Negro is part of the rebellion aga inst the oppression and colonialism which 
has charac ter ized this era ... 
It is incorrect to classify the revolt of the Negro as simply a racial conflic t 
of'fBlack agaihsr white, or as a P,ure}y American problem. Rather, we are 
toCiay seeing a global rebellion of the qppressed agains t the oppressor, the 
e."ploited agains t the exploiter. 
• 
'' It was we ~'Vho have fought vour bait/es for you, and have picked your 
. . 
•· 
I 
. .. 
·{And if yoti think that you were always in· the condition that yo11 're in right 
11o•v, i t 's imppssible for you to have too niuch confid'e11ce ·in yourself, you 
- " Si1 when our people.got hlere - and th~ came here from a civilization 
where they had high morals; r~ere was no ste!fing, no drunkenness , no adult-
er y, fornication; there was nothing but high morals - when they got here, 
they found a country that had lthe lowest morals that e:'( is ted on earth at that 
time, because it was peopled ahd run by prostitutes, by cu t-throats, by crim-
co tton for you . We built this hou.se that you 're living in. It was our labor that 
btiilt th is house. You sa·t beneath the old co tton tree telling us how long to 
work or how hard..10 work, but i t w_as our labor. our sweat and our blood that 
made th iS country, 'whai it is, and we're the only ones who haven't benefitted 
from it . All we're saying is, it's.payday - retroactive. ·· 
. I . 
beco111e worthless; almos t nothing.{ ' 
• • Btit when you go bac/... into the past and find ot1t where ,you once were, 
ina/s .. . '' 
• rhen you will J..no11' that" you 1veren't al"1'i1ys at this /e\'el. that you once /:lad 
,1tta1ned a higher level, had made gr~t achievements, COJltribu tions 10 
~ciety, civilization, science and so fort·h. r\11d you /..now that if you .once 
did it, you can do it agi.iin; you autom;J1cally get the incentive, the inspir. 
ation and the energy necessary to dupfica1e ~1, hat our forefathers formerl y 
d id. ' , For three huridred years , we stayed at that /eve/. Finally, we got to where 
B•y keeping us conipletely cut off ram our past. it is ea sy f.or the man \ve had no language, no history, no name. The white man named us after 
who has powef' O\'er us to make 11s 1villing to ~tay at th is level because we himself ~ Jones, Smith, Johnson, Bunche, and names like those. We 
1.,, ill feel that we i\ erep l\vays .Jt th is /eve/, a 10 11• level. That ·s \\hy J say it is so couldn 't speak our O\vn language; we had none. And he then began to teach 
important for you and me to.spend time today /ear11ing sonieth ing about the us that \ve came from a iungle, where the people had no language. 
past so that v.·e can better understand the present, an,1 /yze ir. and then do '' This wa s the crime that wa s committed - be convinced us that our 
something about it.'' • people back home were savages and animals in the jungle, and the reason 
... \-Vhen 11'e can1e here as slaves, 11 e 1.,,ere civilized. we had culture, ~ve 1ve couldn't talk was because we never had a language. And we grew up 
. ' 
The newly awakened people all over the world pose a problem for what is 
known as Western in tere5ts. which is imperial ism, colonialism. raci.~~ and 
all these other negativisms or vu.lturisticisms Just as the externa l forces 
pos: a grav~ threat, they Can now see that ~he in ternal forces pose an even 
greater threat. But.the in terna l forces pose an even greater threat only when 
the~. have properl y analyzed the ~ituatiOn and know what the stakes real ly 
are. 
'' ... We 1101 only see the importance of having an unders ta nding of th ings 
local and th ings national. but we see today the importance of ha ivng an 
tinrierstanding o f th ings international. and where our people, the Afro-
Americans in th i~ coun try, fi t into that sc heme of th ings. where things in ter-
See Malcolm X, page 7 had a knowledge of sc;ence The y don ·t "ke a ,/a ve." ho's dun'b - a dumb th;nk;ng that we neve' had one " . . · 1 
Thailand's Prime Minister Requests $113 Million W.orth Of U.S. Military Supplies 
By Sunni M. Khalid 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
Editor's Note: On January 1, 1lJ79, rhe 
People 's Republic of China and the 
United States restin1ed full diplomatic 
relations. As part of the historic 
agreemef}t bet~veen the t~vo nations, 
the United States Department of St,1re 
chose to adopt the Pinyin roman-
tization oi Chinese names l\'hich gives 
a more accurate and phonetic spelling 
of the nan1es. Thus, the spelling of the 
names of all Chinese leaders have been 
changed. From no~v on. Teng Hsiaoping 
w ill be spelled Deng Xiaoping. The 
name of the Chinese na tional capital, 
Peking. wil l now be spelled Beiiing 
(; ty. I . - ,,.. · 
• ~a "pbtentianY dangerous s it~~tion 
bei""een ' :the Peoole' s RepU~l1c of 
Ch1t1a arid Vie tn arn threatens to 
er11broil Southeast As ia 1n a full-scale 
rnili tary confli ct , Thailand 's Prin1e 
Minister Kriangsak Chomanan arr ived 
at the White House last week in an 
attempt to gain cru cial U.S. military 
support for hi s t roL1b led nation 
Prime Minister Chomanan, whose 
visit came only one week after C·hina 's 
'v'.ice Deputy Premier Deng Xiaoping's 
visit. met with President jimmy Garter 
and Secretilr't' of DefPnse. Haro lc_ 
. . -- - . 
Brown 1n a series of high-level tal ks in 
rega rds to the possible resumption of 
United States military aid for Thai land, 
\\•hich was a close US ally during the 
Vietnam War . 
In recent week s, Thai la nd has Qeen 
• • 
.focused on as a strategic point in .. ·the 
escalating confli ct currently takin~ 
•• 
' 
• 
place in ·southeast Asia betwe; n the 
Pol Pot regime of Kampu chea (fo r-
merly Cambodia) ,and Vietnam. After fl 
Vietnamese-backed and su pported 
liberation movement ousted th e 
repressive regime of Pol Po t, Thailand 
has been carry ing the brunt of the 
refugee problem caused by the war. 
While Pol Po t's forces are engaging 
the Vietnamese mil i tary in a la rge 
scale guerilla war w ith in Kampu chea. 
Th.ii.ifand 's leadership has become 
increasingly concerned over poss ible 
Vietnamese terr itor ial des igns on her 
land. The activity 1 of liberation 
movements with in Tha i land 's eas tern 
borders ha s oompo~nded tho se 
concern s 
Prime Mini ster Chomanan ' s 
government is also confrqnted wit~ th e 
BUILD YOUR CAREER TODAY, 
' 
presef),Ce of threee well-armed Viet -
nameSe army division s with in 
neightioring Laos, whi ch are posit ioned 
' . 
along . "Thail.ind's Laotian border 
M ili ta\v strategists have conclul:led. 
that JThai land 's own military forces 
wou l be out-numbered and under-
equip1?ed to prevent a 
name~e invasion from 
Kampuchea . 
ma 1or 
La os 
Viet-
and 
Thailand's immed iate situat ion has 
not become immediately desperate, 
however, and Pr i me Minister 
Chomcinan has appealed to ' the Carter 
adm inistration for the transfer of an 
es t i~ated $11 .3 mill ion worth of 
amm'dnit ion to the Thailand govern-
ment · from U.S. military stockp i les 
currently in Thailand 
Pre si dent Carter, while strongly 
• 
• 
• 
MAKING ENERGY FOR TOMORROW. 
• 
• 
' • 
' At Georgia Power Company, we're providing e:.lectricity every 
day for the growing needs of ou r customers. - -
' 
Sutvival and progress in life 's endeavors deperid-on reliable, 
efficient energy. Our need for growth can expand your own 
profe~sional opportunities. · , 
' 
' 
' We're tonstantly' looking for ways to improve t~e use of energy 
, · - creating solar heating and cooling systems, electrontt load-
management devices, innovative time-of-day rate structures, 
electrte commuter cars. It's a necessary and vital :struggle. 
• 
The serious problems of energy supply and effiCient energy use 
' demand the best minds we can muster. RigJtit nQ._w, and for 
future problem-solving, we're looking for graduales who have 
interest or exp~rience 111 these areas: • 
• Accounting 
• Data Processing 
• Finance 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Power Generation 
• Civil and Mechanical Engineering 
• ·lransmis.sion and DistribUtion 
• System Operations and Communication 
• Generating Plant Construction 
• Nuclear Engineering 
Our recruiters will be interview'ing on your campus on March 2 
·an·d we are ea$er to meet with you. Please contact your campus 
placement office to arrange an interview. 
Or send resume to : (;.f>orgi• Power Comp•ny, 
Employee Rel~tions Dep1 .. P.O . Bo • 4545 
A1lanta , GA. 30302 
Georgia Power A 
Equal Opportunit y 
Employer M / F / H 
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pledging to do everyth ing in his power 
to insu re Thaila nd 's territorial integrity 
against fo re ign aggression. also tras 
indica ted that he w ill p~tition 
Congress for an increase 1n. military aid 
to an estimated $50 n11llion. ' 
How much the addition of i~creased 
military aid and the delivery of al read'/, 
ordered armaments \'Viii help 
Thailand 's di re predicament ren1ains 
to be seen But with the recent visit of 
China 's Vice Premier Deng, Thailand 
may take on a more ~ignifi can t role in · 
possible Sino-An1erican moves to 
check the advances of Vietnam and 
the Soviet Union in Asia . 
' China may find it ·neci:ssary to lend 
some su pport to Thailand in an at-
tempt to prevent complete Vie t-
namese domination of Southeast Asia 
and combined Soviet geographic 
encirclen1el)t . China is cu rrently 
reinforcing its military border strength 
along its borders w ith both the Soviet 
Union and Vietnam and a maror 
military thrust by any o f the three 
major powers 1n Asia may tr ger a 
·z-costly international \\'ar. 
• With Ch ina and Vietnam urrently 
badgering one another along their 
con1mon border . the Soviet Union, 
reCently alarmed by Vice Prem1e·r 
Deng's visit to the United States and ,. 
the controversia l 101nt U.S.-P.R.C 
communique, has begun to initiate a 
se ries of diplomatic moves with other 
'Asian nations. such as India. to ga in ar. 
• 
IOUC:ATIOtlAL 
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• 
advantage oVer China . India, i t should 
be importantly re corded, was involved 
in a br'ief but bitter border war with 
Beijung (Pek ing) in 196"7 and still 
dispu·tes it s p re sent border with Cbina. 
Where the cu rrent series Of events. 
"places Thailand is stlll very much in 
doubt. However, if either of the major 
part ies. the Sovie t Union or the 
People's Republ ic of China, become 
reluctant to wage war against each 
other, Thailand could occupy the 
foref ront o f a full -sca le ''proxy war'' 
1nvolv1ng it sel f with Vietnam. Laos, or 
another member of the Soviet bloc 's 
oll ies 
The occurence of a " proxy war'' 
seems to be a possibility that Prime 
Min ister Chomanan a former military 
of ficer who fought with Americ.an 
i roops during the Vietnam War, seems 
to be preparing Thailand f f.or·. Although 
the Prime Min is ter m<tjY rel uctantly 
admit. it 1 Thailand ha~ now been 
ident ified as a " pawn '' in the game of 
global politics between China, the 
Soviet Union and· t~e United States .. 
And li ke a chess pawn, Thailand may 
also find itself sacrifi ced 
I ran Cont'dfrom{X}gel 
the days of the shah. sJime reporters. 
obse rved On coming to -power. 
IKhomeini and the Bazargan provisional 
government ha-ve been pleading vy ith 
the army deserters tO return to the-ir 
barracks . However, according to press 
report s, thes~ deserters are still at ·large 
leaving the organ ization of the army 
and the curbing of the guerrillas an'd 
s.ecessionists a difficult job for the 
inexperienced Khomeini militia. 
These difficulties have not crippled 
the provis ional government to the 
point of making it u ~eless and inef-
fective . According to the latest reports 
from Iran, the provis ional government 
is cont inuing its trial qf the shah 
supporters, whom they St.ispect are · 
gui lty of some fo rm of c rime aga inst 
the Iranians . 
Cerieral Parviz Amin Afshar, the 
forme r commander of the shah's 
imperial guard. Brig . Gen. Manuchehr 
Malek. the former infantry com-
mander, Gen. Hossein Hamadanian. 
·former chief · of the SAVAK secret 
police, and Gen . Nematultah 
Motamadi, former governor o f Oazvin 
were shot on Tuesday. This brings the , 
figure of executed shah supporters tn 
the top echelon to eight . 
• 
• 
Our founder. Father Thomas Judge. called us to be 
makers ot apostles His wor"cls speak to !he needs ot our 
world today when he also said one of ou r ch1e! arms is to 
make others rn1ss1onar1es 
Each get1erat1on must ask others to !ollow as apostles . as 
m1ss1onar1es This is the process of renewal. so vital to the 
contemporary Church Are you called to be an apostle to 
serve as a m1ss1onary? -
Trinity Missions is Seeking young men who want to 
become spiritual leaders You can learn more about us an.d 
ou r work by contacti ng .us. '(OlJ may also discover some 
sp1r1tual insights about you rsell v Trinity Missions 
Father Joseph Cornely ST 
Bo • JO 
Silver Spring Maryland 20910 
' . 
Nar11e _________ • 
AdClress ________ _ 
C• tY----------
S tate ---~-~ Z·P--­
Teleohone ----
(Area codeJ 
Ago_-Cc:'.'C".---o;--.,---,.-
42 
Yes !-want to !earn more about 
Trinity Missions and •IS wo•k 
J?lease send me ontorma11on wh1cn 
will g•ve me 1ns1ghts abou t my 
1n1eres1s 1n the rehg1ous lite 
0 In college D ln hrgh school 
D Post college · 0 Pos1 h1gn sc hoor 
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Black Colleges Being Destroyed 
Black colleges may soon be only a 
memory, a phenomeon we sead about in 
the history books . We-students, faculty 
administrators, alumni-siniply have not 
• 
done all we need to do to make it other-
wise. AND IT IS VERY, VERY LATE . 
The federal government is enforcing 
Adams v. Califano and past decisions 
calling for desegration of education. The · 
government is taking swift . steps to 
eliminate so called 'dual systems' in the 
states-systems which include both 
predominantly Black and Whi,te institu-
tions . (But of course. only the Black institu-
tions will go.) · 
Presidents from 105 Black <:alleges and 
·universities ran to President Jimmy Carter 
last summer when they began to see the 
danger. The Carter administration has 
since promised to help " preserve" and 
" strengthen" historically Black· institu-
tions. 
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano said so 
here in Cramton last fall. But the example 
he gave was bringing 100 white students on 
scholarships to Oklahoma's Langston 
University . 
Now we see tt:lreats to so many of our 
schools-Norfolk State, Florida A&M, 
Savannah State· ... just to name a few . 
Preside~! Carter, in a recent directive to 
federal agencies, instructed them to in-
c lude Bia-ck institutions 1n their 
programs-to eliminate '' barriers'' to 
participation. 
But th'e Carter administration has missed 
the point. And unfortunately, the NAACP 
. . 
and Howard University seem to be 1n. 
league with government views . 
The point is that it does us no good to 
" save" Black col leges and universities if 
there are no longer Black · ~a lleges and . 
universities . 
Some will argue that Black colleges and 
universities never were the ''unique'' in-
stitutions that supporters claim them .to be . 
That argument only . provides us with the 
best alternative to destroying them-
making Black institutions the creative, 
distinct institutions they sh;ould be-. not 
only in racial composition, but in educa-
tional methods and goals . 
That has not always happeoed at 
Howard University and other Black 
schools. NAA·CP Research Director 
Michael Meyers wrote last year, " The truth 
... is that too often Black colleges have 
been pale and inferior reflections of white 
institutions." · 
He went so far as to assert that the Blac'k 
college experience is, if different, always 
of lower quality than the experience of 
attendrng a white institution . That's a 
dangerous attitude. 
The NAACP has taken a stand support-
ing the government in its moves to get rid 
of Black colleges and universities. Director 
Benjamin Hooks and others argue that 
integration must go all the way . But in-
tegration does not and should not always 
mean that Black people are in the 
minority . Howard University, for example, 
is about 10 percent non-Black. Why <hould 
' . 
integrationist principle force it to c hange 
to a predominantly white institutionl 
Unfortunately, Howard University 
seems to have joined the effort to 
eliminate Black institutions of higher 
education. ' 
It invited and· honored and applauded 
Califano when he told us the government's 
plan . It allowed Hooks to endorse the plan 
at the Annual Communications Con-
ference banquet. Both invilations seem to 
have been made with little, if any consulta-
tion of the people who actually make this 
University work . "" 
Whyl Perh<)ps Howard 's' afraid of 
making the kind of changes that would 
truly strengthen• and preserve it. Perhaps 
Howard is <!fraid of losing the government 
and corporate support on which it so 
heavily depends by opposing government 
and corporate views . 
Every Howard University administrator., 
employe, . faculty member, student, and 
alumnus must try to turn this thing around . 
Writing HEW and President Carter is one 
tactic .· We also !should critically watch-
and influence-· the related actions of 
Black organizations and institutions . 
Bison Need fans' Support • 
j 
After splitting games with each team in 
the MEAC, the Bison have journeye~ to the 
MEAC tourney for another year. The 
' tournament held in Greensboro has been 
one of the major attractions held by Black 
col leges since its.existence 
Sure there will be a few loyal Bison sup-
porters but w i ll the numbers be as great as 
• • 
they should bel As a university with as 
many as 10,000 students, the largest in the 
MEAC, we should be able to equal the 
attendance of some of the other schools . 
North Carolina A& Tis definitely favored 
to win the MEAC tournament but this 
shouldn' t deter Bison fans from supporting. 
the Howard team. In past years, N.C. A& T 
' . has domiriated the tournaments and this 
The enthusiasm that has been instilled 1n 
this University over the past years is dwind-
ling and each year the numbers get 
smaller. If we were to support our teams, 
not just the basketball team but all teams, 
we would be making positive steps toward 
becoming the total University we profess 
to be. 
' 
• 
could be because bein.g in their ho.metown 
they always have a partisan crowd, 
Letters · 
• 
' 
' The Hilltop welcomes letters to the : 
' 
. . 
Letters must be typed, double-spaced, 
no longer than 3 pages (8'' X 10''), and 
handsigned with typewritten name and 
affiliation (i.e., title, school or depl.),. 
under signature. 
• ' 
editor . We need your feedback. Did you : 
like what you saw in the last Hilltop? 
D o you see room ror improvement-- ; 
' 
-ideas that were left out, incomplete Policy i nformation? 
We want to arm you with the in-
fotljlation necessarY 10 the stru881e for 
self determination: Write Us! 
You should also indicate your address 
and phone, tho~gh this information will 
be kept confidential . 
Deadline is Monday at 5 p.m. 
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'Faggots, Freaks . .. 
Dear Editor: , 
1 Would like to thank Sister Johnson 
for her enlightening article. '' faggots. 
Freak s, ~nd Macho Men'' whi ch chal-
·lenge_s Black folk to examine a few of 
the images/role-model s being sold to 
the Bla ck community . Since the basi cs 
of a community' s inner strength is it s 
moral f.spi ritual foundafi"ons, I t is essen-
tial th at we have ,val tie systems whi c h 
will supPort ou r future survival . The . 
central issue is whether homosexual 
-· 
-... 
• 
' 
' 
-
' 
• 
• 
• 
A'rticle Shows Essential Values 1 ' 
'' lifestyles'' will be accepted as com -
·petitive to the convent ional relation-
ship. 
• 
From the
1
early gay militant actions 
against the APA (who redefined homo-
sexuality) to the present drive for gay 
'' rights." the thrust of the movement 
ha s b een 110 gain acceptance as an 
alterna t.i ve way of life . It is important 
to res'*i: t everyone's human right s. 
but let '\not confuse those right s w ith 
special interest privileges I 
Homosexuality should be tre~ted as-
a personal cond ition for a give,.] ad.ult 
but rejec ted as a viable "alternat1ve life-
style for Black you'th . If in fact I were 
'trying to control the population 
growth of the Blac k and poor people, 
abortion and homosexuality would be 
~ppropriate too ls to affect the masses, 
R. Jenkins 
'i=aggots, Freaks. . . · Article Ignores Funkadelic's 'Wisdom' 
Dear Editor: 
. . 
I am \.\'rit ing tn response to an article 
1n The H illtop (Feb 9. 1979} wr itten by 
Jocelyn Johnson called " faggot s. 
Freak-s . & Macho Men '' Jn her ·article. 
she discusses ho\.\• some to today's 
popular music groups promote homo-
sexuality and pervers_ion 
' O rie of the groups that M s. Johnson 
cites is ~eorge Clinton 's Parliament-
Funkadelic conglomerat ion It is 
u11f or tunate that many people take 
Parliament-Funkadelic for i t s t·reaky 
face value and don 't look at the 
groL1p{s) more in depth. 
. - -
If they did. they would discove r that 
Parli ament-Funkadeli c is a niusica lly 
in te rpreted C.? ncept. Parliament, the 
n1ore popular o f the two. is the lighter :. 
• 
more commercial side of Funkadelic . · * our a~ w ill follow ·· 
The music of Funkadelic reveals tile Judging from these examples of Cfin-
con cept ton incorporating his concept into his 
M s Johnson would only have to music , I w ould hardly think that Parlia-
listen to Funkadelic's ''Good Thoughts , ment-Funkadelic is promoting homo-
Bad Thoughts '' from the ' ' Standing on sexuality or perversion. True, tl;ieir on-
the Verge o f Getting It On'' album to·, stage ant ics and u northodox tyr cs co;J.n 
discover the concept be interpre,ted as ' suggest iv~ . but 
Clinto{l often tells Parliament follow-
Clinton offers suc h wisdom as. ers '' don' t take it seri ously'' becau~e he 
·· you ri se as high as your dominant has gone '' commercial like a mug." 
aspira t ion. you descend to the level of . H owever, in spite of wh<lt Par-
.Y,10~ r , lo;west concept of YO\J rself ," and t.iament-Funka?elic may seem .to say or 
; e
1
vf:;r¥_, thoyght . ,a.ccepted as true in _ represent. I think that any group that 
your co nscious mind. takes root in donates part of its concert tour 
'yOur su bco nscio us . blossom s . into an proceeds to the U n ited ~egro College 
act and bears its own fruit good Fund (source Jet magazine) cannot 
thoughts bear good fruit ." The essence m ean to harm the minds of its p~ople 
of C l inton's philosophy is ca ptured tn Paptela Sutton 
hi s statement : '' Free you r mind and 
January 20 Rally: 
' 
Noisemaking About Rumors 
Dear Editor: • 
I .im disgusted about the rally that took 
place on Friday. J.inuary 20 sn f ront of 
Douglass Ha ll and the A-Build ing At the 
time of the rally. which really distu rbed 
r11any s'tUdents 1n their classes. I .ittempted 
fo talk to the leadf'rs of the protest to find 
out what \vas going on. but I was.shut off 
One niember of the group had the 
courtf'SY lo talk w1th!1ne. but from 1vhat he 
said to me the rally af>peared to be based on 
rumors and unsubstantialed facts I " ·as 
reallv incensed when I read 1n The Hilltop 
that H U Preside nt. Or. Cheek offered to 
rneet with. the leaders of the demonstration 
arid they f ailed to show up 
If the pfotes1 organizers were con1pet en1 · 
and considerate they would have rriet w ith 
Dr Cheek to make su re they knew the facts 
before thev took the matter to the streets 
As it was I feel tl1e student leaders showed 
v~rv weak judgement and " ·ere emotional at 
best. irrational at worst 
Several slogans " 'ere used· to attract (or 
disturb) students to !he protest ''We're f1!ed 
up, can' t take no more. Hell no. we won'.! 
take it no more." etc . were the noise 
making elements employed . These did not 
make the cause of the protest very clea r, but 
of cou rse it 1s easier to chan't than io reason 
things put 
Excerpts 
The White House 
• Washington 
January 17. 1979 
MEMQRANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS .AND 
AGENCIES 1 
The approximately one hundred his-
• torically black colleges of this Nation 
have played and continue to play a 
'uniquel and important role in providin1 
educational opportunities to many thou-
sands of students. They have done so in 
the past when there were no other 
avenues open to the overwhelmins 
majority of black students. They do so 
now by continuing to pr6vide special 
Opportunities for students of all races. 
The continuing importance of his-
torically black colleges and un iversities. 
not only to students but also to this 
Nation's social. economic and educa-
tional fife, cannot be over-estimated. 
This Admin'istratibn is committed to 
enhancing their strength and prosperity . 
In mbving 1o·ward this goal the Depart-
' ment of Health, Education. and Welfare 
criteria call for .efforls to strengthen the 
historic~lly black public institutions 
through increased financial support, new 
and expanded prosrams, and the 
elimination of educationally unneces-
sary program duplication between them 
and their traditional white counterparts. 
These efforts are required to ensure that 
the historically black colleges.are able to 
partici&ate fully in the educational and 
social progress of our Nation. 
I have repeatedly expressed my hope 
that the historically blaclt col leges will 
If Howard University is indeed planning 
to 1ncreast> tuit ion by S200. this is not 
unreasonable When the prices of every-
thing else are cons tantly going up 1t is to be 
expected that tu1t1on!i ~· 111 h.ive to rtse. too 
Anvway, chanting slogans w ill not stop 
1t /l.·\and11orv meal plans were not invented 
by H U 
Many colleges .ind ~n1versit;es require all 
their freshmen and sophomores to stay 111 
dorms and eat in the cafeteria This kind of 
plan is really to the student's advant_age.! 
ra ther ttian the inst itut ion's A_ student ~as.j 
much more time available tor studying 
when she/he doesn' t have to worry ~bout 
pr(•paring meals and commut ing 
Some students think that the qual ity of 
educa t ion at H.U. is inferior and that they 
, have been ripped off educationally and 
fin"ancially. I don' t know what basis of 
compa rison they are using when ~hey claim 
H U. is inferior, but I attended another 
college (a much more expensive one) before 
I becaryle a student here and I don' t think 
H u it inferior by any stand ard of com-
p~r1so\r 
I don\t think I' m the only one who feels 
this w ' . ei ther 1 have ta lked w tth manv 
b.e stronger when I leave office than 
when my Administration began I am 
asking today that you personally join 
with nie irl meeting this objective by 
init iating and overseeing the following 
actions: 
Conduct a thorough review of the 
operations within your department or 
agency to ensure that historically black 
institutions are being given a lair oppor • 
tunity to participate in Federal arant and 
contract programs. Ensure that an af· 
firmative effort is made to inform black 
colleses of the opportunity to apply and 
compete for srants and contracts. Par-
ticular attention should be given to 
identifying and eliminatins unintended 
barriers that may have resulted in 
reduced p'articipation in and benefits 
f rom Federal programs by these colleges. 
ldnetify 'areas where historically black 
institutions can participate more effec-
tively in your Department's activities. 
Consider. for example. small research 
contra cts or grants which can be let with-
out competition, and new or existins co-
operative . education programs which 
facil itate minority student ·access to 
Federal employment. 
Where appropriate, establish goals 
and timetables for increased par-
ticipation •of historically black colleges 
in the activities of your department or 
asency. These goals should · reflect 
targets for increased expenditures 
beyond your fiscal 1978 levels. 
Establish a forum for continuing 
consultation with representatives from 
~he ~!stotit_ally black cotleies and u·ni: 
' 
people and have read 1he op1n1ons of others 
and have been fed to conclude that H U is 
academ1callv one of the better universit ies 
1ntheU S 
\\'hat I have written so f ar d6es not mean 
that I think H U 1s perfect I feel there is 
much room for 11nprovement, especially on 
the admin istrative side It seem s to take 
forever to get information through the 
various offices and to the.student 
I and others I know have e•perienced 
long delavs in getting needed informatior\ · 
from the re11strar 's and financial aid offices, 
etc Another serious problem I have noticed 
is· the verv w asteful use of eni:-rgy a.t ~ . U 
MOst of the class rooms and offices jare 
overheated: so overheated ' that in the 
middle of w in ter window.S have to be 
oPened, . 
I have even seen some professors forced 
to turn . on the air cond itioners when ·the 
temperature is below freezing outside! I 
bel 1ev~ such ca reless w.h.telu!ness can only 
be the result of bad management. 
Tt"[ere are plenty of things 1n need of 
improvement at H U .Instead of alienating 
people. students could woric with the ad-
ministration in a conslruc!ive way to make 
th ings better for everyone 
labir Abegaz-Hassen 
versities. Plan visits and other effo)ts to 
familiarize appropriate staff in your 
agency with the unique and indis-
pensable resources at black colleges 1 
Appoint a high-lever liaison person to 
Jversee these activities 
. 1 am askin1 Louis Martin , my specia'I 
assistant, ·in cooperat ion with the Secre-
tary of Health, Education . and Welfare. 
to monitor the implementation of this 
directive government-wide l personally 
plan to review periodically prosress-
made toward increasing access of his-
torically black co11ese.s to all Federal 
agencies 
In a separate communication. I have 
asked that Secretary Cal ifano resume 
publ icat ion of the Federal tnteragency 
Committee en Education's annual report 
on. patterns of Federal lundin1 for his-
tori cally black colleges ' 
I want to be certain that this Ad-
ministration's strong commitment to the 
Nation's historically black_ colleges and 
the contents of this directive are 
thoroughly understood by everyone. 
Please be certain that copies of this . 
directive are circu lated to all ap-
pr9priate individu.als within your depar;t-
ment or agency. 
limmy C<1rter 
(Editor's Note: The memorandum• 
which appears above is President 
Carter's long-awaited directive · to 
federal agencies, requested by 
several presidents of Black colleges 
and universities who met with hi,J 
last summer.) · 
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$Finance With SBil! ' 
Prepare Now For 
Your Retirement I • 
District Talk 
' 
Toward Aiding the Jobles~ 
I 
' 
/ H,1-ve you ever won ereA out the 
golden years of retiren1ent' Son1e of us 
dream o f traveling to exoti c islands, 
rela~ing 1n a hamn1ock. drjnking 
len1(')n,1de, v.•hile o ther s of us say, '' I'm 
YOl1ng . I have tin1e ." 
\·V ~ll , no rn att er what your vie\vpoint 
is 011 the 111 atter , h'ere is son1e reality 
for yOLI 98% o( the c itizens in this 
n.1t1011 \vho are over the age of 65 live 
l1vf's ot poverty . As unlil..ely. as it may 
,eer11. you \v ifl be ,o lcl one day. and 
l1r1less yoL1 prepare for 11 you ' ll be old 
,1nd broke 
YoL1 take a gtan"t step in being 
prepared for retireh1ent by attending 
col lege According to Venita Van 
Caspel {author of Money Dynamics) 
college graduates earn f ron1 $250,000 
to $279,000 niore than persons \v ith a 
l1igh school diploma over the course of. 
a lifetime Knowing these figures may 
be a little· incentive for you when it 
conies tin1e tO Jl<1Y your bill next 
se111ester. 
Though college stlider1ts will for the 
rno st part earr1 gre.-'11er ar11ounts of 
111o r1 ey, several o f ljS \\•ill become a 
part of that 98 percent n1entioned 
earlier M a11y of you r11 ay feel it is early 
~· et in yOLJr life but it is 1r11portant for 
yoL1 to )et a f1r1ancial goal for yourseJ: 
nO\V 
Allo\v nie to sh,1 re \v i th you some 
suggest ions about the kev to accumu-
lati ng \Veal th Saving 
A portion of every dollar you earn 
should belong to you The rest belongs 
:Q thl? cleaners. the book store. the 
g1~cer , McDonald 's and the rest . You r 
mo .... ey pa~ses through n1 any hands; 
iust don 't let all of it slip through 
vour> 
Cor1tr,1ry to \\•hat you n1 ay believe, it 
is fa1 rl~· f'asy to save if yoU make it a 
habit to pay yourse l f first. Before ,you 
go to thf disco or out to eat put aside 
yovr cut. 1m1nediately . Thi s amount we 
wit.I caJJ your ''Hands Off Fund.'' 
The '' Hands Off Fund '' belongs 
exclusi vely to yOll . l "he fund does not 
cor1sis t of next 1nonth's rent or the 
Chfi slmas savings; it is money set aside 
for gro...,·th Realizir1g thi s, o ne has to 
co r1sider all n1a1or bills before deciding 
how much you pay yourself 
Remember, you own this money and to 
spend it is defe,1ting you r purpose. 
By al lowing this fund to accumu late 
you w1l l l ind yourse lf receiving almost 
unlimited income from capital in the 
forn1 of dividends. interest , and 
royalties This is not to mention that 
' 
Student Leaders Forum 
vou will also receive Social Security 
checks upon retirement . ---
Benjamin Frank lin once wrote; • 
.;Money is of a Prol ific generating 
nature. M oney can 'beget money and 
its offspring can beget more." By that 
statement alone you can tell o ld Ben 
was up to mOre than just flying kites. 
' Open 
Column 
- ' 
In these days of di~inishing and ~ 
even contracting job opportun i ties for 
Black people and . minorities, thi s 
writer finds i t necessary and com-
pelling to share some of his thoughts . 
The job situation is crit ical for us. It 
has been demonstrated on many 
occas ions that while many of our 
people are in jails the employment 
si tuation is deteriorating as it currently 
is. It is also true that driiTie, suicide and 
o ther soc ial evils increase along the. 
same l ines. ' 
' 
'' 
• 
' ' 
• "'·~ 
• ;' ' 
' • 
' 
/j ! 
• 
That brings to mind inflation, a very 
unpredictable - phenomenon, but one 
that has been apparert throughoUt the 
20th century. Since 1900 the buying 
power of the dollar has depreciated 
such that that last buck you've been 
trying to hold onto is really worth only 
about 16 ~ents in buy ing power. 
Considering the U.S. is able to slow 
inflation down to 5 ptercent in 25 years, 
yoU ' ll n'eed S3.39 tb buy what your 
dollar presently buys . (And that my 
fri ends is only if we are able to slow it 
down to 5 percent .) A person needing 
$1 .000 · per month for expenses, will 
need $3 ,390 twenty-five years from 
Don't Point At .Me 
What then can we do to help our 
people, the majority Black population 
o f Washington, D.C_? 
The answer qu ite easily is creating 
jobs . 
I 
' 
' 
' 
,;. ·;: 
::"'I_ 
now. ~ 
Before you pa ss ou~, let me tell you 
some good news. He~·e is one weapon 
by whi ch to fight inflation; Compound 
Interest . Compound Interest is interest 
that is paid orl pre'vious years' interest 
as well as on the initial investment_ The 
payment of interest on interest 
becomes increa singly impo{tant as. 
time goes on, and the _amount of in-
terest accumulates. After a ... ~umber of 
• By 
' 
Bill Compton 
years have passed, it dominates the 
income earned on the original in-
vestment . 
With an initial investment $1 and 
.interest of 6 p~rcent one would · have 
$1 .06 1n hi s acc ount at the end of one 
year. At the end of the secOnd year 
there is $1 .124. Now I know $1 .12 
doesn ' t excite you so before you go to 
sleep consider : If the Indians had 
inves ted the $24 they supposedly 
received for Manhattan Island in 1626. 
their account as of the end o f 1977 
would be worth about $18 billion. (1' 11 
bet that woke you up.) ' 
To bring you c loser to reali ty an 
investn1ent of $10,000 will bring you 
$16,288 in 10 years at 5. percent in-
te,rest In 40 years you ' ll have $70,399 
in your account. But . how many of us 
have $10,000 lying around ? (Well I 
don 't , and I have a sneaking suspic ion 
that nei ther do n1any of you .) So to . 
come c loser to home suppose you 
place $100 per month in something 
paying 5 percent cornpound,ed <!-n· 
nual!y . A't the end of 10 ye_ars_ you 
would have invested $12,000 and your 
account would be worth $15,848. Forty 
' , 
year.s irom now $48,000 is invested and 
$1 52 ,208 would be in your account . • 
The struggle against inflation is not 
a hopeless one as long as you have the 
proper tools. Compout1d interest ·is an 
excellent way to protect your '' Hands 
Off Fund," and your ''Hands Off'' is a 
perfect way to protect your financial 
future. 
Remember, if anyone dese rves a 
part of your dollar. you do. 
Bill Con..,ton is a senior Finance rrajor. 
' 
• 
By Norma Shorey 
' Stokely Carmichael hit hard. Qt her · 
articles in the Hilltop will .give an 
overal l p icture of hi s speech at 
Cramton on February 9th . I would like 
to focus on a few of his po in ts and 
expand on them. , 
As Stokely himself said. he was 
merely reiterating themes which have 
been stressed over · and over again to 
Black students : the need for commit-
ment, responsibility and participation. 
But since mere knowledge changes 
neither people's attitudes or behavior, 
such arguments_ and ideas ne,ed to be 
presented repeatedly .... to ~startle us 
afresh out of our complacen'.i;:y . 
What compla cency? We are 
privileged Black students, out of the 
Black community . The elite, if you 
wish, of an oppressed and disc rimi-
nated people . Yet ou_r major concerns 
merely to get tl;iat degree-for our-
'selves, the passport (maybe?) to better 
• jo~s. and money. and prestige, _and 
Cad illacs. 
.... That worn theme again? So what's 
new? 
Yet it was not pleaSaf1t to hear 
Stokely-say: 
'' If your people are oppressed and 
you are not doing anything to help by 
your inactivity, ,yoll are against th e 
people '' By your la ck of commitment 
to the community from whi ch you 
came, you are cheating your people 
Well? . __ Surely not me, cheating .. ,_ 
Let ' s focus on internat ional 
students. I am One from the Caribbean. 
Do we -cheat our people by not 
utilizing that knowledge we have 
gained here. to help others 1at home? 
.(And I 'm not talking about a "Yhei lesale 
indiscriminate transfer of ideas or 
· technology . I am speaking about an 
intelligent application Gt our 
knowled&e to work toward full human 
development in our various cu ltures 
and countries, in order to counter their 
increasing subservience to the ma ss 
rriedia and values of ~ technologi i:; al 
society . "" 
FACTS interchangeable for use in 
any of our Third World Cou nl~ ie s : 
- The medical profess ittn ha s 
migiated en mass tram Jamaica. There 
is a tremendous need to expand 
professional and para-professi onal 
health care. But existing personnel are 
overburdened ... 
- Jn the.Caribbean Leeward Islands. 
the shortage of trained science 
teachers is pitiful ... 
- In Nigeria, 'experts' are imported 
to work in the. rural area s, since not 
many trained people want to leave 
LagoS .. 
One can multiply such e)(ample~ by 
the hundreds_ 
lt is so rriuch easier . to be that 
radical nationalist student on campus. 
To tal k national ' development and 
when the time for graduation come~ .... 
to forget . It is so much ·easier to be 
bor.ed by the arg4ments of those 
enthusi asti c patriots, and feel justified 
by our rationalization of ' no job~ back 
home._ at least not in my field {with 
good money), and besi des, what if 
everyone retu rned ... ?' 
BUt the niggling question remain s, 
and in Stokefy 's word s: 
,;Your resPon sibility is to use the 
kn owledge you have acquired for the 
benefit of the people: for that knowl-
edge belongs to them." 
To return to Stokely's argum ent. we 
may certainly agree with many of hi s 
key poin t s. Yes, our people need to _be 
organiz ed _ 
" Only the people properly organ· 
ized can free the people'' 
''Organization is the indispen-
sible prereqL1isite in the n1ovement 
• toward liberation _"' • 
Yes \ve do agree that we need 
com~itmen t and unity , of all blac~s . 
everywhere, 'to counter the dynamics . 
of the systen1 \vhi ch deliberately 
n1anipulates us. and direct s ou r 1n-
d iv idUal iSm to its own ends 
The traditional white collar job~ 
appear to be saturati'ng or fi re already 
saturated. We rna ~ jtJst ha~ to settle 
for the repla cement of those positions 
created after natural attrition 1n th is 
parti cular job market. 
What then are tfe expansion fi~Jd s 
1n employme~t for the District . of 
Co lumbia? An exarfiinalion of the blu {! 
prints show the cGnstruction fiel.d as 
l ikely to expand d+.Je to new develop-
ment planned for tt1ie inner city . But we , 
mu st note that t,hese new jobs are 
going to be mostly seasonal . 
If the constru ction planned for the 
c ity involves mostly department 
stores. museum s, and other enter,tain· 
ment related activities, the end of the 
constru c ti on period will see no real 
change in the job prospects fpr the 
D.C. resident . A conv'en tion cen ter is a _ 
diffmmt situation because the overall 
spending of conferees normally boosts 
sales or income in nearly all local 
bu si nesses and o ther econom ic ac-
tivities . 
But if the downtown construction is 
most ly offices and other personnel-
heavy enterp rises it will increase the 
base o f th e traditonal c ivil service, 
white-coltcir' and other c leri cal jobs. 
All these si tuations are middle range 
to long term employment • op-
por tun i t ies. In short, it will take quite 
some t ime for any of the scena rios .to 
become pract ical _ , 
The most importan t thing for us to 
know is that . our own community, the 
Black market, offers us a chance to 
earn a l iving. I mean prov iding goods 
and se rvices or dealing in it_ Sma l l 
'' Dant ' poin t at me! I 've heard it all business appea rs to be one of the wa ys 
beforJ. and bes ides, I have a test 
tO.i,ucc ess. and we can start it on a 
tomorrow and a party on Friday modest scale . However. because of 
night '' ra c ism. eit her inst itutio na l or latent, 
Panorama's Open Column is open t~: i t is very diffi cult "to break into 
any Hilltop reader who wishes to give , the general market for any Black 
comment on. issues they deem im- Pfrson. 1. , • . , 
h ·11 Education, we all know, 1s almost a portant to our readers. T e H1 top , , !... • , 'Th. . . · . · ''II 
. ' . ' • t" ' muOt · point. e controversy Wt does not intervene at any time o · b bl b th " h .. .1. --- h 
· b ' I th' pro a y e en ow muc. determine the su 1ect matter o is d . . 1 .. 1 d '· .1 11 · I A h th I d t , e uca t1on . o not i<.now 1 co ege 1s co umn. s sue , e co umn oes no b . . . 
necissaril reflect the Hilltop's stance eing. ".ver-emphasized, but what is 
.. y . . Th 1 · certain is that colleges are turning out or op1n1on on a given issue. e on Y 1 · f . t d.t . d t h olumns aret a o t o competent Black people who ype e 1 1ng one o sue c . . b . 
. · · ·1 11 · ca11no t get ro s 1n their chosen or editing of grammat1ca errors, spe 1ng f ·d d d 1. Id f d th l.k Th lumns mu•t pro esse an expresse 1e s o errors, an e 1 e. e co . . 
be submitted to the Hilltop office by, interest . And as a result of f_rustrat1ons, 
M d t 5 · h Id be no more . many of these students do not rea ch on ays a p.m., s ou h . . · 
1 
-
than 2-3 t ypewritten pages and should, t eir maximum potentra i:r ma~ur1ty . 
as its last paragraph, have some type of . In short , they fall o ff by .the w aysrde. A 
idetitification of the writer of the1 great deal of the mos t highly educated 
I C I mns a e selected on a Black people, who are perhaps the co umn. o u r 1· · II · d d 
I. t ' b · most po 1t1ca y motivate . ten to see 
•rs come asis. the end of the second class status in 
wh ich some Bla ck- people in th is ci ty 
see themselves. 
• 
!.~ . 
.... 1 ... 
This makes most ca pita t and prof1t-
oriented employers war ·n their h i"ring 
policies, hence. the sm I number of 
131ack executives in ind ry _ All .major 
private industry or you '. . n cal l them 
big business in • the .,<'coun try. are 
capitali st and profit-oriented I don 't 
know what the solution to that one is 
What usually happens_ is that the 
politi cally motivated Black person and -
a lot of th ose w ith college Clegrees, if · 
~ . 
th ey get hired by industry. are kept on 
payroll s to make up for 'federally 
mandated quotas, or just :made to si t 
down and clock watch ~ 
The saddest Part oi the who le ex- _ 
perience is that the c lock watch ing o r 
under-use turn s a lot of these br'others 
alid siSte rS aga·inst the sys tem. and the 
inevitable occu rs- they develop in to 
radi cals. 
Let 's fa ce realities for a moment 
The future of. the ' Black ra ce will 
depend on ou r priorities o f today 
College is r1 ecessary but io over· 
emphasize it is as bad as not having 
anybody in co llege a t all • 
Vocational training must be 
eva luated and looked into very 
ca refully by the Black community in -
gener.al YolJ ca n al wa ys got< cbl lege 
----,---~, 
By t 
J. Ofori Tayl~r 
later 1n life. but you need a source of 
. income by the age of 18. some mu·ch 
earl ier in th is soc iety • 
If we train enough young Black folk 
1n mechanics. the construction trades 
and other occupa t ions. we may 
develop a stro nger econom ic base 
Vocational trqining when tak en 
\. seriou'S'. ly of ten leads to unionized jobs· 
. • ,which are high paying and secu re due 
to co llec tive bargaining --A nd 
Co llective bargaining is usually a 
better deaf for · minorities than ~ n - • 
dividual cont ra cts are , 
I believ ~ Black p'eople 1n 
Washington have more needs and 
problems at thi s t in1e 1n history than 
e,ver. And ! 'be l ieve that we should give 
equal respect to the college graduate 
and to the tru e~ driver, br icklayer. the 
mechanic or any craftsman or •.rades-
man, (or they are .:i ll spokes of equal 
impo rtan ce in ou r great w~I of 
economic strength . ft 1s on fji ou r 
econom ic strength th"'at wi ll leaa/us to 
politi cal , social and racial ec'iual1ty-
with all o ther ra ces 
' J. Ofori Taylor ia graduate student 
The Insid~ Scoop on Student Goy.ernment 
By Garland R. Hunt 1 They somet imes allegedly , Prom 1 ~e do1n~- this, we fail to re.al1ze tha~ thi s 
- Ma.ny see as the sol ut ion marxi st 
and communist ways an~ methods_ 
Camp••• Freakout 
studying Po litica l Science. 
• 
• post-graduat ion employment or ac- whole process is a le~rn1ng ~xper1ence 
ceptance into graduate or professional and hopefully, we will lea rn from our 
schools. Tuition and other school mistakes _ Remember, there has never 
expenses are even a l legedly taken ca.re been a se rious strug_gle won over night . 
of if you are compromi sing enough. It 
is obvious that the univer~ ity ad-
ministration attempts to keep student 
government as divided as possible. 
All we can do is stand fcir truth and 
justice at all cos ts." instead of ac-
ceptin_g two wrongs. 
Those Busing Blues 
It ·was a cold winter morning. The · several chil dren flying from the MC 's 
heavy c louds veiled the newly-risen of the blast . -
sun and made the day seem dreary for . None of the child ren, or passengers 
the 13 students waiting in the Slowe were seriously hurt . Why? ~ 
Hall lobby for the 8:10 bus. The bus Because, as usual. the bus was ate 
was on its usual schedule, it came in at Th is t ime it wa s late 1n exploding nd 
8:30. , most of the students walked away 
As the students quickly stepped unharmed. Later, the Sutton bus came 
' onto the bu s in an attempt to escape up the hill \vi th a fe\v pol ice behif'!d it _ 
' 
• 
• 
' 
c 
The past history of student govern-
n1ent at our ins t itut !or1 has been one of 
·ineffectiveness and minimal progress. 
W e have supported very few of the 
act ions made by stude11t elected 
leaders becaUse of their lack of credi· 
bility in the st11dent community 
Student government has been plagUed 
with dishonesty, self-centeredness and 
an array of junior ca pital is ti c 
pol it icans. The question that now con-
front s us is ''why'' does this history 
ex ist and ''what '' do we do. to cha nge 
" 
In order to cou nteract this failure-
bound, infected st ru cture, we must 
first change the prevailing mentality. 
Honesty and decisiveness must take 
the place of the deceitfulness and 
mediocrity of some of our leaders. 
within student government. ~tudents 
must begin to take on definitive posi-
tions on issues that directly affect us. 
Conservatism has no place w:•hin such 
extreme injustices existinb in this 
country and our school. 
The Hilltop uses a quo tation from 
Rosa Parks to describe our sent iments, 
'' It is bett~er to protest than to accept 
injustice '' We must take advantage o f 
this profound statement and mobil ize 
against the system that imposes in-
justices down our throats.. ; 
the cold, biting winds, the bus driver In the poli ce car were Roland 
stepped off of the bus and went into Fettenweiner, a Metro police detec-
the dormitory. Ten minutes later, he t ive, and Richa rd M . Transit , 
returned with a fre.shly' lit cigarette in representative from' WMAT A • 
• 
• 
The trend of our overall Afro-Ameri-
~ ca n community in the early seventies 
exemplified individual gains and self-
perpetuations. The door wa s cracked 
~ open fo r a few of us to get into the 
house of prosperity, when all of us· 
needed to .enter at the same time. Un-
fortunately, mos t of us ren1ained in the 
co ld, shiv~ r ing with the chills of in-
~ justi ce. 
The same. 1s applicable to our 
1 student governmen t of-ficials . The 
pursuit of prestige and power directed 
our leaders (ju st as of Black National 
leader s), into conse rvativ is m , 
diplpmacy, mediocrity and eg6ism. 
This left the ma ss studen t populati6n 
unrepresented, unguided and unjustly 
abused, 
., Futhermore, student governr'nent, as 
' it presently exist. is designed to fail . 
That's right , " Desi gned To Fail ," and 
this 'must be changed. It is full of un-
necessary divisions. complexities and 
' restri ctions . 
The U ndergraduate Student As-
sembly and Graduate Student As· 
. sembly are completely unnecessary 
' and repetiti'ous . The se rvice provided 
by both assemblies can be done 
through a centralized, effective 
H .U.5.A . administrati,on. The large 
number of student representatives ·in 
both assemblie;s only' slow down the 
possible progress of student govern-
ment, whi ch creates. ''More people, 
more arguments , more divisions." 
The enormous budget allocated to 
these two assembl~es and 17 student 
councils also generate competition 
within H.U.S.A . and promotes inflation 
of egos. Even though all assemblies, 
counc'ils and students are a ·part of 
H.U.S.A .. , theY never really work 
together as a full unified body. This 
bureaucratic decentralization only , 
insures a void of unity. 
' 
The administration understands this 
fallacy and capital.izes on it by inviting 
studen t government leaders to ela~ 
borate affairs to make them feel even 
more advantaged and special . {The 
same st rategy that the system used to 
pacify our national . Black political 
leaders). They attemt to infi l trate the 
student leadership with ''A-building 
puppets'' that come into meetings to 
create cont inuous division and main-· 
lain constant communication l i n~ s 
(similar to the strategy used by the 
C.l .A . in infiltrating the Civil Rights ~ ­
movements of the 60's). 
They. take certain obetfient and co'm-
promisi"ng student leaders to res-
taurants, like Flagship for lunch and al-
1e-gediy promise specia l arrangeriientS 
like full meal plan contracts, while all 
other students are forced to pay S400 
· to SSOO for meal contracts . 
I 
As expected, the moment we, as 
student,s final!y begin to take bn these 
strong line pos_itions, we begin to feel 
opposing pressure. This pressure is 
emana.ted from all sectors of the 
' ' campus. 
The administration im~ediately 
passes the buck and identifies the 
student leaders as being incompetent. 
They withhold cru cial and important 
informat ion from the students and 
student leaders and attempt to ca ll the 
,?tudents- misinformed. for ~xample, 
Howard is the only school in the 
District that has not announced if there 
will be .in increase in tui tion next year, 
but the students were criticized for 
protesting too early. The student 
le'aders are used as scape goats by thel 
admiri_istration when the pressure is' 
applied . 
The pr,essuFe-is - ~so .c1pplied through 
campus media and a few studepts who 
seem to be political perfeCtionists. ' 
Some of us have studied . the art of 
revolution so extensively that, we feel 
we must cr iticize and degrad~ every 
move made by student leaders. In 
There are r;nany shortcomings that 
stand as obstacles in pur drive for 
qu·atity education. We lack· research 
and information that is so valuable to 
our total strategy. But, inspite of that, 
we must recognize these shortcomings, 
attempt to overcome them and ccin-
tinue to perservere _ . 
. We can do this by strengthening and 
enhancing our research and informa-
' tion division's of our student govern-
ment . There also needs to be_ an im-
mediate change of the H.U.S.A. con-
stitution in order to alleviate the 
. inherent divisions and unnecessary 
bureaucracy presently existing within 
it's structure. 
Perserverance is the key to v ictory . 
We as students shbuld not be dis-
cou raged by adversity. Every overt ag~ 
gress1on and cha l lenge that is 
drama:tiz~d by students will always be 
opposed by the existing status quo. 
Whether or not we succumb to this 
opposition is the challenge . 
So, I submit to you that the road of 
Progress is long and bard .· But, this is 
on ly a fraction of the challeng ing 
journey of fife. we · must remain 
·persist~nt and strong In the name of 
truth, for · truth cru shed to the earth 
shall rise again . 
Garli..rid Hunt is coordinalor of the . 
undergraduate Student Assembly. He 
is a junior in the college o~ Liberal Arts 
majoring in Political Science. 
' 
, 
his mouth. Only the icy grOund and the By thi s t ime, more than 50 students 
sub-zero temperatures would prevent 'were in the lobby of Slowe waiting for 
even the boldest of the students from the next bus . As they stepped onto the 
walking up to their <:lasses. . bu s, the driver shut the engine off and 
Five rtiinutes aft_er-that, as the bus went into the Slowe Hall men 's room: 
driver was rec lining in h.i s cha ir, The students knew that they'd be late 
students from Carver Ha ll quickly rari 
up to the bus, falling and sl iding, trying 
to get to their 10:00 c lasses. 
Final ly, at 9:55 . most of the students 
were crying for the driver to _p/ease-
take them to class,. Final ly, in an .un· 
justifyable fit of rage, the driver rose 
from his seat and vio lently placed his . 
hand across the mouth of a- n·agging 
fei:nale p_as~enger . 
Enraged,. seven of . the male 
passengers rose from the rear of the 
vehic le and proceeded to rip the shirt 
off o fl the back of the driver. Then , 
they threw him out of the window of 
-the bus. Realizing what they had just 
done, they ran inside of Slowe and 
telephoned. an ambulance. Meanwhile.. " 
as the police drove up, the passengers 
sti l l inside of the bus panicked and a 
dude from the rear of the bus jumped 
into the drivers seat and drove the bus 
down t he street. 
Unfortunately, halfway down the 
st reet, the! man remembered that he 
could not drive. The bus went 
sc reaming into · the wall bordering the 
Eckington Elementary School c locked 
at 70 MPH'. He survived the cras.h : 
through the'wall, but went into the side 
of the school and expJOded sending 
' 
', 
By 
Dwayne Conyers 
for c lass, because he took a magazine 
with him. Since the blasting winOs 
prevented them from walking, the 
students settled back in their seats, 
• thinking up excuses for their teachers. 
Meanwhile, on the other side of the 
Howard campus, the students . were 
stand"ing under the shelter waiting for 
the bus to come·and take them down 
to Slowe Hall . As the bus was coming, 
the s.tudents came running from as far 
down as Founders Library . 
Then, a disaster happened. 
A ·youii8 Woman running~down the 
hill sl ipped over. the sheet of ice 
covering the sidewalk and fell under 
the wheels of the bus. As the bus driver 
slammed on brakes, the bus sk idded 
across the street knocking the health 
food trtick into the path of the f ront . 
door of the Quad. This c reated a fi re 
which spread· as far as Wheatley Hall'."" . 
If it wasn't for the freezing rain that 
started, the do'rmitory would have 
burned down £'-
, 
• 
' f ' 
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BUDWE'ISER SKI SWEATER 
• 
Anheuser·Busch Gifts • PO. Box 24297 • Houston, Texas 7·7029 
• 
I want to buy a Budweiser Ski Sweater 
Enclosed is $30.00 (check or money order) for each Bud ® Ski Sweater 
indicated ,below 
' Mock turtle neck only<style available 
(Texas and Florida resid!lnts add applicable sales tax .) 
S (36-38) 0 M (40-42) 0 L (44) 0 XL (46) D 
l 
NAME ~~~~~~~~7, ~~~~~~~~~~ 
ADDRESS -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CITY/ STATE 
(Allow 4 weeks for delivery. Void whece prohibit.ed by law,) 
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School Desegregation Laws a Failure 
By Darrell Calhour\ 
Hilltop Stiiffwriter 
To the surprise' of some- of our top 
officia ls. it wa s announced"that many 
of the desegregation · plans ' that were 
implemented in the late 50's and early 
60's have failed . What a surprise . 
I t has been a long twenty-five years 
since the Suprem~ Court announced in 
the landmark decision Brown vs the 
Topeka · Board of Edu cation tha·t 
desegregation· was to start and that 
'' separate but eq1.4al '' sta ndard s would 
be eliminated. 
According to the United States Civil 
Rights Commission' s Chairman, Arthur 
S • Fleming, fhe U.S. Congress ''ha s 
passed many ~aws that have hampered 
the enforcement efforts." T.he Com-
mission also blames the Executive; 
branch of the government for not 
being able to put '' all of it s weight 
behind the enforcement of the laws." 
Probably one of the most shocking 
part s of the commission 's findings is 
that over 50% of schools are not 
~esegregated and that most are in the 
North and.Northea st . 
Many of you who are frorn the North 
' might think that things in the South 
were much worse, beca use of ra cial 
tens ion that the South is known for '' 
But to the contrary. wtiite people . 
were going agajnst Black µ©pie in the 
sophisticated North many of the 
peoPle in· the deep South were in te-
News Analysis 
grating in harmony . Not to say that 
there weren't any disruptions in the 
South. but National Guardsmen 
weren' t called out in many of the 
southern states t9 my n1emory. 
The North wa s alway~ looked upon 
as an oas is of "freedoms and oppor-
tunit ies. but in actualfty there is and 
always will be at least as much racism 
in the North than in the deepest parts 
of southern Mfss issippi . 
Over five million Black kid s, 65 
percent in the NortheaSt ." i11 1976 \vere 
in ''moderate to highly segregated" 
schools according to the Commission, 
but even in the South where segre-
gation was at its lowest, 34 percent , ii 
.was noticeable. ' 
accounts for three to four percent of 
dese~regation , but t~at white flight 
w_as caused by the middle c!ass abi li ty 
to leave the crumbling inner-c ities for 
While _the commission has no power lower taxes . and better jobs irl the 
over desegregation it ha s been suburbs . . 
overlooki ng ~ its pcogress. The com: Th · · I d I e comm1ss1on a so a 'Jocates the 
mission has found that the combi- fai_l.ure .of a . .hil l that was introduced in 
nation of ,inner-c ity school system with 1977 that would not ~I/ow HEW to . 
outlying areas school systems <ire ab- restrict funds to school districts that 
solu tely necessary to achieve inte- did not follow the guidelines on 
gration. businj. _ 
The big question today involves the Although things were not lookin~ 
loss of funds from the Depart- good for . t"he inner c ity Black people,, 
n1ent of Health. .Education and they d 1ff loo k fairly good "in 
Welfare {HEW) when school districts some other major cities. Mainly 
don 't compfy with guidelines se t by through expanded zones: parents that 
HEW. Baltimore, Chicago, Batpn accepted school desegregation, and 
Rouge. La ., and L'os Angel es are just a zones that were mainly white -figures 
few of the major ci ties throughout the iturned o~t higher than the 50% given 
U.S. that are in danger of losing funds by the commiss ion. 
if they do not comply with regulation s The burdf>n lies in your hands' If 
. --r- _ . . you 
soon . . Stano by and allow this senseless error, 
In regard to sus p1 c1on that some of . then no one is to blame when 
the failures of desegregation are .future soils or daughters· f " 1 h ~c:'u~ b4s / ~g and . white flight, t~e Com- school as funct ional i l literat~~ 5 ig 
n11ss1on believes tl1at busing only , 
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Free~om Fighters 
Attack Salisbury Airport 
By S.M. Camara ~- • the Pat riotic Front. said that his Hilltop St.iiffwrilet freedom fighters were responsible for 
For the first time in the long st ruggle the shelling of the airport . He added 
to free Z imbabwe from the white that they inflicted damage to 
minority reg ime of Ian Smith, bui ldlngs, the runway . 'and some 
nationalis't freedom f ighters have aircrafts . 
attacked the internat ional airport nine According t~ the Washington i:»ost,· 
miles from the capital Salisbury. the reporters wJ:io visited the scene 
Accord ing to,. a Rhodesian inilitary ·after the shelling could not confirm ,: 
communique, which was released on the Nkomo allegation of the damages 
Tuesday. the freedom fighters shelled inf l icted on thl' airport. According to 
the main internat ional airport on ;-'lhe same repoit: ilirport workers were 
Monday night. putting ta'pe and sheeting on the 
The communique said that ''a windows · to prevent them from 
number of mortar bombs we~e fired in breaking i f the freedom fightetS attack 
the vicinity of Salisbury Airport." The again . ~ 
military authorities said that 15 rounds -To tighten up security around the 
of mortar fire were used to shell the airport, heli copters accompanied 
airport but that none succeeded in planes which were either landing or 
landing even in the inside of the air- taking off . They hovered over the 
port . The same ai rport serves both civil, airport to survey the adjacent land for 
ar:id militar,y planes. any incursions from the freedom 
From tt\_e Zambian .: capital of. fighters. ~ 
Lu saka , Joshua Nkomo, co-leadt>'r of In another unprecedented move, 
I freedom fighters mined another air 
Nader Reveals Powerfulness Testing Service st rip, north of Mrewa, 45 miles nor· theast of salisbury. A light aircraft of the Rhodesian airliner landed on one 
' of the Mrewa mines, killing the pilot 
By Ralph Nader 
Speci•I to The Hilltop 
The next time you p ick up a well-
sharpened No. 2 pencil and beg in to 
hurriedly answer a st,andardized, 
multiple-choice test, chances are that 
your test is one of 111ore than eight 
million given annually by the Educa-
t ion a I Tes ting Service (E TS ). 
You may know ETS manufactures 
SATs, LSATs ,' GRE s and GMATs. W ith 
these tests alone, ETS influences the 
~ educational and career opportunities of miilions of people. But the power cii E TS does not begin or end with those · tests . ETS markets 299 different tests . I 
I! ETS tests are used to determine 1 
'J entrance to over 60 occupations in-
clLiding firefighters . attuaries, police-
men, rea! estate brokers. sai lors, 
teachers . gynecologists, engineers , and 
auto mechanics . ETS test results are 
the standards of access to some of the 
most powerful professions: Foreign 
Service officers, New York stock-
brokers, lav,-yers i1  over 40 states, CIA 
agents . 
Two million elementary students 
take ETS tests. and ETS is even devel-
oping way s to test infants. ETS helps 
determine who w il l be eligible for 
fin:O.nciaJ aid and how much they will 
reee1ve. 
The finaflcial information ETS 
obtains on nearly two million families 
ti5 · more detailed than a mortgage 
appli cation or an IRS return . ETS con-
sU1tants and trainees help shape edu-
ca t ion and labor ,1lloca t1-011 policy 111 
scores of coun tr ies , inc lu d111g Si11ga-
pOre, Brazil . and SaUdi Arabia And 
ETS has test ce11ters 1n 120 cou11tr ies 
• In thirty years, probably 90 111ill1011 
people have had thei r schooling. 1obs, 
prospects for advance n1 ent . a11d 
' belief s in the ir O\\'n IJOtent i.11 cl1rectly 
shaped by the quiet bl1t µerva s1ve 
power of ETS. 
What is the Educational Testing 
service? How has It ce11tr.al1Led so 
much power r Is. 1t accountable to 
.inyone. or an)' tl1ir1g ? Sholi ld yoLir 
opportunities be so 111fll1e11cecl IJy 1:1·5 
standard s of aptitude or in tell ige11ce? 
OesPite its nla ssive i11flL1ence. fe1.\• 
people qLiestion ETS Stu de11ts ma)' 
want to tear LJP test for111 s 1r1 n10111ent5" 
of frustrat ion, bL1t fe \v o f tis th1r1k oi 
chalte11ging • the corporilt1 0~1 __ lh'!t 
makes the test s \Ve \vi ii soor1 relea se ,1 
le11gthy' repor t on ETS, 1vr1tten bv Alla11 
Nairn. 1.vh1ch we hope 1.\•111 help µeo1JJe 
understand, and que ~t1.on , the L1111que 
and unregulated po1.\•er of this cor-
. ' porat1on 
lildeed. ETS is, 1n non·clollar ''' •lYS. a 
large corporat ion It h,1s rn ore ct1s· 
tomers µer year. tha11 G NI a11i:I Ford 
combined Despite its 11on·proi i t 
statu s. i t declares rol1 ghly a ni1ll ion 
dollars in '' non-proi1t s' ' eacl1 year 
This money is µlowed back in to 
corporate expansion ar1d ni :11nta!ning 
the ETS estate, which 1n t; IL19fs a 400 
acre headquarters in Princ0tpn . Ne1.v 
Jersey, a $250.000 ho111e for l he presi-
dent , V\1illia111 TL1rnbl1ll, and a three 
111illion dollar hotel/co11ference center 
- all built \v1th student test fees 
Jts revenue fro111 test fees enabled 
ETS to double 1n size every five years 
fron1 1948 to _1972, a rate of gro\vth 
faster than· IBM 
l:TS 's saleS and near, mdnopoly 
µ01.,'er, con1b1ned 1.v1th i ts pr ivi leged 
' . legal status ,1s a non-profi t co rpora-
t1011 , n1ake it unprecedented in ca r· 
pOrate history ETS 1s exen1pt frorn fed-
eral a11d state incor11e taxes, is effec· 
t iyely beyond the rea ch oi 111any anti· 
trli si · la1.v s. and t1 as no stockholde rs 
. ' ETS escapes the restr.1ints goverr1ing 
other corporations becau se it is an 
• 
· edu cation a I'' .i 11s t itu t ion 
' The po1.ver oi tli1s testi 11g service is 
i11as ~ 1vt' , il~ eve11 or1e ~T S executive 
con c.eded No 111atter what they try to 
tell 1.•ou here abol1 ! how we really don ' t 
ha\•e niL1ch pO\\'er .'' he said , '' \ve know 
· 1.ve do WP k1101v, 1.ve're the nat ion's 
gat!'k€eper '' Thi~ gatekeeper can 
-1- determ1ne who enters co llege, grad-
u"ate and professional schoo ls, as well 
as many occl1pa t ions and 1Jrofessions 
Is that po1.,,er legitimate} 
ETS defends its rol e as the gate-
keeper bv c lain1ing 1t has developed 
the '' sc ience of r11ental n1eaSL1ren1ent ." 
but as our re11ort \V...,ill argue. the tests 
r11ea sure 11oth1ng 111ore ·'. 1han ho1.v you 
,1 11s\.\•ered a ie\.\' rriultiple-c hoice 
QlJest1ons 
The correlation between SAT scores 
a"ncl fi rst-year grades i11 co llege. for· 
• 
example , is often lower th.an the corre-
lation between the test scores and the 
income of the test taker's parents. 
At best, standardized tests measure 
the specialized skill of test-taking. but 
they do not measurl> key determinants 
of success such as ~riling and research 
skill, ability to make c~oherent argu-
ments, creati.vity, motiv3tion, stamina 
judgmel<it, experience, or ethics. ' 
ETS not on ly influences how in-
stitutions judge individ~als , hoWever, 
it also influences how individuals 
·jl!dge themselves. As Nairn says, ''A 
false s~Jf-estim ate or image is instilled 
in the mind of the individual who 
receives a standardized test score. for 
although the scores are significantly 
determined by social class, he iS told 
they are objective, scientific measures 
of the individual. " 
Moreover, test takers are subject to 
numerc;ius injustices; rang ing from 
incorrect scoring of tests, to la te 
reporting of applicant information, to 
secret evaluation of grades and test 
scores-and they have no recourse. 
There is a growing movement to 
reform and restructure "the testing 
industry-to examine the exam iners. 
In New York , Ohio, Texas, and other 
states . student-run Public Interest 
Re searfh Groups (PIRGs) have in· 
traduced ''Truth in Testing'' legisla~ion 
in their state legislatures. 
This legislation would force ETS and 
ottle r testing companies to ·disclose 
test questfons and answers, and all 
studies and data on the tests; it would 
' While everyone is marveling at 
all the things computers can.do--
Hughes is teathjng computers 
• 
to do 
more. 
• 
• 
-~ 
Hughes is at the center 9f a virtual explosion of electronic information. It arises from a . 
combination.of data sen~ing, communications. and data processing and storage. We make 
sensors that operate on 1all parts of the electronic spectrum . We make computers and signal processors that tie all the together-that issue commands, or that store and present data 
for a growing number of uses. It is a technological rev61ution that is only just beginning to 
realize its potential to be efit people everywhere ... One of the most pivotal. exciting periods 
in all human history. 
• 
' 
also require companies to keep in- , and '2!s th~ee . pas~engers . . .. 
formation on applicants' confidential. Tliese 1nc1dents are only 1n!ens1f1-
0isclosing test answers would enable cat ions of what the freed?m frghters 
students to Contest ·disputed answers have planned to do according to some 
and ihus eliminate mu~h of th~ observers · of the Zimbabwe scene. 
' Such observers contend that the 
mystery surrounding the tests . freedom " fighters are hitting hard on 
ETS has said it is w il ling to release 
• 99% of its test data. But. Nairn says , 
the bulk of this 99% is the material 
provided by the test-takers them-
selves- name, soc ial security number. 
etc : Nairn says it 1s crucial to disclose 
that la st one percent, as . it includes 
ETS's extrapolations from the informa-
tion provided by test-takers-such as 
predictions of future academic sue-
c~ss . 
the civil aviation of the Smith regime 
in order to cripple the white touriSt 
~ndustry . 
Last Monday. a Rhodesian Air Way 
Vis!=ount plane, ~ith 59 A.Crsons, was 
shot down outside of Kariba on the 
Zambain border. All 59 persons on 
board were-killed . - -
-:4-hother Viscount- plane of the same 
airline was shot down last year, wh ich 
c'laim'ed a high~er toll . Following these 
attacks on the Rhodesian planes and 
·airports, t~e country's pi.lots have 
warned that they can no . longer 
The testing reform movement has guarantee the ~ sa.fety of their 
other fa cets . Jess~ Jackson is passengerS. 
organizing around the is_sue _of the E_TS 1 .Taking the statement of the 
National Teacher Exam inations which Rhodes ian pilots a step f th th 
h t . ll 1· · ted ur er, e ave systema ica Y . e imina South African A irways officials ha e 
qualified black applicants from cancelled all en route land in v t 
teaching jobs. ' Salisbury A irport. It used to beg t~e 
The FTC has apparently found. ~ 
contrary to ETS claims, that certain 
kinds of prep or cram course~ can r<!-ise 
test scores-but the report has b'een 
withheld at this time. And several 
me~ers of Congfess have called for 
an investiga ti on of the testing industry .. 
Students n_Ql\' have opportunities to· 
challenge the test makers. 
lndiViduals interested 1n thiS issue 
• 
or in sponsoring Truth in Testing., 
legislation, can contact Ed Hanley at 
our office at P.O. Box 19312 
Washington, D .C. 20036. ' 
. 
pract ice that the South African Boeing 
747 flights from and to Europe landed 
at this airport to pick up more 
passengers and drop others . s'ince the 
Rhodesian air space became unsafe. 
the South African airline officials re-
routed the ir European fli~hts . 
In rEiiiiliation against - the freedom 
fighter 's gains in the struggle, the ' 
Rhodesian Air w Force staged a raid 
against the bases of tile freedom 
fighters in Mozambique. According to 
a military command sta tement the 
Rhodesian Air Force staged three' days 
of bomt;iardment against the munition 
dumps of the freedom fighters and 
their other bases. 
LeDroit Cont'd from page 2 
urban universities have. build on the back of them" leaving the ' I, 
Kazana said that Harvard University facade of the buildings in tact . 
and Massachusetts Institute of Tech- - · - -
nology (MIT) are among others that Nichols also said that · he has met I 
have had I'' long standin8 conflicts with with and will continue to meet with 
their cqmmunit ie s, " which have : representatives from LeDroit Park in 
the hope to resolve the issue in the " 
resulted in forced agreements for th.e bes t interests of ' the community and ,. 
institutions to allow for housing for 
,Howard Universitv. low and moderate income people. 
. . . . An agreement would b ne~essa ry 
. Presently , Nichols has said tha) he is·. 1between. Howard and its Com"munity 
not certain of what the Universi~y will said Kazana , ''so that Howard can be 
do with its property in LeOroit j Park . :a n integrated part of the neighborhood 
1-te said the University could sell, with rather than a neighborhood ' becom-
or with~1_.1t renovat i ng _t~~ houses. or mingapartofHoward." • 
Malcolm X Cont'd froth page 3 
national are concerned.'' 
'' f was convinced that it was time fo; all Afro-Americans to 101n the 
world's Pan,Afrikanists. I said that phys ically we Afro-Americans might 
remain in Ameri~a, fighting for our constitutional rights but that philosCiph-
ically and culturally we Afro-Americans badl y need to 'return ' to Afrika -
and to <!evefop a working unity in the framework of Pan-Afrikanism. '' 
' 'But w~ ar~ not anti-American. We are anii or aga inst what America is 
doing wrbng in other parts of the world as well as here. And what she did in 
the Congo in 1964 is wrong. It's criminal, criminal. And what she did to the 
American public, to get the American public to go along with it, is criminal. 
She's caus ing Amt?rii:an soldiers to be murdered every day, killed every da"., · 
to: no re~so~ ~tall. That's wrong. Now, yqu're not supposed to be so blind 
with ~atr1ot1sm that yo"U .:;an't face reality. Wrong is wrong, no ·mattef who 
does 1t or who saf's it . .. '' 
'' I 'm. for tr,u th, no matter who re/ls it. I'm for ius,t ice, no matter who it is for 
or against. Im a human being first and foremost, and as such I 'm for what-
ever and whoever benefits humanity as a whole.·· ; 
• In conclusion, we would like to,point out five major points of interest to 
~ou, t~e reader, that may serve to bring home the message of trutb and 
l1bera t1on from oppresston to the minds and hearts of our readers. 
•Malcolm X understood the internal a-~d ~nderlyi ng dyn~mics of the 
:"merican socio-economic system stripped of all its glittering superficial-
ities and illus ions. 
•He realized the importance of internationalizing the just and human-
istic s~ruggle of Afrik~n Americans ~a perceiving our particular struggle 
as ~n important a,nd vital battle against worldwide oppression and exploi-
tation . 
. • Our ~ero gras~ed the importance of systemat ically studying world 
history with a part1cular emphasis on· our own individual history and its 
relation to the-larger' historical fr~mework of which it is a part. 
• 
' • • 
• 
I 
I 
' 
' 
' 
If you're an EE. MH, AE. IE, Physics, Material Science or Computer Science major, 
you could become part tt all this. Areas of interest include aerospace. ground systeTT)s. 
• ~alcolm n_iade_ t~e conscious choice to learn, to struggle, and struggle 
to le~rn . He was sp1r1tually motivated and morally disc iplined. His faith i n 
the Creator manifested in his life and his ·unyielding and uncorruptible 
m~de of ~tru11le that threatened the continued existence of falsehoOd and 
evil system~ of mass exploitation irf.lthe world . 
1 • 
industrial electronics, §MCe and comml!lnications and ,.- - - - - - - - - - ... - ... - .. - - - , 
research . But don't worry about getting Jost; we work in ' : 
small groups where indi~idual initiative is valued highly. HUGH ES : 
Contact your placerent office. Or,. write to : Manager, 
College Relations, HughFs Aircraft Company, P. 0 . Box L. ... c.;.;:..;;,;;:,;;;; ;.;,;:.;:·- ~ 
90515, Bldg. 100 I 445 ' Los Angeles, CA 9()(X)9 . "" •qual op""''""~~ emploii ..... N IFI HC 
u .s c~"w"''""' •eq ...... d 
• • 
• Toward _ t~~ end of his_life, Malcolm X came to reali_ze more and more 
the respons1b1l1ty that Afrtkan Arnericans had in providinti leadership for 
the~selves and thus serving a! a catalyzing agent transformina the inter-
nat1on~I structures of oppression, degradation and hUmiliation into a 
humanistic _system se~ing the legitimate·and hurrianist needs of the worlds 
masses wh1!e resp~ct1ng human diversity manifestin1 increased human 
flavor and richness and not savage antagonisms born out of ianoranr• end 
profiteerin1 arro1ance. • 
' 
• I I 
• 
• 
• • 
' 
• 
" 
• 
. ~ . 
• 
• 
\ 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
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Ailey Dancers Ov~rshadowed 
.. 
Astro(ogy Man vs. 
• 
Gravitation 
• 
.. 
By Darien C. Small 
Hilltop St•ffwriter 
Ce lebrating his 20th year ir1 the arts, 
the Alvin Ailey American Dance 
Theatre recently opened at the 
Kennedy Center. 
The Ailey dancers unmasked a few 
new and original work s composed by 
Ailey influenced Choreographers. 
Though the dancers wer~ to be the 
spotlight attraction at the even ing's 
performance, the musical radiance of 
the o rc hestra and cho ir accompani sts. 
at times magnified, but even more 
often, sto le the spot light fron1 the 
dancers . · 
The evening began with a dance 
number choreographed by Talley 
Beatty. The dance, ''Congo Tango 
Palace, " is about an imaginary balloon 
in Spanish Harlem. Like Beatty' s other 
number, ' ' The Road of the Poebe 
Snow ," the ''Congo'' wa s danced to a 
quick paced jazz rhythm. 
Throughout the performance. the 
A iley dancers seemed to be sear.ching 
for the timing, grace, and elegance in 
wh ich they are justl y fan1ou s for. 
The highlight of the even1ng, thi'ir 
most fluent and fr~e flowing 
production , wa s a well known dance 
called !'Revelations." '' Revelations'' is 
a beautiful story telling of the 
motivations arid emo t ions of African 
American religious music . It is during 
the fi rst of the three stances of 
'' Revelat ions. " called '' Pilgrin1 of 
Sorrow," that the Ai ley dancers seem 
to leap beyond opening night ner-
vousness and find the timing that niake 
their dancing so gracefully elegant . 
nllJSIC, the 
'' RevelC1t1or1~ '· together. 
thur1df'red ,ind rockecl thrOug/1 tl1e 
Opera H o u ~e ·rhe ~ong.5 c,1rr1ed 
enough electr icity tl1,1t tilt'\' 11ot only 
be\vildered 111uch of the ill1d1<'nce, but 
also seen1ed to br1r1g i1 ch,1rgP to !he 
' Ailev dar1cers I 
At tl1e trid 0 1 or1e so lo. the ilL1cl1e1ice 
a1lpl<1t1cled r1g l1t 111 the r111rldlf' 01 tl1P 
. . 
dance Though the audience may no t 
l1ave been awa re, the choi r and solos 
1
that they were applauding were not 
tt1ose of a11y choir, much to the 
contrary, they \Vere applauding the 
performance of the Howard University 
"choir · 
Overall , the Ailey dancers, now 26 
~ trong, have talent that ha s forever 
c l1,1nged the ,1rt of ballet The legacy 
• For the past 26 years, 
' • 
the Alvin Ajley American 
Dance Theater has skillfully 
excUted modern dance 
combined with jazz dance. 
---
that Alvin A iley has built is not one of 
stone, but instead, of superbly, 
beautifully executed modern dance 
·combined with classical iazz dance 
Alvin Ailey, who began his dance 
ca reer at U.C.L.A., says '' I hope that 
the Alvin Ailey Amer ican Dance 
Theatre is sayingthatall people. of all 
colors. can do American dance 
together." 
By Curtia James 
Hillloop Slalfwriler 
l.n recent ycarS, astrology has bccorre.a ma-
jor interest in the lives of t hose con· · 
cerned •with the human phenomena·. 
Through evolution of thought and 
analysis' of intention, people began to 
abandon the ir star-struck world s in 
search of a more unique conception of 
sel f 
People today are stil l searching to 
understand themselves and o thers. In 
." Llewetl yn' s 1979 Moon Sign Book," 
,Aauth9f Llewel lyn George presents the 
moon as another primary sou rce of hu-
man motivation. 
Discu ssi ng the signi f icance of th.e 
luna r-human relationship, George 
states. '' All life forms are cosmi c 
resonators. We are an integral pa rt' of' 
the liv ing u,niverse .Changes a re per-
ce ived by humans, animals and plant s. 
and are convert ed into biq !ogical 
rhythm s d~tec table 1n inner electro-
magnetic activity ." • 
· These biological rhythms, George 
elaborates. are established at birth 
time and mark the ' ilnpact the moon 
will have on one's life Because the hu-
man body like the earth. is 80 percent 
water and 20 percent solid s, the moon 
has a considerable impact on both 
forms of nature 
All of these occurences could be • 
attributed to mere ' coincidence, yet '.· · 
George contends that the moon's ·: 
grav itat ional pull upse ts the fl Jid 
ba lance wh ich ca1u ses one to become · 
"teose and prone tf emot ional otltb~rst 
Thus bleed ing ulcer attack s .and ep-
tileptic seizu re s tend to occur more 
frequently during ce rtain lunar phases 
'' L le~ellyn ' s 1979 Moon Sign Book '' 
• 
attempts to familia ri·ze i t 's reader w ith • 
wayS' to plan qne's life around lunar , 
cyc les . He suggest s such preparatory . 
measUres as inc rease"d pol ice and fire 
protection du ring a full moon. and ! 
times of the lunar month that would be 
most appropriate for social or enter· ·. 
tf,ining even ts. 
• Although ' astrology has diminished·· 
• as the forseer of our daily lives. recent 
sc ientific resea rch has proven the rele-' 
vanc ies of its p rinciples . George cap- ., 
tu res the lunar effect of astrology as he 
states, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·• 
" 
• 
. 
• 
l 
. I 
Best Treatment for 1Cancer Early Diagnosis 
In ,his book, George cites severa l 
exampleS to support this lu,nar-human 
philosophy Certain lunar phases a1e 
rel:ate.d _to earthly events such i'IS arson 
in New York City increasing 100 per· 
cen t during a Full Moon. more babies 
born .at Full o r New Moon, and five out 
of eight Son of Sam's killings occuring 
on nights of New .or Full Moons 
" It is no t 1heipurpose of astrology to 
evade any situa tion, or to shbulder 
o ff .responsibili t ies to the 
planets . . . as trology teaches how to 
forsee condit ions as they rep//y are. 
for what they are worth, and to assi st 
us to act in conscious harmony w ith 
rhe La v.· o f Nature for best results. '' ! 
By Deborah Hammett 
Hilltop Staffrrite'r 
Cancer is one of the · most frighten-
ing word s a person can hear . Stages of 
pain. agony, mul.t i lat ion and de.ath· 
appear in the mind wh en this \VOrd is 
mentioned · 
This tear has caused many people 
not to seek medica l help \vhi ch coL1ld 
save thousands of lives. Each year 
'thousands of people die from cancer 
because they ignored the symptoms 
hoping it would d isappear or sol\&ht 
help too late. Early diagnosis is still the 
best way to treat this disease. 
Or. Jack E. White, Director of the· 
Cancer Research Center at Howard 
University Hospita l, states cancer is 
the result of unrestrained ce ll s whi Ch• 
form new growth. Thi s growt h 1s known 
as neoplasm. 
'' There are tw o kind s of neoplasm 
One is called benign neoplasrn 
(tumo rs) which grow slowly and they 
don 't spread. The other is call ed malig-
•Book Critique• 
By E. Ethelbert Miller 
Special to the Hilltop 
Cotton Candy On A R.iiiny Day · by 
Nikki Cio\lanni. William Morrow & 
Company (New York, 1978). · $5.95. 93 
pgs. 
The problem w1tn cotton candy is 
that it has very little substance; so 
does Nikki Giovanni's new Oook. 
Don't look now 
I 'm Jading away 
Into the gray.of my mo_rnings 
Or the blues of every night 
Unfortulilately Ciovan11i ' s · latest 
book Cotton Candy On A Ra iny Day is 
a disappointment. One f ind s her 
struggling w ith loneliness but never 
being able to penetrate th i~ fee l ing or 
even coming to accept it . The poems 
quite often fall apart , they sputter, 
they change direc t ion wi i hout going 
anywhere. It appeii rs at · times that 
Giovanni has a problem sustaining her 
poems. One find her too~ften ·trying 
to be profound. 
It doesn' t work . Giovanni 's style is 
u sually one of simplici ty . When she 
begins to provide us with '' great 
wisdom '' the peoms are given an addi-
tio11al burden to ca rry . 
St ill one gets the' strange feeling that 
this book will se ll . Not only becau se of 
who Nikki Giovanni is but also as a 
result of the book concern ing itsel-f 
with the basic emotions of human 
existence. Cotton Candy will surely be 
purchased as a gift Reader s w ill 
probably make copies of poems and 
mail them to lovers and friends . Nikki 
Giovann i is the Rod M cK uen of Black 
poetry. Her work is already on reco rds 
and will undoubtedly find its way onto 
calendars and into greeting cards. 
Cotton .candy is a further dis-
appointment when it is placed among 
the new cOl lections of other Black 
women poets . Black Unicorn by Audre 
Lorde, Mouth On Paper by Jayne 
Cortez, All The Renegade Ghosts Rise 
by Thulani Davis, Nappy ·Edges by 
Ntozake Shange, all surpass Cotton 
Candy. • 
Black poetry has matu1ed. lt has 
moved far beyond the simp le word 
games that we find in" Giovanni' s book . 
At best, Ciovarini 'S -new work is the 
equal of white suburban housewife 
poetry. One comes away f rom the 
book wishing that the writer w ould go 
back to watching television . 
' 
• 
e11zyr11es sys tem aod devise r~an. t neopl<1sr11 (c o11 cl' rJ c111<l it gro~v~ ce lls . 
rapidly <1ncl th{· 11 l)11 orr11 ,1 r~stra1r1 cP rt,11n drug treat111e11t A cure wou ld 
gro1vth 1nv<fd~ nqr111,1I t1 ~~\J ~ If lei! d1>µer1d upon so lving one of the 100 
u11treatec! i t can be f:ititl. Sn111e c.1 ~c~ kind s of cancer " 
are always fa1,1I. I 
A·ccord1r1g to Dr \\ 111\f' 1!11'rt• .tr•·' 
over 100 diff('rt>n! l-..1r1ct, of c.1r1Lt'r ,1111! 
tl1ey ,ire st1IJcl 1v1(!t.'cl 11110 tl1r1•p 
grOll rls 
I fie An1er1can Cancer Soc iety list 
-ever1 warning signals. None of these 
1\C1r111ngs r1ecessarily mean that you 
ha\'C c,1ncer but it should be brought 
to the at ter1tion of your doc tor 
• 
Only a doc tor c.a n tell for ce rta in 
whether or ·not a per'son ha s cancer 
Se lf examination stil l remains the best 
de tec·tion of this di sease. M en should 
exami ne their mouth. neck. soft 
ti ssu'es. sc rotum, testi cl es, and sk ir1 
Women should examine their breast 
and have a · pap and cervical test s 
regu larly 
c.~n!;_e t can be .t reated if detec ted 
early. As the o1d saying goes, ''An 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound 
• -C,1rc1nor11,1' ,1rf' ~ i... 111 (. •:JI' \\'h1t.l1 
line r11,1r1v bocl ~ o rgar1 5 ~t 1 cl1 ,1~ th•' 
b reast , L1 ter t1,, 1>rt>~t,1 tP . ~tof11,1(.)1 etc 
• -S;1rcor11,1s is c,111<..er ill!•'<l1r1g thl' 
con11ect1ve t1 sstJe or tht' bocl.y ~tit.h ,,, 
tile borll'. lllll'Cle c1r1!l c,1 rt1l,1gr· * 
• - lyn11J l10111,1~ IS Cc1 tlCt'f Ot t ilt ' 1r1tt•{ · 
t1 or1 f1ght1r1g o rgan~ 1\•l1 ose s ~· 1111ltor11s 
include er1l,11gt•t11er1t o i tl1t.• l\' lllJlh · 
nodes, sure throat . d1if1( Lll t~· 111 
swal101~ing . JJ ;1111 111 the bact . ·1eg' or 
Cha 11ge 1n bo\vel or bladder habit 
,\~ore that does not heal 
lJn l1 Sl1al bleeding or discharge 
of cure." f h1 cker11r1g or IL1mp 1n breast or else-
C1bdor11t'r1 j 
'' Doc tors kr101v, 111ort' <1b9u.1 c,1 11 ~ f'r · 
today tl1,·111 20 \11•,1r -. agcJ ,''1 .,, \r t! f)r 
White " l/'.'t• t1avt' <1 be t1~·r L1r1(ll''r· 
st.c1ndirig o f tl1c ce ll cy<.. lt• >f r1orr11,1I 
ce ll s <i ncl l101v tl1.-v cl1 ffer { lien Lor11 
11ared "-'1tf1 ;1 bnorn1al c(!ll~ £' 11,1\•e ,1 
better ur1lJerst,1nd111g o r ,1r1rc1ol1 ~ 
I 
• • 
' 
\ 
• 
• 
1\' l1e1e 
!ncl1gest1or1 or difficulty in s1vallow1ng 
Obvio L1 5 change 1n \Vd rt or mole 
Nagging cough or ha rseness 
r\.1any people are ignorant about 
.cancer. Tbey feel that cancer iS con-
tagious Once a person has contac ted 
1!11s disease and trea ted, he is never 
con1ple ted cured and remains a he<1lth 
1Jrob,ler11 
There is no r11edical evidence that 
c,111cer 1s a con1munic able dis"@"ase. Al -
' tl10L1gh this ignorance has caused 
• • 111,Jn \' people to Jose their jobs and be 
os tra cized by family and friends. 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
• 
------~-Retraction Statemen+---------- ~ 
We apologize for any damage to 
The Hill top deeply regrets errors 
in tl1c /ant1ary 26 essay by PrinCC\\' ill 
Forbai (S tudent Wrestles W i th 
Lo11ely and Discrimination,·· p. c17 
As the article c/eno 1es, Mr. Forba1 
1s not a Hill top staff\vr iter. Hov.·ever, 
1ve tal...e respons ib ili ty for having 
ptiblis hed such in format ion \vithout 
clearly ind icating i ts dis tinct ion 
from regular nev.'s copy. 
un 
.... ~ ,. 
' 
• 
the character of M r. C-hernor Jal/oh, 
• 
a Hilltop columnist to wh om 
reference 1vas made. 
None of Mr. Jalloh 's columns, .to 
o~ r kno\vledge, contained quotes Or 
op inions that are attributed· to him 
by Mr. Forbai . The wr iter cited as hi~ 
source an issue wh ic h had no 
column by Mr. Jal/oh. 
We sincerely apologize for any 
<lamage incurred by Mr. Jal/oh as a 
result of the erronequs in format ion. 
• 
arter a 
ration 
• 
........ • 
• • 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
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• 
' 
' 
. 
Out there In the At ntlc Oce1n on 1 sun1hlne b11ch 
th.Ire'• going to be 1n outbf'Pk of revelry thl• v1C8tlon 
bre1k. And after the .,Un QOe• down •. . weO, you know the 
•':fect thlt moonlight hlla on 1 celebnltion. We e1n only 
hope It won't be 1 full moon. 
I - • 
I 
Bec1u1e from Jin. 13 through April 21 we're opening 
NllHU end Peradlee llllnd to • WIYI of AmeriCln co~ 
lege atudenta. We tulve ruaon to.believe thlt w.ve may 
re1ch tldll proportlon1. Problbly b1c1uM of the prtce: 
$289 including air f1'9 end 7 ntghta hotel . 
So there It I•, young America. We guerentee you the be1t 
of dine Ing on the beech, water 1port1 and 1 r011rlng_ pilrty. 
Beyond thf!t, you're Invited to lmprovlM. And •Ince your 
talent for gOod tlm"'9 la lege-ry, we've made _,. 
tlon1 for you . We're Ing to be rudy. 
With open 1rm1. 
··-----. ---------., I 1028 Connecticut Avenue 
I Washington 0 .C. 20036 (202) 265-9890 
• 
• 
• • 
Friday, March ·2, 1979 
" • 
Charier Day Convocation 
' 
' 
• 
•· 
. 
' 
' ' 
• 
• 
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• 
< 
( tollfrtt(800)225·0ti94 
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.I 
· Cramton ·Auditorium 
• 
• ( INIER COl.LEGi1TE HOLIDAYS INC . 
I $269 j $319 
( D Jan. 13·Jan. ilfl D Mar. 17·Mar. 24 
I D Jan. 20-Jan. j27· o Mar. 24-Mar. 31 D Jan. 27-Feb.!3 D Mar. 31·Apr. 7 
I o Mar. 3·-~1 o Apr. 1.Apr. 14 I D Mar. 10-Mor. 7 o Apr. 14-Apr. 21 
I D Alright! Sou ~ I've checked the week I want to·pt1rty 1nd encloMd my $50 d1poalt. 
I o Sounda good b 1·,; like to hear more. Send me I your brochure. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Addr••••---,+------------
Clty ---~.,_ ___ Stata Zip. __ 
Telephone, __ _,... __ 
_________ _. 
ISE ISi.AM> • 
COl.l.£GE WEEK. 
• 
' 
I 
• University Campus 
• 
11 :00 • 
l 
Speaker 
Dr. Samue~ DeWitt Proctor 
. I 
Senior. Minister of 
-
Abyssinian · Baptist Church 
I 
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Opera Singing Fits Shirley's Personality Well 
By Bob Sanders 
Hilltop St.affwriter 
George Sh irley, a well known Black 
opera singer, Fas been named Howar 
University ' s new human is t -in-re 
~ idence . Shirlei' 's singing career bega 
1n 19S1 at Wayne Sta te Universit 
, where he sang ·h is first opera , The Rap 
of Lucretia. Later, wh i le in · the U.S. 
A'Sli' at Fort Myers, Virginia, he met a 
voice teacher who sugges ted h 
auditi n fo r the U.S. Army Chorus. In 
the chorus, Shirley 's melodious tenor 
voice quickly gained him a good 
reputat ion. 
• 
• 
In 1959, Shirle:y decided to become 
a pro fess ional . However. Success did 
I 
Some students don' t see the im-
portance of the classics . I ask them 
·about Mozart, a_nd i hey reply: ' ' that's 
White man's music '' . Things that stood 
the test of time have something to 
offer. We can learn fro"m Euripides for 
example, because he speaks about the 
human condition .. You may later 
decide that you're hot interested in 
Mozart, but he is sti ll worth studying. 
life has a Jot of beautiful t'hings to 
offer. Don' t turn away from something 
just because it's foreign. The way t o 
grow is to open yourself to every 
possible experience. I bel ieve that all 
humanity must channel it 's energy into 
a positive force. To give up is a 'sin . I f 
you ~ant to get a wagon over that hill , 
you got to keep on pushing. 
HILLTOP: Did you ever have any 
problems as a Black singer in the 
Metropolitan Opera? 
SHIRLEY: I 've had no . pfoblems with 
my co-workers at the Met; however, I 
have had some problems with other 
.. not come immediately. He landed a 
job singing f o r a small church in 
WoOdstock, Ne\v York When he 
couldn' t si ng, he turned to odd ;obs 
including sell ing cigarettes ·at Go ld-
smiths Department -Store. Shirley's ·big 
break finally came in 1961 , when he 
auditioned, and won a contract with 
the New York Metropolitan Opera 
Con1pany For the fi rst t ime, a Black 
person Was to sing the romantic male 
lead in a Metropolitan Opera 
product ion. In an interv iew With the 
Hilltop, George Shi rley talked about 
his past accomplishments. and his new 
job as humanist-i n-re sj dence at 
Howard Universitv' 
-._ companies. Racial problems usually 
occur at the top from the boards of 
directors, where there is a problem as 
far as the hiring of Black people is 
conce rned . 
HILLTOP: What ad,vice would you give 
someone interested in becom ing an 
opera singer? 
• SHIRLEY: Most st udent s d ecide early 
in their ca reers that they want to 
become a singer, and they go to a 
music conservatory sc hool . I 
HILLTOP: What is a human1st1 i recommend goirlg ' to Europe, rather 
SHIRLEY: A htirnan ist to me 1s G!lorge Shirley was the· first Bla k male to sing a lead role in t_he Meb-Opolitan Opera: than New York . where I started ; you 
someo ne .wh o is· interested in '-------------'!----------------------' might have a better chance there,· 
humanity , a ll of the things and in- , .• becaUse Europeans apprecite the arts 
fluen ces that go into making a human see; ideas. beauty, pain . con li ct. and here, because a person w it h a full mind more. I wa s lucky in that my ca reer 
being . He sees the positive ef tect of· fru strat ions Thereby I gro1v ' The niost can do anything. Anything less than a went more quickly · than most . It 
beauty on life Wh en people · are import ant thir1g for me is gr 'wth't nd f~ll education is limiting yourself l1sually tak es· ten to fifteen years to be 
deprived of material things like ca rs, you too I 've always been inte este·d 1n .years ago there was a shortage of discovered. Perhaps. it w il l never 
fancy c~othes, etc , they can be other areas of learning ' chemists Many students decided to happen, (Shirley wa s a profes!'ional 
· d b h b i becon1e chemists, sin1ply becal1se they two years before he auditioned for the su starne Y t e art s. Y poetry . Opera singing fit s verv wel into niy 
I . d · thoL1ght they 1vould get a high poy;ng Met ) -1teratur~ . an music personal ity · 
JOb Suddenly. there 1vas no longer any 
HILLTOP: Why did you become 
opera singer? 
SHIRLEY: I love the experience 
HILLTOP: What do you think re son1e nePd for chemists . and these students 
an of t he strengths and weak esses o f' Howard , f ound themselves without any job s Jf 
they had been properly educated, they 
of SHIRLEY: I'm impressed withl Ho1vard 11·ould have had no problems finding 
performing. becau se i ts comn1unica- ~n a ger1eral way I think son1t;t positive iobs You don ' t come to a campus for 
tion . The more I perform. the more .I things are happening ' here. 1 The im- job training. you i;ome f o r a n' 
learn about myself . I learn how lo portant th ing is to take advantage of edu cation. We car1 learn from every-
e"xpress a part of me tbat pE:ople can 't- the edu c ~t i on that 's beingl offer: d thing. even the m2_s t pa inful thi~s . 
,;_==>cx==>cx==>c}<==-t}<==-t}< >c}< -ex >e ><==>1>< >ex >ex -tic==~ 
WiN s~ ,.oo , 
I 
' 
HI LL TOP: What do you hope to ac-
complish as humanist-in-residence? 
SHIRLEY: I think that I can help 
students first as a teacher, then as a 
music ian. Through seminars and 
vi siting class rooms; I want to z"ero in 
on music from the standpoint of the 
medical Sciences, spo rt s, and ev~ry 
area . I think that students are here for 
us as teachers to share w ith them as 
much abot.it ou rselves as we can 
Tha t's part of the learning process . 
• 
HILLTOP: What are your future plans? 
SHIRLEY: In April , I 'm doing a new 
opera in Indianapol i s, my birth place, 
called Diedrus and Benedict. ·· I'm 
look ing f o rw.ii.rd to it . I' ll be with them 
on and off·. un ti l ea rly may. Then I'm 
going to France to take part in an 
opera by Benjamin Britton, called The 
Rape of Lici tia . Then in March; I' ll be 
performing w ith the Detroit C?pera 
Company. • 
HILLTOP: You have a p retty busy 
schedule . 
SH,IRL~Y : Yes,Iehjoymywork, 
That's important, to enjoy your work 
and•life. 
·' 
Enter the 'contest to Name the Restaurant in t e Armour J. Blackb/Jrn Universit)l 
.:ONSTITUTION HALL , DAR' 
• 
' 
' 
Center. 
, I 
. ' ! 
' I 
I 
The Restaurant is located on the first floor with ~ commanding view of the Reservoir 
through a floor to ceiling glass wall. The interior walls are brick and walnut vinyl covering. 
The restaurant will have waiter service and a formal atmosphere. The Restaurant wil~ seat 
approximaJely 150 persons. 
. I 
The winning name will be selected by a commit:•~· The winning name will appear over 
the entrance to the Restaurant. , ' ' · 
Deadline for submission of names is Thursday;M I rch l, 19711, 5:00 PM. Entries should 
be submit! don the official entry blank and placed in a sealed envelope labeled: 
• 
' 
I 
Name the Restaurantlcontest 
. . ' 
cl o Office of Student Life 
· Cook Hall I 
Howard University 
Official Entry Blank 
My suggested name for the Restaurant in the Uiliver~ity Center 
Is _ _,.------'------.------, ---------------
. Name: TelephoneNo. 
Address 
l.D. Number ·Social Security No.-----~---------­
Entries should be placed in a sealed envelope and labeled:Name the Restaurant Contest, 
. ' 
c!o Office of Student Life, Howard University. ·veadline: Thursday, March I, 1979, 5:00 
PM. ' 
• 
l Jr!1 & D '> T N VJ 
DIMENSIDNS UNLIMITED INC. 
PRESENTS 
Sunday, March 18 - 9PM 
HERBIE 
HANCOCK 
Accompanied by: Alphonse 
Mouzan (Drun,s), Paul 
Jac;llson (Bass), Biii Sum· 
mars (Percussion), Webster 
Lewls on (Keyboards), Bonle 
Maupin (Reeds), Ray Obl~do 
(Guitar). · 
TERRY 
CALLIER 
Reserved Seats 
$7 .50 ~ $8.50 
Saturday, March· 24 - BPM 
PEABO 
BRYSON 
SPECIAL GUEST 
PHYLLIS 
HYMAN 
Reserved Seats 
$8-$9 
' i • 
• 
. . 
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'Roots' , 
By Grega v McCowi 
Hilltop St.affwriter 
• 
February is an expensive month in 
television . And this yea r, i t is the most 
expensive month of prime-time pro-
gramming ever . The three major net-
works are dealing more cash to buy or 
produce February programs chock-full 
of specials, mini-series and more, while 
regularly . scheduled programming 
plays second fiddle . 
-ABC is r1-1n,ning the program on 
consecut ive n ights but skipping tomor-
·row so the conc lusion on Sunday will 
st retch the moneymaker into two 
Nei lsen .wee~ . It's not that T.V. is 1 
aiming f~re quality programming 1 
all around, it's just that ''Rocits' ' has 
become big busi ness. And that is just 
what T.V . is. Beh ind the tube exists a 
ve ry profit-oriented entity that makes 
programming dec isions on the basis of ' 
economic drawJ And if that includes 
televising a Bla c~ fami l.Y saga then 
Black suddenly becomes gold .... 
. 
' 
The reason is that Febr_uary· is · the 
t ime when the ratings ''sweep'' period 
is in effect . This period is importitnt 
because the networks, based on 
audience figures suppl ied by Neilsen 
When''Roots''was st il l a rather ob- 1 . , 
scure entity three years ago, ABC 
cautiously ran a cheap production for 
its si ze that was deftly placed outside 
_ and Arbitron, set the rates they charge 
their advertisers. Since T .V. is, to quote 
from one expert, '' a bus iness of prb-
ducing audiences to advertisers," it 
should be cl ear that the more viewers, 
the more money they will earn and at 
the best r"ates. 
This ~ essentially the ba sis of 
the c riti cal ''sweep'' period , indicatin~ • 
that the show wa'S not expected to do · 
' . 
much. The original 12 hours, run 1n . , 
January, wa s done w i th S6 million. : ; 
Now that ''Roots'' is business they . 
allowed 18 million to go for 12 new. • 
hours. 
spec ial programrning decis ions includ- Actually televis ion has had a kind at 
ing ' 'Roots: The Next Generations." . exQloitive hand in ''Roots''almost from 
Given that the original Roots wa s the beg ining. Haley spent years re- : 
phenomenal anO produced a ··rE•cord searching' his roo ts and the initial ~ 
audience of 130 million, it comes as no genesis of the' 'Roots''theme wa s f'Fom ,. 
surprise that ABC ' 'graciously'' offered his own sweat . But gett ing [ow on 
~o follo~ up w~ th . Roots _ ll , whi ch h~s money and _t i m~ before hjs publ isher' s J 
i ts genes1_s not 1n t_he script of H.aley s Qeadline, Haley wa s forced to' sell off ·. 
no;vel. It 1s a creation , an expansion of · the novel to televjs ion and to .sell off 
the Roots theme, or a " continuation," seg~ents to a magazine. 
' 
' as the makers prefer to call it. Furtherm ore and most importantly 
The '' continuation'' of sucl't..e. pheno- he cut the book short of 800 pages of 
menal program, run during a ' ' sweep' ' 1.notes, summariz ing the subsequent 
period , is \ a sure way to win ABC generations in the last few pages of the 
many points. With the first three epi- novel .' It wa s eitlier se l l off the work for 
sades; ABC is already report ing 65 others' use or lose a b~ i lliant work on 
.rnil~ion viewers as 40 percent -Of the Black ancestry, and, ABC certain ly isn' t 
country 's fam ilies w ith T.V. tuned into c.omplaining 
the saga. 
' 
Black History Spotlight 
• 
The Distinguished , 
• 
! 
' 'Invisible ·Man , 
\ ' 
By Darien Small 
Hilltop St~ffwriter , 
In 1965, the New, Vork "Hera ld Tribune Newsweek 
Magazine ·p·olled two hundred of the nation 's leading 
. ' critics, editors and writers, and as~ed _tbem what .was 
" the most distinguished work" published in America 
during the twenty-year span. 1945-1965. Once the votes 
had been counted, one novel stood above all others . The 
novel that they had selected. " Invisible Man," was 
·written by an African-American writer; Ralph W . Ellison. 
and his novel had already become an American class ic . 
Ellison was born in Oklahoma City in 19i4. His father, , 
a construction wo~ker and tradesmar , passed a\vay i 
when Ellison was three . Brought up by his mother, she 
, ' 
encouraged his interest in literature and music . Hoping 
to be a symphonic conductor. he majored in musrc iii 
Tuskegee I nstityte. 1933-1936. 
' 
' . 
While in New York , Ellison met two of America's great' 
writers, Langston Hughes and Ri cha rd Wright. Three 
years later. Ellison launched his own writing career. 
Ellison published short stories and essays in jotirria1s, 
but after 1943, he returned to his sculpturing, which he 
had studied in New York . Following World War 11 . he 
rec~ved a Rosenwald Fellowship, which allowed him to ' 
.. ' 
concentrate on the writing of.his·novel . " lnvisil;>le Man." 
' 
In 1953, the " Invisible Man" beat out a Hemingway 
novel aAd received tire National Book j\ward for fiction; 
this was the first time that !he award had .bee.n given to 
. ' - '. . 
an African·American writer. 
Partially autobiographical , Ellison 's novel tells of the 
frustrations, humiliations. indignities, and racism that a 
young Black idealist has to face as he grows ·up in both 
the North and in the South. " 
.Since · the writing of " Invisible Man", Ellisen .has 
published many.short stories and essays. His only other 
book was a collection. of his essays published in 1964 
titlee·" Shadow Act. " 
. 
Ralph Ellison is considered one of America 's greatest 
writers; undoubtedly, his writing, 1s a tribute to all African-
Americans . 
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• Guards Legend in Their Own Time 
' B y Larry Drakeford )ones 
and Francis C. Harris 
Hilltop St;1ffwriters 
T\vo \vee ~ s ago. The Hi lltop featured 
1t1e r1.1tior1 ' ~ toµ forwards in coll ege 
b,1sketball Th cs \veek , tl1e ~otlight is 
011 the µren11ere backcol1rt n1er1 in th e 
('()lJJltry • 
This season the gt1ard talent 1s <is 
evenly cli stribL1tett over the natio 11, as 
1r1 .• 1ny e;i rl ie r ve,1r 
l 'he BL1 c ~ e~·es of O f1 10 State have d 
~ \v1 ft scoring gt1ard in Kelviri Rar1sey 
The 6-1 Toledo cit1ler1 is the n1<1 1or 
reason the Colurnbus university is in 
conte(lt1on for tht> Big Ten Conferer1ce 
t 11 [e 
How good is thi s dart ing sharpshoot· 
1ng 1un1or? Ask hi s coach Eldon Miller. 
'' In my op1n1on. there's no better guard 
1n the Ur11 ted States than Kelvin ·· 
• 
Ransey has tl1e credential s to gQ 
,1long \.\'1th his c:oach' s raves The 
sharpshoo t ing w1 z started last season 
\v i!h four frr>shn1an \vh1!e· only ,1 
soµhornore hin1self . 1-t e pumped in 17 
poir1 ts and d ishecl out five assists per 
cbntest ·rh is seaso r1 , t1is poir1t 
prod uct1or1 is , over 20 a· garne, \vl1 ile 
shooting close to six ty percent - fro1n 
!he field / 
' 
• 
lr1 the Holiday ~est1val at tvladison 
Square Carden. the c lL1t ch competitor 
ca nned 26 point s 1n an upset victory 
over. tl)l•n , the nt1r1lber one tea111 ir1 the 
Bison 
• 
' 
• 
nation, Duk~ In the tourna j ent finals . 
Ransey shot out Rutgers fo 38 points 
in a loosi ng effort 
Many prorninent f igure on the 
Lollege· basketball scene compare 
Kelv in to tl1e NBA '~ New J rsey Nets 
star gua rd J.o.hn Will iam s~r1 ~ ecause of 
Ran seys ab1l1ty to score tn t,he closing 
n1inutes of games. The J1-year·old 
YOl1ng n1an. ha·s complete donfidence 
111 hi s ability . R,an sey re lateS, '' Maybe 
011e .o f the se night s I' ll .~ ho.at 1,000 
percent '' Fan s in Colu11 bus arid 
,1rolind the natiori may o ne d y witness 
111,11 feat 
' In W orcester, Mass. a t Holy Cross 
.College, the student body <1 ! the sma)I 
Ca t/1ol1c school feel that Ro nn ie Perry 
i~ the pren1iere guard 1n rhe nation The 
6-2 iun1or from West RoxbLJry, 'Mass 
has lived up to the billi ng afforded him 
as a f re~hn1an three seasons ago Perrv 
was the sta tes all time point 1producer 
\vhi le at Ca tholic Memorial H igh 
ar11ass1ng an asto.und1n 10? 2481 points 
Perry 1~ an all-American 011 tl1e 
l1ard\vood as well as in th.e ·c; lass roor11 
Besides scori ng over 20 poin~s i11 each 
of his three yea rs at the cross, tie is a 
perennial n1 er11ber of thl• Dear1s List 
last se111ester co n1~Jiljng a i3 .8 grade 
point average I 
Perry is prOficient frOn1 t~e ch C1 rit y 
s 1r 1~l He is percnially o r1e Of. the top 
free thro\v sh'ooters in the cotl ntry The 
µersor1,1ble stLiQerit athle te o ce ~ade 
43 str,11ght fr-ee tosses Forrn r Boston 
Celtic great Bob Cou sey is ve1ry high on 
hrs aln1a n1a!er · ~ l,11est ~hO~t1 ng st,,r 
0 
Outlook 
: I 
• 
• 
By lawren-: e livinston 
H ii I top .s la ffw r it er 
The Micl-E;i stern Atl1let1 c confer-
ence tou rnarnen t began Ids! night 1n 
Greensboro, NC .1 r1<l the Bison \\·ere 
con tested in the first round against 
North Carolina Cent ral at 9 00 
The B1 >011 f1n1shecl the regular 
season v.'1th a 6·6 /\-1EAC recorc!_by the 
~rrat 1c means of spl1tt1ng \.\•1th edch 
tean1 Last weekend the aison tra\•eled 
to SoL1th Carolina St ,ite Onl\' to :be 
defeated by !he Bulldogs af ter giv~ng 
the Sou th Carolina te<1m ar thrash1ng 
earl 1er 1n I he week 
The Ho ward 1ear1l· 1>layed \\' 1th 1t11s 
1ncor1sist ency the en t ire o;e,1son. de-
feating moSt team s in 1l1e first t1r11e 
a rour1d 
' ' .. 
''W e h'a ve a fairly young tea m arld 
thi s is ex1 ~ct ed. " said A r~ W il li am-
son. the Howard coach 
'W e've lost 1n the Jlast because Ol1r 
team has gone into rriost g:imes over 
confident ·· 
The Bison reco rd award ed them a 
third Jllace posi tion 1.i th r> regular sea · 
son st.lnd 1ng behind Del,1\vare State 
and North Ca rolina A & T 
Strategically Howard has the advan-
tage going into the tourney because 
they 've defeated each team one time 
1n fa ct the Bison are the only team to 
defeat the Aggie s. 
' 
~nter11)g t~e tot1rr1ey the 0 llisor1 \ .. 111 
be depending on tile board strengt ll 0 1 
Dorian Dent and Larry Sµri11g~ 1vho 
lead the MEAC 1n rebounding ! 
' 
Th.i s vear's to1.1rney shot1ld \lrov•u~ ,, 
great deal of exciten1ent for the fOC\J S 
Edch tea nl 1n the MEAC 1s capable 01 
defeati ng any other team Accordi,rtg 
to W1lliamsor1. the- team to wat ch 1~ 
UME5 
'' Right no" ' las1er11 Shore I) the 
hottest team. in fa ct they may be the 
third best 1n !he conference. " said 
W illia n1son 
I Ot her gar11es 111 tl1f.! f ir st round of the 
MEAC tourney Jlitted Morglan State 
against th e Un iversi ty of M hryl and cit 
Eastern Shore, Delaware State againSt 
South Carolir1a ;ind MEAC winner 
0
North Carolina A & T got a eye in the 
fir'it round 
Should Howard w in in the first 
round they w ill play the w inner of the_ 
Delaware, South Ca ro l ina game. Ttie 
w inner of the M organ-UMES game will 
play NC A & T in the semi-final s with 
this se t up Howard could conce ivably 
be in the finals against the number one 
tean1 NC A & T. 
the right 
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• 
• 
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'' ""(hi s kid is exceptional ." Offered 
Cooz '' You could wat ch him the rest 
• • 
of your ltfe and probably never see him 
make a silly mistake In terms of 
basketball today he's the best 
around ." 
Ronnie comes from a history of Holy 
Cross excellence. His father Ron , Sr. is 
currently the schools athleti c director . 
The senior Perry once lead Holy Cross 
to the NIT title and NCAA ba seball 
champ1onsh1p in the sarne season. Ron 
Jr. is a ma1or league prospect at 
shortstop 
The Economics ma1or and Rhodes 
Scholarship prospect gets upse t when 
he th inks of the misconceptions that 
• some of th e media has of hin1. Perry 
rela tes. '' Its tough to' know you played 
\vell and sco red 20 points and they 
\\·rite you had an off shoo t ing night '' 
At the University of Kansas where 
basketball has a lot of tradit ion, 
sopho n1ore Darnel l V,1lent ine has 
added ano ther link to the chain of 
· great Jayhawk pla ye rs 
' 
The &'2 quick c1 s a bug guard hails 
'fror11 Wi chita , Kan ., \vhere he is a 
legend Pl aying ur1der Lafayette 
Norwood (a n assis tant now at the 
University o f Kar1 sas) at W ichi ta 
Heights High School. Valentine wa s ,1 
starter all of the three years he spent in 
high ~chool He aver<1ged 15 1>oir1ts a 
gan1e as ,1 sop l1omore, 18 7 as a 1un ior . 
and 26.1 as a senior H is senior year he 
!eel his team to a 23-0 rf'!=Ord <1ncl a 
state chan1p1nosh1p 
At this point Valentine wa s one of 
the most highly recruited players in the 
nation, but Kansas head coach Ted 
Owens wanted. to secu re the signing of 
Valentine, so he signed Valentine's 
high School coach . and Darnell s ig~ed 
\ oon after that . / 
Valentine immediately changed the 
Jayhjiwks' luck . He was the main 
reason why head coach Ted Owens 
decided to go t6 a running game. His 
plans worked and Valentine red Kansas 
to a 24-5 record and a Big Eight 
championship . He averaged 13.5 
points. and led the conference in assists 
(130) and steals (80). The U.S. 
Basketball Writers Assoc iation nanied 
· Valentine to the All-Conference and all 
di str ict teams _ Not bad.for a freshman. 
This season the Jayhawks have no t 
had that much success, playing under 
500 ball much of the season, but 
Va lentine is still a gem. averaging 18.6 
pages and st ill leading the conference 
1n steals and assists 
• High Honorable Mention 
Sam Worthen- Marquette 
Ronnie l ester - Iowa 
Clyde Austin- N:c. ST. 
Jeff lamp-Virginia 
John Gerdy- DAvidson 
Honorable Mention 
Roy Hamilton- UCLA 
Don Co llins- Washington St. 
Danny Ainge..- Arizona St. 
Lawrence Butler - Idaho St . 
Ernest G raham - Maryland 
• 
' 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ Bulletin 
• By Lawrence Livingston 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
• 
The Howard University .2 ison s 
held off a North ·ca rolina Central 
·surge b y stalling the ball with 37 
seconds remaining in las t night ' s 
MEAC tournament opene r. 
After b ei i1g down by as many as 
14 points , the NCC Eagles cariie t o 
\vithin five \'Vith a n1inute and 12 
seconds remaining 
Following a Larry Spriggs slan1-
dunk on an ol ley-oop pa ss from 
Gerald Gaskin s. the North Carolina 
team lost its n1omentum . The 
Bison went on to win 73-64. 
1 The Bison shot 69.9 percent f 'ro m 
the field in the first half . The 
halftime score was 37 -28. 
Maurice Young, 6 '3'' guard out 
of Washington, D .( .' s Ma ckin Hi'gh 
School, was ejected from the game 
with15:39 remaining. 
Young got involved in a fight 
'} 
' 
with an N CC playet. who wa s al so 
put o ut of the game. 
The Bison line-'up wa s led by 
ou t side shooting of Carlt,on 
Ri c hardson . and rebounding of 
Dor ia n Dent and Spriggs. 
At a MEAC lune!'he,on yeste rda y , 
Dent \va s e lected to~the first team 
al l -MEAC . No other members of 
·the Howard team were selected . 
In to night 's semifinal 
round , the Bison will_ play the 
Hornets of .Delaware State College. 
The Hornets won their tournament 
opener against South Caro li na 
Sr ate by a score of 78-73 . 
I~ the other gariie last n ight at 
the tournament, Morgan · State 
University defeated University of 
Maryland: Eastern Shore~ 73-70. 
Morgan State wi l l be playing 
North Carolina A & T, who got a bye 
in the first round of the MEAC 
competition. 
: CoMiNG SooN •••••••••••• 
• 
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Black Histo_ry 
Sports 
By Addie D . Wilson 
Hilltop St.affwriter 
Jn clos ing out Black History Month. 
i t is imperative. to recognize our Black 
ath letes . rt was their shouldering the 
burden that has resulted in Black 
players ~king up nearly 80 percent of 
the Natio I asketball Association . 
• 
Football 
It was t ese athletes that broke 
color barriers that has enabled. Black 
baseball players to demand top 
dollars. And it was these athletes that 
are responsible fof the thousands of 
Black players on athletic scholarships 
in the nation's col leges and univer-
Before football received popular ity 
as an o rganiz ed sport , Henry M c· 
Donald walked on the field of the 
Rochester Jeffersons in 1912 markin~ 
tHe first Bla ck athlf te to play 
p lo fess ional football Fr itz Pollard 
fo llowed him 1n 1919 wj th the Akron 
•• •• 
Indians. _ 
si t ies . In 1974, Black quarterback James Harris led the Los Angeles Rams to an 
NFL division championship, a first . 
after Marlin Briscoe of the Denver 
Broncos paved· the way in 1966 when 
he becam£' the first Bla ck quarte.;·back 
Baseball to start a r~~ · ,lar Season with an NFL 
If you are over age 40, the Negro team " 
B.oxing . 
league's should bring back fond 
memories. Until 1947, Black players · 
were barred from white major leagues . 
This prompted thenl to form their own · 
league. Ttiis league was never con-
sidered equal to the American or 
National Leagues even though its 
record against the major leaguerswas 
269-172-4 between 1886 and 1948 Before Muhammad Al i wa s eveo 
thought o f boxe rs Jack Johnson and 
Baseball , one of America' s oldest Bill Richmond had claimed '' first s'' 1n 
sport s, is not complete w ithout boxing. In 1915, Johnson· became the 
. mentioning the names of Satchel first 81.ick a·thlete. to caf ry the 
Paige. who entered the white majors at hea vyweight world t itle. Richmond 
age 48 , Jackie Rob inson, who broke was the first VS -born p riie fighter . 
the color line in 1946 and Roy . Black or wh ite · ' 
. . . 
" Campy'' Campanella who sits on the Ali has to regain his t itle two more ~ 
Baseball Hall of Fame committee times befo re he can t ie w ith Sugar Ray 
today ' · Robinson who hold~ the .. record for 
• recapturing a tit le, tfive times. 
But looking back, those three men , 
were a .drop I n the bucket to the 
hundreds of players of the Negro 
Leagues v:ho received l ittle public 
recogn it ion. 
There wa s John Henry Lloyd " ·ho 
tyrannized white player Ty Cobb to the 
point that Cobb vowed never to play 
Black athletes again . Ll0yd stopped 
Cobb. who was leading the American 
league in batting and stolen bases . 
from making his 66th steal and outhit 
him in the same game 1n 1910 at 
Havana, Cu ba 
Henry '' H.orrii ci de Hank '' Armstrong 
is the only fighter to clai m three t i tle s 
?i multaneously. He wa s the champ of 
the featherweight, lightweight and 
welterweight divisions at o ne time 
Track 
The year v.·as 1936. the event-the 
OlyrTipic games. Y·oung Jesse Owens 
startled spectato rs when he took four 
gold medals and set three world 
recordS. Owen s wa s the first to cl <1im 
th is feat following in the steps of 
George Poa ge who wa s the first Black 
athlete to compete in the Olympics 
, 1904) and the f i rst Black runner to win T~e ni".st_ versatile man in b~seball . a medal in the Olympics {bronze). 
Ma~t~n D~h1go , played eight d1fferenr . Nineteen. si xty marked the year of 
µos1t1ons _1n the Negro leag.ues. All-time the Blac~ _ woman in track..:..: Wilma 
great , p1tch_er~ Josh Ctbso!l .~;c.'!-'tfo : 'R"tt06fp:ft"'t:11aimed three goT~medals in 
followed Paige as the second Negro the Olympics. the first U.S.-born 
leaguer to be enshriried in Ba!ieball 's woman to do so and received the 
~all . of Fame, holds the real record for James E. Sulli van' Memorial Tr""ophy , 
l1fet1me homers--800---hitting 64 home . the fir st woman in track and f ield to 
runs 1n one season. ~ receive the trophy 
Bask'etball • 
.. , 
The fastest man in baseball wa s 
Cool Papa Bell . Bell led the league in 
every batting department including 
home runs while batting a .347. Paige 
once remarked that Bell could outrun 
O lympic sta r Jesse Owens. ''He was so 
fast he could turn -O ut the light and 
jump in the bed before the room got 
dark." Pa ige once remarked of Bell . 
• Then there was Smokey Joe 
W il l iams, a half-Black. half-Indian, 
whose pitching record aga inst the 
whi1,e majors ended at 20-4-1 and two 
of the losses occurred when the pitcher 
wa s 46-years-old 
In 1966. Bill Russell signed a con-
tract as head coach of the Boston 
Celtics. A year later, he led the team to 
an NBA t itle to become the first Black j 
coach and the first to conQuer that 
feat . That same te.im signed the first 
Black player to a professional contract 
16 years earlier That man-Charles 
Cooper . 
. 
October, 1917, Williams pitched 10 
1nn1ngs of hitless _ ball with 20 
strikeouts . Against the Nat ional 
league New York Giants, in the biggest 
game of his ca reer, Williarifs' lost in the 
10th inning on an error. 
Cooper opened door to the !ikes of 
Wilt '' the Stilt '' · Chamberla in who 
holds, among othe"rs, the record for 
inost ca reer point s (31,4.19) and , most 
rebound s (23,924). 
· Black people are the leadefs in 
sµorts and to mention all of' our feats 
and achievements in this area wou ld 
fill a library. tiowever. as we Celebrate 
the educators. - scientists, politicians 
and men' of medicine, let us not forget 
that the Black athlete was a forerunner 
to the ga ins we have made in this 
country. 
The li st goes on and on. The Negro 
leaguers had 63 years of segregation to 
lay a permanent mark in baseball 
h~tory . On behalf of the Reggie" 
J"aCksons and Rod Carews of present-
day baseball , we salute the Negro 
leaguers. ~ 
• 
f 
WANTED: 
• Engineering and 
S<ien<e Majors -To ·1 
Help Make--History. 
• 
1955. A small dedicated team of scienti.Sts and 
engineers began to design a11d construct t he first 
submarine-launched ballistic missile, t he Pola1·is . 
... The team made history. 
1965. The creatior{ of the second-generation 
missile, the P<iseido11. Th'iS follow-on design chal-
lenged the Nation's best engineering t~lent. 
1978. The T1·idet1t Project. Continues past ex-
perience with state-of-the-art technology. 
The Strategic Systems Project Office of the 
U.S. Navy has a limited number of career open-
ings in three of the most important projects in 
recent history-Polaris, Poseidon and Trident . 
As part of this team, you will be directly involved 
in R&D, T&E, production, logistic support, 
field maintenance and training, , .. 
Contact your Placement for an interview with 
the Capital Area Persoilnel.Services Office, Navy 
(CAPSO-N') recruiter on March 1 1978 " 
•t • orwr1e: 
Strategic Systems Prolect Office 
Department of the Na~ • · 
Washington, D.C. 20376 
ATIN: Recruitment Committee 
• 
An Equal Opportu1tity E1nploye1· . 
• 
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By Larry Flagg 
Hilltop St,ffwriter 
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Runners 
Compete 
at 
Delaware Women's basketball at Howard . 
hasn' t attained the level of reknown 
comparable to other unive'rsit1es; but 
those people at Howard who don' t 
support the Bisonette basketba ll te~m. 
are living beneat ' 1 their privilege. 
They' re missing theliazzling display of 
talent. 
Bisonette bosketboll's '• 
Deborah Davi~ fo"WOrd, 
By Darrell Calhoun 
Hilltop St~ffwriter 
and Ello Hughes, guard, When given the opportunity to 
excel. many take and exploit i t to the 
m.aximum. That is exactly "what the 
Howard track team did last week in 
Newark, Del . at · the University of 
One of the wom'eri is Deborah Dav is . Show ''da1zllng'' talent. 
Davis , who prefers t ) be ca lled ''Dee'' 
"' is a sophomore forward , yet her ball handling is good enough for her to 
rotate to the guard position oc-
' casionally . 
She's one of the best pure shooters 
on the team and she has great mobility 
and upper body contro'I_ 
6 
[>espite 'barr iers ''Debb ie Dee '' (as 
she's known by some fans) ma'nages to 
put forth super ior efforts against 
higher caliber teams. Against 
nationally ranked M~ryland she scored 
• 20 points against Bowie State she 
scored 23 points and in ·the recent 
Cathblic U n ivers i t y' s inv itat iona l 
Tournament she registered 23 points 
and 10 rebound s against Mount St . 
· Mary's College. 
• 
·· 1 was offered " scholarship and I 
really wanted to see the east coast ." 
said Davis, '' so I came to Howard ·· 
Davis said she wa s disappointed 
. , , academ ically and at hletically with 
The Bisonette s season hasn t been H d " Th d · · t t ' d · 
. . · owar . e a m1n1s ra ion oesn t 
as productive as 1n tllre past because of . 1 k t f ·t hi t l 'k · h Id ' . . . . 00 OU or I s at e es I e II s OU 
a lack of un ity, according to Davis . • th thl t ' . · 
''My expectations wre high at the 
beginn ing of the year, becau se 
everyone was coming back and we had 
some good recru its But then th ings 
~ juSt kind of fell apart, some of the top 
recruits left school and the te_am 
seemed to Jack the cohes iveness that 
makes o r breaks a team. 
e women s a e 1c progran1s are 
being sligtlted as far as fu nds. 
equipment . travel , and accorn -
n1odations are concerned." said Davis 
'.' Also the . adm1n1stration seems ,1 s 
though it 's getting rid o f instru ctors 
who help the student s and I don 't think 
that 's r i~ht '' 
''We can have the best talent in the . i The soft s pok~n sport s f igure from 
· b t ' th t ·t · got Berkeley, began her career at an early nation u w1 ou uni y we ve . 
. · f · a age 1n grade school Tut she ref i ed her 
nothing. Al so certa in res 1ust gave Of k' ll B k r H h h e h 
bad time everytime they did our s . 1 s at er e ey ig · w er $ e 
,. D . 'd ; dispelled any doubts about her natural 
game av1s sa1 . b'I ' b b · d I bl 
' :'I 1 1ty y e1ng vote most va ua e 
.Davis ' rea son for choosing Howard 
wa s its academic q ual i ty . · 
:Jlayer in basketball and vo lleyball and 
4..11 League in track she threw th e 
::l iscus in track 
• 
According to Davis; Bisonette · 
Coach, Syt·via Grooves is doi ng a good 
job, ··coach Groomes ako tea ches 
physical education at Cardoza High 
School, and the transition from deal ~ig 
with kids to coming to Howard 3nd 
dealing with adults daily can be mind 
boggli ng." she sa id. 
• I 
She gives i t all she 's got but she's 
learning with the team, and she needs 
to push the players a bit more." 
Bas ketbal l has be co me an 
· emot)ona l ou tlet for Davis, she·says it 
helps her to unwind 
'' I love playing basketball, but my 
life doesn 't .rotate around it , my ma in 
p riority right now is my degree. after 
that, who knows? '' 
• 
\ WiN S~0.00 
' 
• 
• 
Enter the Contest to name the Cafeteria in the Armour J. Blackburn Univ.erslty Center. 
The Cafeteria is located on the ground floor overlooking the reservoir, and has an 
outside terrace. Floor to ceiling glass windows cover three walls. Brick and vinyl covering 
make up the fourth wall. _The Cafeteria will seat appro.ximately 600 persons. 
The winning name 1will be selected by a committee. The winnl11g name will appear over 
the entrances to the c ·afeteria. 
Deadline for submission of names is Thursday, March 1, 1979, 5:00 PM. Entries should 
be submitted on the official entry blank and placed in a sealed envelope labeled: 
• 
Name the Cafeteria Contest 
cl o Office of Student Life 
Cook Hall 
Howard Universi ty 
Official Entry Blank 
• 
My suggested name for the Cafeteria In the University Center 
I 
Name:. ________________ TelephoneNo. 
' 
• 
,. 
• 
• 
Address -~.,......--~--------------~---------
• 
' l.D. Number _____ _ Soclal Security No. '----------------
Entries should be placed in a sealed envelope and labeled: Name the Cafeteria Contest, cl o 
Office of Student Life, Howard University. Deadline: Thursday, March 1, 1979, 5:00PM. 
' '\ 
' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
By Larry Flagg 
Hilltop Stitffwriter 
When most people think of 
basketball . they think of a game 
dominated by tall people. however, at 
Howard at women 's basketbal l team 
has a guard whose.size bel ies her sk i lls . 
Ella Hughes ' small frame gives no 
indication of her large contribution on 
the court She has a fluid , natural sty le 
that makes everything she does look 
easy. 
Ella has been plagued with injuries 
this year, thus keeping her si del ined for 
a large portion of the season. But when 
she played she responded with sound 
performances. 
Again st Delaware she was one Of the 
top scorers w ith 10 points. and in the 
consolation ·game o f the Catholic 
U n iversity individual tournament 
against George Washington University, 
she led the team w ith 15 points. 
'' I wanted to produce, because I 
want to be on a winner, but due to my 
injuries my playing. t ime has been 
limited," said Hughes. About her 
Coach, Sy lvia G roomes, El la said . 
' ' I t ' s been a learn ing exper ience .for 
me. with a new coach . But I like her, 
she's a good coach. l l ike alt the 
.support she gives us and how she urges 
us on 1' ' 
Hughes has her ~oa l s set on a 
number of things . 
' ' I want a degree. that' s n~mber 
one, " said . Hughes. " My niajor is 
psychology and I like it , because I 
learn a lot about myself and others. 
Number two is basketball , I need to 
Delaware Relay s. · 
The track .team visi ted the Delaware 
Relays the week before, but the events 
we·re of a stricter nature this past 
weekend . The fleltl of competition wa s 
much smal ler and Howard showed a 
good performance. 
Edward Sims and Michael Afc hie 
came in first and second in the 440 
yard dash. The winning t ime by Sims 
was a 49 .0 , while Arch ie wa s only one-
tenth of a second behind . 
''M ichael is a good track person, but 
hi s teammate (Sims) showed him that 
improve upon my fundamental sk il ls, he· has to work for everything that he 
and maybe 1' 11 get a shot at the gets," said Coach Will iam Moultrie. 
women's pro league. · But I 'm not '' I don' t th ink that he t ook the 
depending on that." defeat in a negative way, but that he 
Ella said she came to Howard not only ca n beat Sims in pract ice, but 
because t att ended white private has \o on the field also." 
schools all my life. and I wanted a L.1st week 's high jump w1nner, 
c han~e. bu t I wanted a good school . J Sherman Wash.ington, t ied for first 
heard Howard wa s the best, so here I place again With a 6' 10'' jump. 
am ! . Wa.shington has been jumping con-
,: Hughes commented that Howard sis tently since his transfer to Howard 
offers more than an academic from Hil lsborough Community Col lege 
education, in Tampa, Fla . 
' ' I 've lea rned a fat about life; I 've The two mile relay team showed a 
been socia lly educa ted, I also learned great improvement over previous 
you can ' t fool around and expect good performances. when they broke the 
_g~des . " eight-mi nu l e margin. 
Ella comes· from a large fami ly, she The two mile team co ns is ts of one 
has four b rot.j"iers and three sisters. And sophomore1 Ronn ie Calhoy n, and three 
she says it w<i.s her brothers who taught freshmen, limothy Lipscomb, Anthony 
her and helped her perfec t the finer Huges, anC:I Bernard Oliver. Their 
points of her basketbal l game. winning tirhe for each of thJ ir heats 
'' My brothers taught me all they wa s 7.54.9secon:::ls, but it just wa sn' t 
knew about basketball , in the enough to win the final heat. Oliver 
beginningtheyWeremyonlycoaches." ran the best .time out of the members 
.said Hughes. , _·~on th~ two mile reliiy team with a 
The miniatu re phenomenon from 1.56.0 opening t ime. 
Tren ton, New Jersey attended Notre ' ' I think that the team is mellowing 
Dame High School where she excelled ~nd beco ming more mature track 
in every th ing she undertook. wise," said Moultrie. ''We "know that 
In her sen ior year she was an all they are young, but they are runn ing 
county and All America '' selection for Well . Oliver's time was the dec iding 
softball ; she wa s voted most va luable facto r in the tWo mile relay. You can 
' p layer for basketball. · the Woma_n tell what the team is running like on 
Athlete of the year and she alsP the open ing run and he wa s doing 
received the a'nnual Mercer Coun~!y 89od." j 
Sports1T1a nship trophy . . i .../: One inspiring th ing about Oliver is 
Barring anymo re niigg1ng 1 njurie~, that he is a walk-on and he defin itely 
litt le Hughes w il l play a large part in wants to run track ; his performance 
the future of Bisonette basketball in tells the story. He has taken on the 
years to come highly successful and experienced 
• Michael Archie and beaten him. 
5,()0 
~ Robert Brown had a touch of -·bad 
luck in the last round of the high 
hurdles. Brown had been runnin'g a 
consistent 7.3 in the first heat and 
semicf inals, but in the finals Brown ran 
a 7.4 to lose behind Temple University 
and East Carolina. The other teams ran 
a 7.:3 run !! ! 
The Mile Relay team took a second 
place finish beh ind East Ca~olina . 
3.15.8 to Howard 's 3!16 time. 
As for the AAU Championship: to be 
.he ld today and tomorrow, the outlook 
is .fa irly good. Michael Arc"hie looks 
good in the 600 yard dash. · Ernie 
Waiters in the 6Q.ya"rd dash, add the 
awesome sprint medley team. 
'' As it is s year it is not the , sprint 
medley team that may be the major 
threat, but all tlie other team members 
have an equal chance to show a good 
performance," said Moultrie. 
'' This year the Sprint 'medley te~m 
will have to run a 440 lap, ten two 220 
laps, then the final 300 lap. They 
weren' t run in that order last year." ,· 
. 
PART-TIME METROBUS OPE-RATORS 
metro 
$6.53 Per Hour (After Training) 
WASHINGTON METROPOL1ITAN AREA 
TRANSIT AUTHORtTY 
METRO urgently needs Part-Time B\JS Operat'ors. Applicants must not be full dme 
employees In another job, must be at least 21 years of age, ,be ~ble to read, write and 
communicate effectively, be a licensed driver (minimum 2 years), be licensed In the jurlsdk-
don In which they reside and be available to work during a.m. and/ or p.m. rush hours 
Monday thru Friday. No applicant will be considered who hllll accrued more than four 
points, one moving violation or suspension or revocadon of a driver's pe11nit as a result of 
accumulation of traffic violations within the preceding 24 months. Submit appllcadons 
marked ''PART-TIME'' to: 
• 
l 
ITM AE TRANSIT 
Attn: Pe1soonel Office-·-Bladansbarg 
22flll-lth Street, N.E: 
Wash.ilgton, D.C. 211118 
• 
. I 
AN EQUAL OPPORIUNITY EMPLOYER 
' 
, '
' 
• 
• 
' . 
• 
• 
• 
I 
' I 
; 
' 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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·' 
UN Seminar 
A United Nation~ Trave·I 
Seminar is being planned es· 
pecially for 1nternatioral students 
through Chaplain Jos oh Smith 
·~ Twelve participants c; visit and 
tour the UN fa cili t1 . attend 
Q.riefings and meetings at the UN, 
interviews diplomatic Lersonnel, 
visit the Church Cent~ for the 
United Nations. and do some 
sightseeing and theater-going in 
New York For more in format ion 
on this March 14-17 event, call 
, Chaplain Smith at x7906 or 26S-j· 152~ 
BSU 
• 
23 February 79 
' . 
• 
• 
UGSA Meeting 
There will be a meeting of all 
UGSA representatives and vice 
presidents of all undergraduate 
schools in Room 143. Douglass 
Hall , February 27, 1979 at 61> m 
Minorities 
in Broadcasting 
A film about minorities · in 
broadcasting 'will be shown on 
Thursday. February 22, in Studio 
"" A" of the Tempo C building. 
There will also be a presentation 
by Tommy Hart from the National 
Black Media Coalition at that 
time 
lgbimo Otito The annual Nation; · Baptist Student Union Retre~~~ will be 
held in Jackson.' MS ·. March 22-
25 Reservat ions.are 1~e in by lgbimoOtitowill hold itsChris-
March 3 for thdse whg wish to tian fellowship meeting on 
. attend what is known as the Sund~y. February 23. at th~ Chris-
' 
r th f bl k tian Student Center (2324 First St , argest annua ga er1ng o ac . I b I 
Ch · · t d t · th t " NW ) which w ill focus on G o a r1st1an s u en s 1n e na ion / . . d f · I · .Missions lgb1mo Ot1to also has Choir est1va , music. seminars, • · kf · h D" · 
banquet , and many other prayer brea asts 1n t e 1n1ng 
f f · f · HallonFr1daysfrom7·30to9:00 eatures or more 1n ormat1on 
. ' 
call Chapla in Smith at x7906 or 
265-1526 
Club 
Connecticut 
Clul:i Connecticut will meet on 
. Wednesday Feb. 28, in Carver 
; Hall 's conference room lmpor· ~ !ant subjects, including T-sl"tirts, 
Yearbook picture and fund raising 
activities will be discussed . All 
persons from Conn are en-
couraged to attend Wine and 
cheese will be served after the 
' meeting 
I I 
Movie 
The movie '"Wilmington 10. 
America 10.000'' by Haile Germ ia 
will be shown at the Ontario 
Theatre on March 15 at 7:00 and 
9:30 p.m. For tickets cal l 270-3109 
Speaker 
George Murphy. natiorial repre-
sentative for the Afro-American 
newspaper will speak at Douglas 
Halt i"n Room 821 at 6 p.m. on 
February 28. His topci will be 
··The fight for Qual ity Education 
and Academic F~eedom '' 
Ch.tries E. Willi.tms 
Senior• 
St. Petersburg. FIOrid;r, 
Zoolo1y 
1 The severity of the ~ecent 
snowfall caught everyone by sur· 
prise, including the weatherman. I 
think the emergency personnel of 
the area, and the university, per· 
formed to the bf!'St of their abil-
ities considering the lack of · an 
early warning. 
2. I attended the Com-
mynications Conference and 
heard Ben Hooks' statement on 
the integration of Black colleges. 
Integration would lead to the end 
o f Black institutions. These insti· 
tutions still have a very important 
role in ou r cul ture an.d we can't 
aflord to lose them through inte-
gration. We also can't afford an 
organization such as the NAACP · 
to be indebted to the corporate 
society 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Cheryl D. Bonner 
.Senior 
Stony Creek, Vir1ini• 
Accountin1 
• 
1, The Washington. D.C. and 
j\1etropol itan · areas were not 
equipped for the qlizzard .that hit 
bur city last week . th_erefore many · 
people were left at a definite dis-
advantage. In order to deal with 
such a problem the city and local 
governments should purchase 
equipment to keep the ci ty from 
coming to a complete standstill at 
each snowfall . 
2 The NAACP was founded 
upon principles and goals to 
socially. economically and aca-
demically uplift the Black man's 
social status, So were Bla ck insti· 
tutions (such as Howard Uni-
versity) llJ their st r1v1ng for 
academic ekcellence. There 
would be a beginning of a Joss of 
identity and purpose .if we began 
to forget our beginning purposes 
as young Black peoPl~ 'beginning 
to find our respectful places in 
s9ciety 
1. This week, the worst snowfall since 1922 left the area virtually 
immob ife for some time. Many business people closed shop, classes 
were cance lled for two days, some streets went uncleared, and 
several people died because emergency personnel could not reach 
them in time. WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE WAY THE AREA.AND 
THE UNIVERSITY COPE WITH HEAVY SNOWFALL! 
' 
• 
\ 
• 
Cheryl R. McC.idney 
Sophomore 
Herndon, VA. 
Bro•dc•st M•n•1emen.t 
• 
1 The Washington Metro area 
isn' t accustomed to heavy snow· 
"fall . therefore. the city was unpre-
pared when it occu rred . That"s no 
excuse. but "it 's the way tha t it is 
The University ;s guilty on the 
other hand Of waiting until the • 
last minute before an attendance 
decision is made This method is 
inconvenient for many on-campus 
.students. but mOre so for the corn-
n1uters 
2 The NAACP is facing _ the 
reality that the Black colleges are 
failing They can no longer 
survive by the private contribu· 
t1ons and maintain high standard 
of education Bia.ck or white 
people who chose separate 
education 1nst1tutions on the 
basis of race will gripe and 
protest. but thev "ll soon go along 
with 1t as we all have 1n the past 
. ' 
. 
• 
• 
-
George l . Smith 
· Junior 
C•rmiche.ll, C•lif. 
M•rketing/Communications 
1. Howard Un iversity and the 
Washington Metro area were 
totally unprepared for the recent 
snow emergency. Schools. bus-
inesses and means of trans· 
portation are sti ll immobile due 
to this lack of preparedness 
Although a few al tile business 
streets were somewhat cleared, 
the residential area was left to 
suffer knee-deep snow. 
2 In a white person's eyes the 
effects of integration would seem 
favorable But as for people. I 
think integration oJ Black univer-
sities would be very detrimental 
Integration with white students 
would tend to cu t down enroll-
ment and financial aid geared 
towards Bla ck students Already 
enough Black people are having 
problems funding thei~ way 
through schools as for corporate 
funding. this would be beneficial 
if . and 'only if . it were allocated 
correct!\• 
• 
2. The NAACP is undeF fire for its position that all colleges 
should be integrated, a .. well as for its move to seek corporate 
funds . NAACP Director Benjamin Hooks .said Saturday at the 
Annual Communications Confe~nce that the organization did not 
want to abandon long-held positions. WHAT EFFECTS DO YOU , 
THINK THE NAACP'S INTEGRATIONIST STANCE AND COR-
PORATE FUNDING WILL HAVE! 
• • 
• 
' • 
' 
• 
• 
r 
' 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
Speakout Photography byWesley Micha~l - Groves Jr . 
• 
en1n 
Survival Forum 
Howard · U!}iversity Student 
Aid To Polit ica l" Prisoners a11d the 
Liberal Arts Student Council will 
sponsor a Survival Forum on 
Sunday, February 25, 1979 at 6 
pm. in the School of Hunian 
Ecology Auditorium. 
Or Malik Rushiddin, Dire"clor 
of the Black Library. Research 
and Topographical Center. Los 
Angeles. California will be the 
featured speaker Adm ission is 
free. Come and bring a friend . It's 
a matter of surviva~ 
Couriseling 
The Peer Counselors of SSS will 
be available for Financial - Aid 
Counseling during the week of 
February 26 throllgh March 2. All . 
SSS students are invited to come 
by the office for a·ssistance in 
completing their applications 
during the following times: 
Monday 12:Q0.6:00 
Tuesday 11 :00-6:00 
Wednesday 10:00-1 :00 and 
4:()().7:00 
Thursday 12:00.4:00 
Friday 11 :00.4:00 
Remember Howard Uni- . 
versity fittancial aid applications 
MUSi be turned in to the Finan· 
cial Aid Office no later than April 
1 
BSU 
The Baptist Student Union will 
meet on Tuesday at 12:15 p.m. in 
the lounge of R•nkin Chapel. A 
liaht lunch will be served (no 
charael and tbe speaker will be . 
Mr. Charles M . Roselle, Director, 
National Student Ministries. 
Special Services 
Student Special Services will be 
holding a coffeeshop in Bethune's 
multi-purpose room on March 1. 
1979 at 7 :~ p.m. This coffeeshop 
will featu're brief presentations 
intended to acciuaint freshmen 
and sophomore students with the 
SSS program. All freshmen and 1 
sophomore students are en-
couraged and Welcome to attend. 
Refreshments Will be served! 
Need Hel" 
For Midterms 
The Study Skills Component of 
the Center for Academic Rein-
forcement is offerina free, six-
week m1n1·courses n various 
aspects of study improvement 
from March 7-April 18, 1979. 
Courses to be offered are as 
follows: Study Power, Research, 
Listening and Notetaking, Text- • 
book Readina. Memory and Con-
centration, Test Takina. and 
Studying in the Sciences. 
Registration will be held in 
Room 102, Academic Support 
Buildina B, from now until March 
7. For more information. contact 
Yolanda Blackman or Karen 
Fisher at 636-7634 or 636-7635. 
Writers 
The Enalish Department 
. Literary Maaazine, Janus , needs 
submissions for the Sprina issue. 
Please brfna your poems, short 
stories, essays, and line drawinas 
to t"ocke 2-48. The de.idline for 
submission is March 27. 
I 
• 
' ; 
' Artists Rush! Black History 
A cover desi8n is sought for the 
Spring issue of Janus, the Engl ish 
Department Literary magazin~_. 
Bring xeroxes of drawings to 
Locke 248 to deposit in the Janus. 
box. Deadline for submission ts 
March 27. •. 
The Delta Nu Chapter of )igma · In observation oi Black History 
Alpha Iota, '· Internationa l Pro- Month. The Department of 
fessional Music Fraternity for Romance Language$ at Howard 
Women invites all interested University is presenting a specill 
women to its Spring Rush. Place: symposium: "' Black Perspectives 
Frazier Hall Lounge. Time: 7-9:00 from the Third World' ' Some of 
p.m. Fi"iday Feb. 23 the topics d1scuised w ill be· 
Bust Loose 
• Coffeehouse Air Force ROTC presents a 
Busting Loose Affair, Thursday, lgbimo Otito is sponsoring a 
March 1, at the Sundance Club, Coffeehouse on Friday,. February 
1875 Con~ - Ave., 10-2 a.m. Classes 23, from 8 p.m. to midniaht at the 
cancelled the fpllow1ng day Wyatt A Jame~ Fellowship Hall 
between 10-t. Conta_ct any (460616th St., N.W .). Dale Talbert 
member of AFROTC for tickets. and the Dimensions and the 
End Rape 
• • 
The film ''How To Say No To A 
multimedia P poet Dana Swann 
will be featured. Donation 
Disco 
Rapist And Survive'' . will be 
shown WedneWay, February 28 at 
7:30·p.m. in the Bald.win Hall Par-. 
lour. ' . The Residents of CarV!r Hall 
A ·· F inVite the students of Howard ~ g1ng OfUm Univers ity to their '' liv ing It Up 
The SchOol of Human Ecology 
will present a semin ar in the Aging 
Forum series on ''Consumer 
Problems of the Poor Aged: An 
Advocate's Opinion," on Wed-
nesday, February 28, from 6-8 
p.m. in the Human Ecology audi-
torium. 
Hotline 
' The HoWard University Hotline 
is a i'ewardina. interestin11 and ex-
cili na experience for those in-
terested in helpina others. If you 
are interested in helpina othets 
come to the Hotline's reception 
on Wednesday, February 28 at 
7:00 p.m . It will be held al the Uni-
versity counsel in& center 
On Friday Night'' Disco on Friday, 
FEB. 23, 1979, 10:00 p.m.-until 
Brina HU ID 
Male-Female 
Relationships 
Did you miss the last discussion 
on Male/Female~ relationships? 
Don't miss this one. H.U.1.C. will 
be holdina another discussion 
about Male/Female Relationships 
on Thursday March 1 at 7:00 p.m . 
It will be held in the lounae of 
Drew Hall . If you would like to 
share your views on Mati!/Female 
Relationsh ips be there. All are 
welcome. 
• 
"' Black M il itary Heroes of South 
America"" , "" Racism in Brazil "'. 
" Women - 1n the Novels of 
Ousmane S(.mbene"' The 
program also features a film/ lec-
ture focusing on So/eil O. The 
symposium takes place February 
27, 1979, in the l iving Room. 
School of Human Ecology, 
Howard Urliversity, 1:00-S:OO 
Refreshments w ill be served 
Bullet's G·ame 
Just a reminder t'o all SSS 
students that buses for the 
Bullet' s game on Sunday, 
February 25th. w ill be departing 
from Founders Libfary at 11 :30 
a.m. All students who have signed 
up for the game and have taken 
the McGraw·Hill tests, please stop 
by the SSS office today to con-
firm your attendance at the 
basketball game ~ 
Disco On 
Wheels Returns 
Club Philadelphia is back with 
the Disco Pcirty on wheels. Friday. 
February 23'rd at the National 
Roller Skating Rink. 16th and 
Kalorama Road, 7:30 p.m. to 1:00 
a.m. If you miss it you will be 
;orryl Tickets may be purchased 
from any Club Philadelphia 
nember. This is a C.P p'roduction 
' i 
' 
Advertise 
with US 
Your Bu ~k buys more with the 
Hill TOP " Community Business 
D irectory" February · 23, and 
Maret} 23 In our continuing 
efforts 10 serve the Howard Com--.._, 
munity we are offering for. the 
· f irs t time a local ·busines.s direc· 
tory 
ExpoSe your product, organi· 
'zation of or service to 9ur 10.000 
plus readers 
Special offer Display ·Ad· 
vertisements 
2col x2"-S1500 
3 col x-i""- S25.00 
2col ·x4"" - S3500 
All advertisers who purchase 
advertising in our Fe9ruary 23 . 
issue are eligible for the same a4. 
at 'h price in the~March 23 issue 
Hurry,, space is limited For 
furthe·r information contact· 
• • Bonita Coleman 
Advertisirig Representative 
(202)636-t.867. 6868 
• 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PROFESSIOfli\A L document.1tion 
services . Writi1;tg, editin1, 
rese•rch, 11udy · desi1n • MS 
roductioni C.ill .inytime - 466-
.. ,. . 
Help W.inted 
• r I • mmedi•le o~nina for w.iitre11et" 
nd c.ishien .it new di1«>-rnt.iur-
nt. c.11 726-1222 ... lw ... 1-S 
... ,_ p.m. Loe.it Milr c•mpus. 
~ ~ 
. 
•TYPE COPY• 
. Pick up• Deliver 
Mn. Jones 347-4700 
• 
. 
• O · 
• 
• 
A CONTINUING SERIES OF COLLEGE 'NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS 
• 
••• 
. . 
Career Close-up 
AD Inside Look at 
0 0 
0 
0 
L] [_J 
• 
's Job Market 
-• 
• • 
Right now! Ford Future gives you advanced styling with the loo!< of 
tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that's just 
right for the life you 're livin: You don 't hove to wait for the future to 
afford an expensive personal car. ·You 're ready for Futura-now! 
NOW is a sporty way of life. Future matches it with a sporty rack and pinion steering and 
. . * an ei:onomicol 2.3 litr.e overhe9d cam er:igine with 4-speed m~nual transm1ss1on . 
Now meons persona[ style. Add your own' 
touch. Order your own personal Future to 
your own .personal taste. " 
•EPA estimated MPG : 20 . Highway estimate 31 MPG . 
For comparison to other cars. Your mileage may 
differ, depending o~ speed, weather and trip length . 
Ca lifornia MPG is lower. Actual highway-mileage will 
p~obably be lo...:er than -estimate. ' 
• 
Now is a flip-up open air i:oof ... open 
up .your roof and let the sunshirie in. 
•• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
" Now means you've got your own style ... 
and we've got ·the car to match. 
Now means luxury touches and high style, 
coming and going. Why not the optional 
touch of power windows? 
Now is comfort. The-luxury·ef-5-passenger 
roominess. ~ \' 
--- - ·- ~ ' ~£ - -
FORD FAIRMONT 
FUTURA 
FORD DIVISION 
The future isn·t someday, ifs now. Why wait? Step into the ·79 Futura-nowl 
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When kids plan glorious futures as P.ilots or 
models or lefthanded pitchers, they dream not only 
of the work they want to do, but also who they want 
to be. That's because your job tends to be a 
reflection of yourself, a showcase for your skills and 
• 
' 
personality. Deep down, most people want their 
work to be a personal adventure that explores new 
.challenges and brings their spe9ial talents to the 
· surface. 
while turning scores.of others into dinosaurs. "News 
from the Workplace" highlights ~ome of the day-
to-day details of life on t.he job- from new types of 
workday scheduling to ' fringe benefits· to studies 
about human behavior on the job. "Their Work Is 
Play" talks with six young people in highly unusual 
jobs- while "Your First Job" discusses some of the 
big changes and adjustments that nearly every new 
worker has to face. And for a final overview, there's 
"Career Forecast," a look at the trends and growth 
areas in eight major career fields. 
Finding that kind of satisfying job isn't easy. In 
fact, it can be a life's work in itself. The first big step, 
though, is planning out a career strategy, gaining the_ 
skills you need and finding the right kinds of 
practical experience. The second vitally important 
step is standing back to get the big picture- trying 
to really understand what's out there in the working 
world, how it operates and where you fit in. 
Last fall , Insider's Career Consciousness issue 
focused on that first step of getting your plans and 
career goals on track during college.. This issue takes 
the second step with a close-up look at today's job 
market- how it changes and what it holds for 
college graduates in a variety uf fields. 
·For starlers, "Job Evolution~' examines some of 
the key forces that are creating new types of jobs 
. . 
Ford's . Insider: A Continuing Series of College 
Newspaper SupplefJ'lents is sponsored by Ford 
Division of Ford Motor Company and published by 
13-30 Corporation (which also produces such tamil-_ 
iar campus publications as Nutshell and The 
Graduate) . 
Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an 
indication of their desire to provide services to 
college students. Please take the time to let us know 
how you like this supplement by returning the 
postage-paid response card found on page 8. And· 
for more information on Ford's product line, use the 
card on page 16._ 
Good reading! 
• 
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Job Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
Will your chosen career still exist when you graduate'? 
·.Stay tuned for some of these big changes. 
b1• Patricia Westfall 
. . 
© 1979 13-30 Corporation . All rights 
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Will. your chosen 
. ·career still exist when 
you graduate? Stay 
tuned-for some of 
these key forces. · 
• 
• 
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Consider the chimney sweep. 
Once, every .urban neighborhood could 
support at least one sweep an,d his 
assistant ~ 'The top-ha_tted sweep, clothed 
in lore as well as soot, was essential to city 
life. Then came modern home heating 
systems and fuels. The sweep disappeared. 
That was progress. 
Now comes the current energy crisis. 
and some people are shifting to wood 
stoves or rediscovering the fireplace. To 
serve them, the ~sweep has re-emerged, 
complete with top hat and Yellow Pages 
advertising. · 
This too is progress. Technological 
change eliminated the sweep, and atti· 
tude change re-created him. But in each 
case. change was the moving force. 
. There's nothing new about this pro-
cess. The creation and elimination of jobs 
within an economy occurred long befofe 
the chimney sWeep evolved and re-evolved. 
In fact, some historians believe the pyra· 
mids were built by pharaohs to make 
work for Egypt's unemployed. 
Change has always affected jobs. What 
is nev.· and frightening in_ this era is the 
rate at which change now occurs. . 
• Herman Kahn, B. Bruce-Briggs and 
numerous other futurologists say change 
is now happening at exponential rates. 
This means that by the time we spot a 
social trend or problem. it's almost too 
late to react. In their book Things To 
Come, Kahn and Briggs use a bathtub to 
illustrate the concept. If it took a year to 
fill this .tub one-tenth full of pollutants, 
and if events proceeded numerically, 
there would be nine years left to do 
something before the tub spilled over. 
BuT if the tub were filling at.an exponen-
tial rate, then at the end of a year, when 
the tub was one-tenth full (and its owners 
had only just not.iced the problem). there 
would be only 2.3 years left to do 
something. 
In our time, knowledge is doubling 
every ten years; rCsources are dwindling 
monthly; population is exploding daily. 
The process creates e·normous problems 
for society. In the four years an under-
graduate spends in college, four million 
people will starve to death<tnd 40 million 
more will suffer brain damage or physical 
ailments from malnutrition. MassivC un-
employment. shortages of raw materials. 
inflationary pressures, breakdowns in 
international cooperation- all are details 
of the larger crisis that Alvin Tofller calls 
"future shock." 
No Stable Niche 
No career is sheltered from the pres-
sures of this rapid change. Law, for 
-· 
• 
.. 
BY PATRICIA 
WESTFALL 
• 
example, has traditionally . enjoyed a 
stable niche in society. No longer. The 
new field of jurimetrics iS emerging, 
which· could 'everi eliminate. the need for 
many lawyers. Computers would store 
and correlate legal information to such·· 
an extent that plaintiffs could bypass 
lawyers entirely. Instead they could go to 
a "law bank." much as people now go to a 
computerized ba:nk window for . cash. 
They would punch in the facts of their 
argument; the .computer would then ana-
lyze all histories of similar cases and 
"decide" on the basis of the data which 
party shoulcf win the case. A computer 
would be able to scan precedents far 
more thoroughly (and cheaply) than a 
lawyer could. and might even decide 
more impartially than a judge . 
And what about computer science. one 
• 
of the youngest and most successful field s 
in the job ~arket? The computer per-
vades almost every aspect of. our lives .~ 
Surely it's one job area a college student 
cari safely assume will exist ·at _gradua-
tion? 
· WrOng. The very success of the com-
puter is eliminating the need for some 
computer workers. The job of co mputer 
programmer, first created. in about 1955. 
is going the way of the iceman. People are 
becoming so familiar with computfrS 
that soon they will operate them as 
readily as they drive cars .. Programmers 
will be as superfluous as chauffeurs. 
Psychology is another relati·vely young 
field whic~ is und.ergoing_ a profound 
evolution. Recent advances in brain re-
search have begun to untangle some of 
the e1aborate chemistry of· the nervous 
system. · Many doctors now think that 
much of mental illness .js chemically 
based; already there are a hosi of drugs 
which may actually cure certain mental 
disorders. MAO inhibitors. tricyclics,and 
other medications have allowed many 
manic-depressives and depressives to re-
turn to productive liVes . _ 
If indeed me-ntal illness is found to be 
largely biochemical, th~n its treatment 
would logically return to medicine, where 
it began. This would eliminate the need 
for the nonmedical skills of psycholo-
gists. But as the role of psychologists 
declines in this· area, it is increasing in 
other fields. In business, for example. a · 
new and growing career is that of job 
enrichment specialist. This person, usu-
ally a psychologist, studies production 
methods and designs factory or office 
systems that workers find comfortable 
and stimulatii:ig. 
Inevitably, r>1pid change has given 
birth to entirely new fields . One such fteld 
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is futurology, which uses scientific meth- jobs we exist by. 
ods to study current trends and project It is theoretically possible that all the 
their logical· consequences for the future. goods and services the world needs could · 
. . -
These methods r')nge from statistical • be produced by only. 2 percent of the 
analysis to brainstorming, but the go~l is population. This tendency of technology 
always to measure- n.ot guess- what .. - to ma·ke workers superfluous while at the 
could happen. , same time allowing their numberiAf> 
Futurologists argue that society can no . grow so large is creating criticaj psycno-
longer · afford to wa·it until its tubs are ,, logical tensions. · 
one-tenth ·full before reacting. If prob- Traditionally, work defines our lives. 
terns aren't anticipated before they occur, But if98 percent of us don't need to work, 
we won't make it to the year 2000. what are we to do with ourselves? Some-
Apparently society is making an effort to thing other than work must be found to 
anticipate these crises, because the num- determi_ne both incOme and meaning in 
ber of futurologists is increasing- expo- life - or 98 percent of us could be both 
nentially. hungry and frustrated . 
Pressures for Change 
Meanwhile , business, journalism, en-
gineering, physical education, and any-
thing else you care to major in are 
undergoing similar change at this mo-
ment. It's possible that the information 
you studied as a freshman will be out of 
date by the time you're a senior. Careers 
that were hot when you were in high 
school may not even exist by the time you 
finish graduate study. · But why? What 
pressures are creating such rapid evolu-~ 
tion? 
The most obvious pressure for change 
is population . Four billion of us currently 
fuss, fume and jostle for housing, food 
and jobs. Six billion of us (at least) will 
similarly jostle by the year 2000. Even in 
this country, blessed with a falling birth-
rate, population will continue to grow 
because the death rate continues to fall. 
Jobs, .unfortunately, are not expanding 
as rapidly as the job-seeking population. 
At present. our society ''solves·· the popu-
lat_ion/ employment problem by encour-
aging youth to stay in school and by 
forcing older workers to retire. Yet there 
is growing resistance to both these solu-
tions .' Recent4k>urt casCs. a-re challenging 
the forced-retirement concept; and stu-
dents likewise are growing resent.fut of a 
system in Which grad·uate study isn't 
required t·odo the work. bu~ is -required to " 
get the work. 
· Technology is another great force for 
change. In part, technology ha< caused 
the population explosion; many of us 
wouldn't now be alive if it weren't for 
advances in health, agriculture and in-
dustry. But in part, technolc\gy helps 
resolve the population problem, too. It's 
· a never-ending cycle. The need for more 
food stimulates development of better 
technology which natura-lly keeps more 
people alive. which enlarges population 
which stimulates more technology to 
keep more _people alive. And there's no 
going back fo a simple, less technologi-
cally complex time. We're born: We'_re 
here. We're hungry. . 
At the same time that technology 
mak"._s it possible for four or ey en six 
billion of us to exist. it also eliminates the 
INSIDER 
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A third force now putting enormous 
demands on our social institutions is 
· interdependence~ some thinkers call it 
complexity. No nation exists independ-
ently of any other now. The needs of 
population and technology force us all to 
trade and cooperate with one another in · 
order to keep our systems going. We buy 
oil and sell Coca-Cola . Our universities 
train engineers and generals for scores of 
nations. Scores of natio ns sell ' us raw 
materials for our industrial processes. 
The co nsequence is to exaggerate ·thc 
effects of any local problem. The paraly-
sis of Italy by terrorists, the droughts in 
. Africa and Russia- all ha( e social and 
economic consequences for the entire 
world. Writes Harold Shane. " Anyone's 
problems anywhere are everyone's prob-
lems eyerywhere." 
A fourth pressure is the depletion of 
resources. As technology. population 
and .interdependence al l e~c<i late , ' the 
world's reserves dwindle. Either better 
methods of recycling materials and pro-
ducing energy must be found , or new 
resources (from the moon? the asteroids?) 
must be developed . Or both . 
Fitting into .an Uncertain Future 
This oversimple list of prCssures only 
begins to describe the problem. All of 
these forces interact, and all aie changing 
irreversibly tlfe work and 'the lile you arti 
going to have. 
But where do you and I fit into this 
picture'? Social action occurs at a level far 
removed from our daily reality. How 
does an ordinary person , with limited 
powcrS and ordinary ambitions, prepare 
for an uncertain future? There are three 
steps that crfu help. 
The first step is to accept change for the 
force it is. If change is the only thing we 
can count on. then change is the only 
relevant major in school. "Minor," if you 
like, in business. ecottomics."- Jaw. com-
munications, science, whatever. But .. ma-
jor" in change, by trying to see in every 
subject you study how thayfield is being 
affected by the forces of change. Only by 
understanding these forces can you hope 
to prepare for their impact on yo~r life. 
· The second step is to diversify your 
• 
talents. Many students already atiempt . 
this by double-majoring. The sociology 
major will take business cour~es; the 
business major, commllnications courses; 
the communications major, science 
courses . . Tflis double-tnaJoring is an at-
tempt by students to hedge their bets and~ 
give themselves more va)ue in the jorf 
market. 
.• 
An even wider diversificat·i·o11 ~l)ay be 
necessary. Perhaps we need to make 
career training itself less central to our 
educational lives. It is argued by many 
that work is going to be less important in 
the future. It may take less time in our 
lives through such practices as perma-
nent part-time work or regular sabbati-
cals. Or it may be less important psycho-
logically- taking as much time as it does · 
now, but involving less of the spirit. 
This suggests that you should prepare 
for greater leisure and less-taxirig work 
by fostering in yourself other types of 
s.kills and interest s. 
The inability to handle ·1eiSure i~· a 
satisfying way is a real danger in our 
society. Workers whose unions have won 
them three-month vacations sOmetimes 
discover that all that free time is actually 
frighten.ing. Those with well-developed 
hobbies and interests do all right, but 
those without such involvements have 
been known to spend Vacation time at the 
plant, watching others work. 
School is one of the few environments 
that give you both the time and the 
resources to pursue a wide variety of 
interests , pastimes and skills. And these 
sideline activities may become a larger 
part of your working future than the 
car.eer yo u now env1s1on. 
The third step in preparing for a trans-
formed future is to develop in yourself 
the strength to cope with change. This 
means finding a sense of self that allows 
you to keep things in pers-pective even 
during moments when the job market 
and the world don't seem to need you. 
The popularity of interpersonal relations 
·course~ and self-developmenJ philoso-
phies is one sign· that people are groping 
for this strength. And while focusing on 
self-awareness can sometimes lead to 
selfishnesS'. it also has the potential to 
generate a feeling of stability- a sense of 
worth strong enough to sustain you 
• throug)l daily upheavals in the world . Ifit 
happens that the career of your dreams 
becomes extinct . you will be strong 
enough to find, or create , alternatives. 
None of this will help you get a job. of 
course. But by being aware of the forces 
of change, by developing many different 
skills and interests, by having a genuine 
feeling of your own worth- you will, at 
the very least, be poised for the uncertain 
future. • 
Patri£·ia Westfall is a co'ntributing v.·riter · 
for 13-30 Corporation. 
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New Ways 
To Work 
• 
Work is a source of identity 
and self-respect. Yet studies 
reveal that for most people, 
work .is an unsatisfying exper-
ience. Workers at every level 
.• of the system complain of 
feeling like cogs in a huge, 
inefficient machine that can't 
fully utilize their talents and 
· · skills. 
This complaint has sparked 
a series of reforms in both the 
office and the production 
plant. In sc.ores of organiza-
tions, ••job enrichment'' spe-
cialists are restructuring tasks 
so that workers have more 
control over their own jobs 
and more time for other activ-
ities. 
~n some offices and factor-
ies, working schedules are set 
by teams of employees rather 
than by one foreman or super-
visor. This gives the workers 
more personal responsibility 
for getting the whole job done. 
• Another 'teamwork trend is 
the "open office," in which 
furniture and fixtures are re-
arranged to create more con-
tact between workers. Setups 
like this seem to encourage the 
-exchang~of ideas and to make 
people feel better about their 
working environment. 
, 
Flexible scheduling- allow-
ing workers to decide when 
and how much they will work-
is yet anot·her idea whose-time 
has apparently come. While 
the 40-hour week is still the 
· norm, increasing. numbers of 
workers are able to opt for 
' . " .. 
• • 
• 
• 
' 
• • 
Flexitime ... What Workers 
Want ... Fringe Benefits. . . 
Job Stress ... And More. 
To the average I 9th-century office worker, 
' 
· paradise was an eight-hour workday and a . 
lunch break. Things have cha.nged a lot .since 
then-and major innovations like the shortened 
\\'orkweek, unemployment insurance and paid 
vacation time are now merely business as usual. 
Attitudes toward working have altered as well, 
and people now want more benefits, more · 
flexibility and more satisfaction from their jobs 
than ever before. These rising expectations-
along wit.h an increasing volume of research on 
job behavior- are triggering even greater 
transformations. Here are just a few recent 
developments that are making changes in the 
way we work: 
-~hortii- or longer . workweeks 
and spread that time out to 
allow for child care, education 
or more leisure time. 
.. -
nents say is humanizing the 
workplace. But critics argue 
,..Jhat these changes don't affect 
.the substance of work. What 
does it matter when you come 
in, they ask, if the tasks you're 
requiTed to do are trivial? 
·However, follow-up studies of 
workers who've experienced 
some of the reforms reveal 
that the changes do make a 
difference in the way people 
feel about their jobs. . 
A fringe benefit that many 
companies offer their high: 
level employees is sabbatical 
leave, ·a paid year off to travel , 
do research or study: Corpor-
ations are also pro_viding more 
educational programs, recrea-
tional centers and counseling 
-services - to improve worker 
morale. 
,. 
All these services contribute 
to an employee-cehtered work-
ing climate which its propo-
0 
• 
, 
Futurologists see still larger 
changes coming. One pattern .. 
that's expected to take hold is 
the work / education / sabbati-
cal cycle. Under this system, 
your life wo.uld contain alter-
naiing periods of work, school-
ing and leaves of absence-
rather than blocks of educa-
tion (in your twenties), work 
(in your middle years) and 
retirement (in your sixties).,.. 
The cycle pattern would allow 
people to develop a larger 
number of outside interests 
and to stay abreast of techno-
logical change by keeping their 
educations u~to-date. Accord-
ing to futurologists, young 
workers today can expect a 
lifelong pattern of work, study 
and play in the years aheatl. 
' 
Job 
Satisfaction 
• 
• 
" Most college-educated w~rk-
ers don't warit more money-
they want more psychological 
satisfaction from their work. 
• In a recent Psychology To-
• day poll, readers said that the 
job benefits they prized most 
were the opportunity to learri 
and grow and the chance to 
exercise their talents and skills. 
Most were willing to work 
hard and put in long hours, if 
they felt they were doing 
something worthwhile. If not, 
they said, they'd just as soon 
~quit and move on to some-
thing better. 
Although the survey's find-
ings cannot be generalizes! 
(the sample wasn't randomly 
taken and respondents tende!l 
to be younger, better-educated 
and more highly paid than the 
population as a whole), Psy-
chology Todav's report on the 
survey did contain some in-
teresting results. 
• Almost two-thirds of those 
polled would not accept a . 
higher-paying job if it meant 
less _ interesting work. On the 
other hand, almost __ one-half _ 
said they would not accept a 
more interesting job if it paid 
less than their present one. 
• Only 68 percent were sat-
isfied with their jobs. Of those 
who weren't, the most keenly 
dissatisfied were young work-
ers (under 24), blacks, and 
those with an annual income 
of between $5,()()() and $I 0,000. 
Most people agreed that the 
most satisfying jobs were those 
in which they could feel good 
al>put J.hgmselves. • 
• Among the things respond-
ents considered least important 
(though not necessarily unim-
portant) were fringe benefits, 
chan"l'S for promotion, physi-
cal surroundings at work and 
the friendliness of co-work-
ers. 
-
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The Fringes Mou_nt !Jp 
,-
There's a lot rriore to the average salary offer 
than meets the eye. Employee fringe benefits can 
add from 25 to 40 percent to your base pay. The 
number and total dollar val~e of fringe benefits 
vary considerably from company to compariy, but 
these eight t.ypes of benefits · are rriost common 
among entry~level jobs: 
• Paid .·Absences. Included companies offer a share in the 
here are sick leave, paid jury business itself. However, stock-
duty; vacation time and sev- buying.plans are often reserved 
erance pay. Some companies for long-time employees. 
don't credir. you · with paid • Insurance. Health and life 
• 
absences until you've workt insurance coverage is offered 
for a certain length of time by most companies as a fringe 
and the amount of vacati n benefit, although employees 
time may increase as the length often pay part of the total 
of time you've worked for the cost. One very desirable type 
company increases. of coverage to watch for is 
• Cash Bonuses. Such extras dental insurance. 
as Christmas bonuses and • Retirement Plan. Many em-
awards 'for good ·performance ployers offer some kind of 
fall into this category. In some company retirement or pen-
cases, employee contracts stip- . sion plan to which employees 
ulate that if company profits may contribute through pay-
rise above a set level, workers roll deductions. Such plans 
receive cash bonuses. vary a great deal, but often 
• Employment Security. 'The involve paying in a-percentage 
company pays into workers' of your salary. 
• compensation and unemploy- • Credit Unions . .A credit 
ment compensation funds for union is a .savings organiza-
each employee. tion owned and operated by 
• Employee Services. These its members. If there is one 
include odds and ends like available where you work, 
free parking, recreational fa- you can use it to get loans at 
cilities, discounts on company- l0-w- interest- rates--0r to- save 
products, etc. Other typical automatically. Payments on 
services include educational · loans are . usually deducted 
assistance and free travel.. from each paycheck. You can 
These can all be real financial save regularly by arranging 
boons. • for th.e credit union to receive 
• . -
• Stock A.cquisition. Many a sum from each paycheck. 
Psychological 
Testing • 
Seated at student desks in a 
small room, prospective Delta 
Air Li.nes pilots pore over a 
battery of psychological tests. · 
Hanging in the air are the 
mutterings of bewilder.ed ap-
plica_nts. "So I 1like to sing in 
tlie sliower! Will that make 
me a better pilot'>" "Can it 
really matter that I hate cut-
ting the grass, or what the best 
time of my life was"'' 
For many jobs, it does mat-
ter. More and more cOmpa-
n1es are using psychological 
INSIDER. 
tests to screen job applicants 
· and judge employees' fitness 
for promotion. A thumbs-
down ruling from such a test 
.may not spell instant doom, 
b~t it is bCginning to carry a 
lot of weight with employers. 
Standardized testS for assess-
ing workers have been around 
for years, but lately the tests 
have become much more com-
prehensive, sophisticated and 
reliable. Most are designed to 
ferret out psychotic tenden-
cies • . determine mechanical 
ability a~d measure breadth 
of vocabulary. A whole bat-
tery of tests can take hours. 
.. 
If you find yourself apply-
ing to a company that requires 
' -, . 
• 
· Wliat Personality · Traits 
Lead to Job Succe~? 
The most . successful men • hard and keep busy) and Mas-
and women are not necessar- tery (the preference for chal-
ily the most competitive, ac- lenging tasks)_::but low on 
, . 
cording to two University of Competitiveness (the desire to 
Texas psychologists. . · best others). Competitiveness 
· Using · a ques·tionnaire de- was a··key to success only for 
·signed to measure how strong- those who scored low on the 
ly Certai!l aspects of personal- other traits. 
·ity relate to success. Robert Spence and Helmreich con-
Helmreich and ·Janet Spence tend that "a strong need to live 
tested a group of scientists, up to internally imposed stand-
students and · business school ards of excellence, combined 
graduates. The researchers with a willingness :to work 
found that the most successful hard, may be the most effec-
lnen and women scored high tive recipe · for outstanding 
on Work (the desire to work performance." 
• 
Job Stress 
What kind of worker undergoes the greatest amount 
· of job stress? Maybe a surgeon whose patient's life 
depends on his ski//? Or an airplane pilot responsible for 
., 
hundreds of passengers each working day? How ·aboul 
teacliers' aides-or dental assistants? 
A study by the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health seems to indicate that many com-
monplace occupations can generate just as much stress. 
if not more, as jobs usually considered stressful. 
Doctors, for instance. placed low on the study's list of 
occupations ranked according to stress. But the people 
• who help them- the health lfchnicians, nurses and 
other assistants- ranked very high. 
7he study showed that besides nurses and health 
- technieians, the workers most under stress from their 
jobs include: waiters and waitresses, inspectors, musi-
cians, public relations workers. clinical -lab ·technicians, · 
dishv.>ashers, warehousemen, nurses' aides, laborers, 
dental assistants, teachers' aides, rese.arch workers and_ 
- ·-eomputer programmers. 
psychological assessments, just 
relax. You can't study for the 
· tests. and , while companies 
often say they aren't manda-
tory, people rarely refuse to 
take them. Many of the ques-
tions may seem ridiculous. 
outrageous or downright in-
vasions of privacy- but be 
sure to answer as truthfully 
and realistically as possible. 
• 
Psychologists and person-
nel workers emphasize that 
the tests are not . given to 
knock people out of the run-
ning for a job opening. Far 
from being meant to disqual-
ify you, the tests are for form-
ing conclusions that both you 
and your empt.ayer will find 
useful in selection and place-
ment for jobs: Many of these 
t~sts not only gauge your psy-
chological fitness for a certain 
job, but also indicate the kinds 
of work you'll find most satis- '. 
fying. And that information 
can be of great vaiue in plan- · 
ning a career. · • 
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Paul Woessner, Balloonist 
"I thi_nk I like the pure joy of balloon-
ing the most," says Iowa State University 
.graduate Paul Woessner. "You're flying 
around in this huge toy, and everyone 
.who spots you becomes an instant kid ." 
At age 25, Paul is the current world 
champion of ballooning: He'~ also vice 
president and co-founder of the world's 
largest ballooning concern, World Bal-
. ioon Corporation of Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. 
"We fly promotions, give rides and 
lessons, sell and repair balloons," says 
Paul. "Everything that ca~ be done with 
balloons, we do." 
He discovered ball~ six years ago_· 
when two "aeronauts landed in his 
family's suburban Chicago yard. "They 
gave me a ride, and it was just a pure rush 
of excitement," Paul recalls. "The next 
day I sold my motorcycle and skis and 
10 
/' • 
• 
•• 
Most · jobs .ar-e anything but tailor-
made. While occupations grow more 
specialized, . the work experience itself 
becomes tnore homogeneous. Architect, 
' ' . 
lawyer, clerk and' banker, all seem to· 
exist in a nine-to-five .world that leaves 
too little room for individuality. .. 
Of course, it doesn't have to be this 
way. The six young people below 
wanted work that was unusual, excit-
ing, and uniquely theirs. They found-
or created- special jobs to suit them-
selves. And their stories prove that 
working can be a ver_y individual 
adventure. 
started learning to fly." He soon bought 
his own balloon and began flying promo-
tions at.Iowa State, where he was a senior 
studying to become a veterinarian. 'It 
wasn't long before most of Paul's spare 
time was spent in the air. 
"My interests just shifted to balloon-
ing, and by the time I graduated, my 
G. P.A. was a hair too low for vet school," 
he recalls. While interviewing for work in 
thA'field of animal science, he was offered 
a job with an Illinois ballooning club as 
flight instructor. 
"I snapped it right up. I figured I'd ride• 
. this horse for a while and see how long it 
ran. It's still running." 
That same summer Paul achieved n<t-
tionaI ·recognition by becoming the first 
balloonist to cross Lake Michigan. With-
in six months he'd moved to Alb.uquer-
• 
que- where he won the biennial World 
Championships last year- and had started 
World Ba!Toon Corporation. 
When not involved in World Balloon 
activities, Paul spends a lot_ of time 
competing and flying promotionally at 
Six Who 
Found . 
• 
Adventure 
on the Job 
BY TIM SMIGHT 
fairs and races across the country. But he 
enjoys fun flying most of all. 
"The freedom and the unpredictability 
of ballooning just can't be matched 'by 
anything else," Paul says: "You never 
know where you'll land, or who you'll 
meet; so each flight Is unique and fresh. 
That's why I'll never tire of it." He 
currently plans to help start a professional 
racing circuit- and , he sees a bright 
future for what he calls "the sport of the 
gods." 
"I think ballooning is about to explode, 
especia)ly after the Atlantic crossing. 
There's nothing I'd rather be doing in..!J>e 
way of employm_ent. ~metimes it's very 
hard to believe this is my job- because 
it's so much fun.'' 
Rick Sawaya, Stuntman 
Rick Sawaya, 26, makes his living 
gettin:g'_into fisifights, jumping off build-
ings and crashing automobiles- as a 
professional movie stuntman; 
"A lot of people tell me I'm crazy to be 
• 
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' \ Lefi to right: Balloonist Paul Woessner,• astronaut Sa/Ir Ride: 
killer-whale trainer Bob Osborne. 
doing this. But I love every minute of it," 
• he says. 
Rick, a Los Ange~es ~ative, is a second- · 
generation practitioner~ his father was-
and still is- a stuntman. But Rick never 
gave any thought to going into the family 
business himself. Instead, he spent several 
· ... years playing s.emi-pro baseball and drift-
ing in and out of coll~ge without choosing 
graphed, sometimes by computer. "Stunt-
men used to be shut out of production 
meetings,- but · today- we take an active 
part in everything," Rick says. "Pulling 
off a difficult stunt and doing it well gives 
me immense satisfaction. That's what . 
this job really provides-a feeling of 
• 
accomplishment." 
a major. "I've 'always been very athletic, Sally Ride, 
but J wanted to make it with my mind and · · Astronaut 
n~.t my body," he explains: Finally he , 
~rapped school and the diamond to By-the early l,980s, more Americans 
pursue a career in sales. than ever wlII be journeying into space-
") worked as a sporting-goQds sales- to live, work a'nd conduct experiments 
man fp r two years, and did very well at under NASA's space shuttle program. 
j t," he says. "Then _one morning this guy Among this new generation of astro-
called and asked if I'd like to be a gorilla . nauts will be Stanford graduate Sally 
in Plane10/1heApes. lhadtorideahorse Ride, 27: Sally, holder of a Ph.D. in 
through land mines, and I loved it. I was physics, is one of just 35 Americans 
hooked." selected from over s;ooo applicants to 
That was several years ago, and since participate in the NASA project. She and 
then Rick has worked on dozens of five other women are destined to become 
movies and television shows,-from Char- the first female asttonauts in the 20-'Year 
• 
When the program is in full swing, 30 
to 40 astronauts each year will be sent on 
missi0ns lasting from a week to ~h. 
These missions will involve e~erythi'ng 
from satellite maintenance to earth ob-
servation and scientific research. In the 
future, . the manufacture of drugs, metals 
and solar power stations· may go on in 
outer space . 
When missions are completed, coming 
home will be a lot easier than in the 
splashdown days. The shuttle, which will 
reach a maximum altitude of 600 miles, 
can return to land at Florida's Cape 
Canaveral or California's Vandenberg 
> 
Air Force Base in a matter of minutes. 
"I can hardly wait to go up," says Sally. 
"My whole family is really excited about 
it. Someday this may be ordinary--"iiut 
right now I feel like a real pioneer." 
Bob Osborne, 
Killer-Whale Trainer 
/ie's Angels to The Big Fix. history of the U.S. space program. · B.ob Osborne's teaching job requires 
"Onee- you're- established, the-.call1s..s _ ...:'I wasn't. really looking for an uncon- patien_ce, sensitivity- and raw nerve. For 
keep coming in,". says Rick, who uses an ventional job," says Sally, who recently the past five years, Bob has trained !'he 
answering service and "beeper" to keep began. a two-year training program at killer whale!;' at San Diego's Sea World. 
up with them. "You have to be good or . NASA's Johnson Space Center in Hous- "I'm known as a 'behaviorist,' but 
you won't get work. That means knowing ton. "But when NASA notified Stan- basically I'm in · charge of everything 
how to fight , fall , ride horses, drive like a ford's physics department that they involvihg the whales," says Bob, 30. "I 
maniac-· everything." - needed astronauts, I applied right away. train them, feed them, play with them 
All of this, of course, involves· a certain It's something important, and it seemed and perform with them ., 
amount of pain and hazard. Rick has logical for me since I was studying ''Fear? Let's just say I have · a deep 
been hurt several times, and once broke astrophysics. When they accepted me, it respect for the potential of the animals." 
hls..kneecap jumping off a bridge onto a was pretty exciting." Although he holds an advanced degree 
moving train for a SWAT episode. Sally had six months to finish up in zoology from San Diego State, Bob 
"I enjoy the challenge and the danger;" school before reporting to Houston last .. got into this line.of work in a roundabout 
he says. "I can look in the mirror and July. She's spentmostofthepast lOyears way. "After I finished school, I worked 
smile like crazy, knowing I've done at Stanford. earning B.A. degrees in ' for two years in business management," 
certain things. Of course·. a lot of times English and science, a master's in scienc'e he explains . ••f was miserable, trapp~d 
I'm scared, but that's when you know and a Ph.D . in phys~s . At NASA. Sally behind a desk . I applied forthejobat Sea 
you're alive. I've never turned down £till spends most of her time in the World becaus.e I wanted something 
anything becaUse of risk ." _. cl:issroom- pursuing subjects ·like .3.stron- uOique, ~rsonal and outdoors." 
__ For Rick, "anything" has included omy; geology and space shuttle systems. Bob and his staff spend up to 12 hours 
~"" hand-to-hand combat wi.th c!i•bs, being "Astronauts don't do physical training a day working and performing with the 
set afire, and taking a 50-foot fall from a . anymore," Sally says, "but later on we'll park's four killer whales. They teach the 
building- backwards. be working in simulators. After two years -whales- tricks- and routines that range_· 
"That was in the movie I Wanna Hold we'll be assigned to flight ." Sally is being from fetching objects to performing elab-
Your Hand. I had to do it seven times," trai~ed as a mission specialist. Her duties orate dance numbers. 
Rick recalls. . will depend on the flight mission. She "The whales are incredibly smart and 
There's more to stunt work than physi- may be involved in retrieving and repair- curious,•• Bob says . ''T.hey don't have to 
cal abuse, however. Even a simple fight ing satellites, or in performing scientific channel their energies toward survival 
scene must be painstakingly choreo- experiments. here, and that opens the door to more 
, __ .,-,, ,_., ~ 
• 
Optional 2.3 Litre Turbo Engine 
•0-50 MPH: 
7.1 SECONDS . . 
Ave~age of 10 Ford 
tests on 3 cars. 
EPA estimated mpg: 18. 
Highway estimate 28 mpg. 
For comparison to other cars. Your 
• 
mileage may vary, depending on speed, 
B Atmospheric Air 
Pressurized Air 
L...i Exhaust.to Turbo 
' 
Exhaust from Turbo · 
weather and trip length. California mpg is lower. 
Actual highway mileage will probably be lower than &stimate. ' · ..,. 
• 
• 
Left to right: movie stuntman Rick Sawava: cartoonist 
. . . . 
Cath)' Guisett·ite; treasure hunter 
Craig Pennington. 
creative behavior. I try to · establish a 
rapport with each animal. The idea is to 
teach them to perform -with me, notfor 
• 
·me." 
Developing that _ coope.rative method 
of instruction helped Bob overcome his 
. initial apprehensions about the job. 
"I was very intimidated at first. Killer 
whales have big mouths and big teeth. 
They have a bad reputation, and I felt 
very vulnerable in· the water with them. 
But I soon learned they're not malicious 
aialf." ~ ---
Bob says he has no-.desire to quit or 
return to an -office position. ••1 consider 
my job a rare privilege. I'm outside all 
day, and working with the whales really 
fascinates me. Few people in the world 
get an opportunity to work with such 
magnificent animals.'' 
Cathy Guisewite, 
Cartoonist 
.. ,,_ 
Like many college students, Cathy 
Guisewite dreamed of a job that would 
offer independence. recognition and a 
chance to be creative. Three years .after 
graduating with an English· degree from 
the University of Michigan, she reached 
that goal- as the youngest nationally 
syndicated cartoonist in the country. Her 
daily strip, Cath_v , runs in over 120 
newspapers and is read b y millions of 
people each day . -
. "I sti ll freak out sometimes when I 
wake up -in the morning and realize I'm a 
cartoonist," says Cathy, who entered the 
field in true Cinderella fashion two years 
ago. How did it happen? 
"My mother had a lot to do with it," 
explains Cathy. "I was working for an 
advertising agency in Detroit as a writer, 
going through all the traumas of young 
abu1~,\ood . I used to send my mother 
stick-figure- drawings · of me in certain 
situations.'' 
Cathy's mom thought the cartoons 
were good, and at her urging Cathy sent 
them to Universal Press, the syndicate 
that handles Doonesbury and Ziggy. 
' "Two days later they sent me a con-
tract. Suddenly I was a cartoonist- and I 
could hardly draw!" 
For a year Cathy kept her ad agency 
job- she'd risen to vice president- and 
tried to work on her new strip nights and 
weekends. "The pace got to be too much, 
so last year yquit the agency to work full 
time on the strip," she says. 
Indeed, the cartoon's title is _not coin-
cidental. Much of what befalls Cathy-
the-cartoon is 'taken from the real-life 
experiences of Cathy-the-cartoonist. 
"The strip is about being young and 
female in the '70s, with the conflict 
betw.een. traditional roles .and .the new 
feminism," says Cathy, now 27. "A lot of 
what happens to 'Cathy' happened to me 
first. 
The young cartoonist works out of her 
Southfield, Michigan, condominium, and 
spends about two hours drawing each 
strip. She tries to keep three weeks ahead 
on the daily strip. "There's a good deal of 
pressure, since · the strip is solely my 
responsibilit)',"_Cathy_s_ays. "But I love 
doing it. Sometimes ·1 miss working with 
other people, but this is quite a rewarding 
• channel for self-expression. I want io 
keep it going as long as I can." 
• 
Craig· Pennington, · 
Treasure Hunter 
Craig Pennington spends his days in 
scuba gear, scouring the ocean floor in 
search of gold, silver and precious arti-
facts. For the past year, he's worked as a 
treasure hunter- in Key West, Florida. 
The outfit that employs him, Treasure 
Salvors, has pulled up over $25 million in 
booty in the past 15 years. Half of it has 
come from the wreck of a single Spanish 
galleon, the Atocha, which sani. · in a 
squall off the Keys in 1622. Its total 
payload: 47 tons of gold aµd silver worth 
over $600 million. . 
"We've found hundreds of coins and 
artifacts from the Arocha, and five 75-
pound silver ingots," Sllys Craig. "There 
are 896 more listed pn the ship's mani-
fest ." · 
vacation the following summer, planning 
to relax while deciding whether to tackle 
graduate school or look for a job. 
·"( just sort of stumbled on Treasure 
Salvors. They have .two boats, and I met 
one of the captains," says Craig, who 
quickly contracted treasure fever. Al-
. though he had no scuba experience and 
had never even been on a boat, he was 
hired as a diver. 
"I got my diver's certification in nine 
days," he adds. "Experience didn't really 
matter- they wanted people t": : ·.,. ,.; ~)'.,-.:i 
trail) . The fact that I had a degree got me 
ihe job." 
Treasure Salvors, founded by noted 
treasure hunter Mel Fisher, employs 
about a dozen divers on its two boats. In 
1975, company divers found the first 
evidence of the Atocha- 12 cannons and 
two silver ingots. They've been bringing 
up treasure ever since. 
Craig is now first mate of one of the 
boats, the Swordfish. He_rnakes $100 a 
week plus room and board. 
"It's just living expenses, but if we find 
the Atocha's midsection ... well, there's a 
lot of treasure down there,l ' he says. 
As first mate, Craig is in charge of his 
boat and the ciew of eight divers. They 
.. comb the A tocha site, an 'area about 45 
miles from Key West that's marked by 
buoys. Craig has found a lot of coins, and 
a few swords and daggers, but so far no 
more si lver bars. Most of them w-ere in 
the Atocha's .. midsection, which Fisher's 
crews have yet to locate . 
"We'll get it eventually," Craig says 
firmly. "We're always finding clues, and 
that keeps us going. It's a real rush to find 
something. I found the first coin of the 
season, and .it was pure jubilation." 
Craig plans tcl'continue Ilunting treas-
ure indefinitely. "This is a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity," he says. "I'm gain-
ing so much- knowledge- working with 
Mel, just learning about the sea. You 
can't get an experience like this in the 
classroom- or from a conventional job." 
Craig, 23, graduated in 1977 with a Tim Smight is a 13-30 staff writer who 
B.S. in biology from Indiana University ·had to be forcibly restrBinedfrom going 
of Pennsylvania. He went to the Keys on after one of these jobs himself. 
• 
• 
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What ~o ~oQk for, <What ,To Expect 
BY DON AKCHIN 
An- !ndustr.ial relations ·special-. ist once compared enter-
ing the work world to being an 
immigrant irr a new country. In 
both cases, you must cope with a 
new language, a new environment, 
and different customs, rules and 
mores. The challenge of a first 
job, then, is as much handling the 
culture shock as it is mastering 
the particular work task. . 
The more forays you make into 
the work world before graduation-
through part-time jobs or intern-
ships- the easier the transition 
will be. Though there will still be 
surprises, nearly everyone who's 
new to working faces similar 
adjustment problems, as career 
experts and recent graduates can 
tell you. · 
' 
• 
Your First Job 
Means 
·starting Ove_r.~· ~ 
for a small San Francisco firm ihat_leases 
railroad cars. "I was an R.A., and sopho-
mores came to me for advice. I felt old 
and wise. Now at work I'm back to being 
on the bottom. Everyone thinks I'm 
extremely young and extremely naive. In 
college, people told me I looked ·older. 
Now I have people telling me I look _16." 
No matter how brilliant your profes-
sors thought you were, your first job 
means starting over- from the first grade. 
"As a senior in college, you're at the top 
of the scale," says Becky Troth, a 1978 
graduate who works as a research analyst 
INSIDER 
Some recent graduates react with the 
"I'm a genius" attitude. They know 
they're brilliant, and people who don't 
see that must be incredibly stupid. Con-
sciously or unconsciously, many new 
graduates come across to others as elitist, 
smug, superior. These traits aren't be-
coming to beginners. and in the eyes of 
• 
• 
• 
your co-workers, you"'"are a beginner. 
Another common ·reaction is the oppo-
site, the "I'm an idiot" feeling. You 
thought you knew a good bit, but sud-
denly you're overwhelmed with new data, 
new ways of doing things. and you can't 
possibly make sense of it.all. That's more 
the attitude yo·ur co-workers were ex-
pecting you to show- but only till you'ye 
had a chance to settle in and gain 
confidence. 
Perspective is the key. If you're humble 
enough to recognize that you have a lot to 
learn, but self-assured enough to know 
you can learn it eventually, you can.steer 
a middle path toward making your job a 
' . 
.. 
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success. You can't possibly know every-
. thing the day you walk in. If you did, 
you'd be bored the second day. So admit 
it, and let the pieces gradually fall into 
place. 
Suddenly, .. 
You're a Member 
of a Team. 
You can't take too long to figure out 
what you're doing, however. People are 
depending on you and on the way you do 
your job. That makes it important that 
you master your work as soon as you can. 
Being depended upon is not a typical 
part of the student experience. "As a 
student, if you screw up you're hurting no 
one but yourself," says Troth. "In a busi-
ness situation, you're affecting eyeryone 
else by what you do." Until. she started 
working, Troth didn't realize how much 
independence students have. Most can 
pursue their own interests Without worry-
• ing about other people. 
You are. in other words, a member of a 
team (the most" junior _member, retnem-
ber), and the team's success depends in 
part upon you. That adds a weighty new 
responsibility, one that calls for more 
discipline than studentdom demands. 
"If I woke up and didn't feel like going 
to class, I didn't ," says Susan Archer, a 
personnel trainee with a major national 
retailer headquartered in New York City. 
"It's an adjustment just to go to a job 
every day . And I still find myself think' 
ing, 'Well, I've got Christmas vacation 
coming.' But then I realize that I don't. 
"I guess what I'm saying is, you're 
faced with a lot more responsibility at 
work than you ever were before, and you 
h<!ve· to start taking things a lot more 
seriously. That in itself is an adjustment." 
Perfor1nance 
- ----~1s the Only 
-
Measure of 
Su cc~. 
The first and foremost goal of any 
company is its own financial success . . In 
college the fact that your term paper is in 
on time and reasonably good is impor-
tant to you, perhaps, but makes not a 
whit of difference to th~ university. In the 
business world (and to a lesser extent in 
government and nonprofit agencies), 
your work affects the organization's sur-
vival. You can cost the company money if 
you do poor work that must be done 
again by someone else . You can bring 
money into the company or save it mpney 
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for the Underemployed 
Your first job may be far less than the your understanding of the business and 
job you feel . you deserve, -Economists find new work .for yourself . 
estimate that· between one-fourth and A woman with a degree in criminal 
one-third of ail workers are under- justice stumbled onto a job in the 
employed- that is, workingatjobsthat warehouse of a large shipping com-
do not use all the skills or training they pany. She discovered that she liked the 
have acquired. This pr0blem is likely to people, the work and the money. She 
continue, because each year the number also discovered that there were no. 
of new college. graduates exceeds the · women in supervisory positions at the 
number of job openings for college warehouse, and she signed on as a 
degree-holders. trainee. Three years later, at the age of 
What can you do if you're in this 25, she supervises 40- people, makes a 
situation? First: decide whether to keep comfortable salary of $25,000, and 
purs~ing the job of your choice or to doesn't worry about using her criminal 
19wer your expectations. "Some peo- justice degree. 
pie, somewhere along the line, ought to What you should not do, if ·you feel 
stop beating their heads agl\inst a wall underemployed, is let yourself get com-
and accept something less than they fortable. The first reaction to under-
have been taught to fight _for. They employment, typically, is anger at not 
ought to bring their sights down a bit," getting what you deserve; this is fol-
says Chuck Sundberg, dean of UCLA's lowed by a feeling of worthlessness; a 
Placement. and Career Planning Cen- sense that perhaps this job is the best 
ter. "But I wouldn't presume to advise · you deserve or can expect. When that 
anybody about that.'' feeling strikes, look out. You are setting-
. Psychologist Harry Levinson takes yourself up for chronic lethargy, which 
the view that everyone is underem- frequently deteriorates into termina1 
ployed. "All of us could do a lot more ennui. The li>nger you stay at a job 
than we do on any given job. You have that's "too small" for you, the harder it 
to accept that," he says. Levinson sees will!>< to leave. (And also, the harder it 
several alternatives if your only job - will be to explain to another employer 
opportunities are disappointing: why you stayed so long.) 
• You can do the best you ~an at the job 
you can get, and earn a reputation at 
that work. 
Levinson's own consulting firm hired 
a college graduate as a typist. The new 
employ~e said she deserved a more 
challenging job.. "Well, we don't have 
any challenging jobs for people who· 
don't have doctorates," he told her. 
• 
"We do have a typing job.'' IT the 
employee does well at it, she may get to 
edit manuscripts ~nd build a reputation 
that will earn her good references for 
later, more creative jobs. 
• You can keep looking for a more 
stimulating job. 
Les Szwajkowski, a jo1imalism school 
graduate, applied to newspapers across 
the country without getting a nibble. 
After graduation he took a bartending 
·· job at a restaurant. But he didn't stop 
looking. One night ·a waiter told Les one 
of his customers was "looking for a 
writer." Les walked up to the cus-
tomer's table and introduced himself. 
The next day he went in for a job 
interview and was promptly hired to 
write for an in-house magazine. 
• You can use free time on a non-
demanding job creatively-to broaden 
• 
• 
• 
On the other hand, a short stay in a 
nondemanding job might have positive 
benefits- particularly if you set a firm_ 
time limit on the length of your stay. 
Tom Elfin, a..Macalester College grad-
uate in economics, decided to reject two 
job offers related to his field and instead 
is temporarily advising customers about 
wines in a St. Paul, Minnesota·, liquor 
store. He loves his work, and he has no 
doubts about whether lfe made the right 
decision. 
"A lot of people take the first job 
·offer that comes along in hopes that it 
will w~rk out, instead of making sure 
the job wi)l work out before they take 
it ," says Elfin. "I wanted my first job to 
be something quite special.'' He rejected 
the two offers because "there didn't 
seem to be any room for creative 
involvement'' or ••any significant re-
sponsibility." So he is waiting, and 
continuing to look, and in •the mean-
time having fun at his work. He con-
siders the liquor store job the one before 
his first job. And he plans to be moving 
on to that first job, · in the financial 
arena, within a few months. "I probably . 
could be a lot more comfortable had I 
taken one of the other jobs I was 
offered," he says. "But I wouldn't really 
be serving my needs.'' • 
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by your efforts, too. 
In this environment, there can be only 
one measure of success- performance. 
"Once you're in the door, they don't care 
-. 
what your background is. Your· perform-
ance is all that counts," says Gordon 
Tucker of his employer, Procter & 
Gamble. "They want to see results." 
This· means ·pressure. There's more 
pressure at Procter & Gamble than at 
many companies because it is company 1 
policy to dish out he'!vy responsibility " 
right away. "You're thrown into the fire 
and expected \o hold yourown alongside 
some of the most brilliant marketing 
people in the. country," ~ays Tucker, 
whose first job, as a brand assistant, 
made him responsible for a budget of 
several _.million dollars. ''There's an ex-
treme amount of pressure and a lot of 
competition between peers. But it's not 
like a bitter rivalry: It's very perform-
ance-related.'' 
Some students can earn top grades 
with a bare-minirrium effort, and in 
school that's all it takes for an a1,1tomatic 
annual promotion .to the next grade. In 
ihe business world, promotions are nei-
ther so regular nor so automatic , and 
sliding· by is not enough. 
Office 
Politics 
Can't Be Ignored. 
" 
Even doing a good job may not be 
· enough. Success often means both per-
f9rming well and making. sur~ the right 
people know about your performance. In 
other words, you have to use politics to 
your advantage. 
18 
Many discussio-ns about office politics, 
or any politics, start from the assumption 
that politics is negative-at best, a neces-
sary evil- and something that ought to 
be avoided if possible. That's an unrealis-
tic view. Politics is simply dealing with 
people to get things done, and wherever 
there are people, there is politics. The job 
that's free of politics does not exist. 
Says Chuck Sundberg, dean of the 
Placement and Career Planning Center 
at the University of California at Los 
Angeles, "Your supervisor has his own 
needs; ·wants, desires and aspirations, 
and those are going to.affect the 'way he 
deals with you and the projects he's 
supervising. You've got to be aware of 
that. And if anybody suggests that's 
wrong, then they'll never adjust to life, 
becaus .. that's life, friend!" •• 
Once you understand that office poli-
tics is a factor, you must deal with· it 
constructively. "If you're going to move 
in an organization, you need to find what 
are the political pathways,'' says Dr. 
• 
) 
''Doing a good 
job may not be 
enough. Success 
often means both. 
perfortning well 
and making sure 
the right people 
know about your 
petf 011nance. '~-
Harry Levinson, a clinical psychologist 
wh<> heads the Levinson Institute. "You 
cannot assume that just by doing a good 
job, you're going to make it . You .won't. 
People have to know who you are and 
what you can do. 
"That doesn't mean you have to be 
manipulative," continues LC"vinson. ••But 
it does mean you have to take the time to 
get acquainted with JU'Ople in an organi-
zation. Find out what different people · 
do, what different departments do, and 
let people find out what you do- your 
skills and competencies. If you ignore 
that, you may find yourself getting the 
short · end of the stick - not because 
people are m'l]icious, but because they 
don't know you." 
There's 
A Lot 
• 
Less Feedback. 
Many recent graduates find it hard to 
get an idea of just how they're doing. 
Feed back tends to come less frequently in 
t'he business world than ,in college, and 
some new employees find this frustrating. 
"You don't have grades, so. you have 
no way to gauge how good they really 
think you are.: says Troth. "You want 
something to latch .<>!?!(), and there's 
nothing really tangible to say that you're 
doing all right, or that you should 
... - .. ···- . improve.·: 
· On most jobs, there is some formal 
• 
evaluation of your performance after six 
months- or certainly within one year. 
But a lot of feedback is informal, and you 
must be attuned to it to pick it up. "You 
have to be sensitive to the cues you're 
getting in hallway conversations, such as 
comments about the ·paper this person 
did or the job that one did," says Sund-
berg. "Most evaluation is quite informal 
and appears to be off the cuff." 
• Troth says her supervisor seldom com-
ments about good work, but gives nega-
tive feedba~~ loudly and clearly. · ~ I've 
had to adjust my expectations of what I · 
_expect to get back from him," she says. 
But she has also found that "if you do one 
thing well, you're given other things to 
do." That, too, is feedback. "It's exciting 
to know someone has enough faith in 
your abilities to keep handing you pro-
jects," she says. 
Troth .describes a lesson her first job 
has. ta!.'ght her: "You can't think you're 
worthless if you're not getting reinforce-
ment from other people. You've really 
got to rely more on your own self-
confidence. ·· 
You Have 
To Watch for 
Opportunities. 
Self-cqnfidence may be in short supply 
those first few weeks on the job, when 
you're trying to cope with all the adjust-
ments this sudden .dose of culture shock 
requires. Your immediate goal will be 
simple .survival. But once you're on your 
feet. don't forget what you came for. 
Your · first job is more than a simple 
entry into the world of work. It has an 
important long-range effect: it starts your 
career in a direction. Ideally it will lay a 
solid foundation that your career can 
build on- and it' will help you decide, 
early on, if the directio"n you're heading in 
is the right .one. 
But the job itself doesn't do these 
things for ·you. A great first job can offer 
you opportunities, but you have to act on 
them. 
"You can't put yourself in the hands of 
the .,organization and say, .'.Do something 
with me,'" says Levinson. "'The organiza-
tion can try, but it can't take responsibil-
ity for your life. You have to take your 
own initiative." 
Here are some _things you should gain 
from your first job: 
. • Solid experience. "What studenis 
ought to try to get most out of that first 
job is experience that is marketable for 
the next one- either in that organization 
or elsewhere," says Sundberg. The most 
useful experience comes out of jobs that 
·offer real challenge and serious responsi-
bilities . 
Charles Guy Moore, executive direc-
tor of the National Institute of Career 
Planning, suggests in his book The 
Career Game that you select a job you 
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can grow into, then plan to grow out of it. 
A job that you can easily handle from day · 
one doesn't stretch your mind or test your 
mettle. And once you've mastered a 
difficult job and learned all it can teach 
you, it makes sense to move on to a 
greater challenge. . 
• Varied exposure. Within your career 
field there are·rriany different kinds of job 
· possibilities. Your first j'ob can be an 
opportunity to explore many of the op-
tions or at least observe them at close 
range. For starters, this means finding 
out what other people in your ·company 
do, and what their work offers them. 
People who are hired as trainees have a 
head start. Susan Archer's job as a 
personnel trainee began with three 
months Spent touring different divisions 
within the personnel operation· at her 
employer's New York headquarters. "We 
got to see what happened in each one, 
and we were doing little mini-projects." 
Then the trainees were assigned to divi-
sions. "I asked for training and develop-
ment, and they .asked for me, and here I 
am,''. she says. "I like this division. I like 
what they .do here." One of her assign-
ments will be to design next year's 
program for tr.ainees. 
• Flexibility. The foundation of career 
knowledge you lay should be as broad as 
possible. The world changes rapidly, and 
today's glamorous. occupation may · be 
obsolescent tomorrow. You should get 
exposure to all the work experiences you 
can and try to keep your options open. In 
the direction you've set, thefe are any. 
·number of interesting side roads. -
• Visibility. As Levinson noted in dis-
. cussing office politics, you must.not only 
do good work, but also have your good 
' . 
work noticed by those who count. In 
many cases, you can make yourself 
visible both to key people in your com-
pany and to people in your field outside 
your . company. (One good way is to 
attend conventions or trade shows.) 
• Personal satisfaction. This is what 
work ought to be all .about. "That's the 
elusive goal- satisfaction with work," 
.says Tucker of Procter & Gamble. "With 
me it means satisfaction with my ·own 
personal performance. I like doing a 
good job in anything I do. In many cases, 
you ~ave to be able to derive satisfaction 
just from knowing you've done a good 
job, not from any praise you receive." 
. . 
• • 
._w 1atever 
Happens, 
-
You Lea1·11 from It~ 
Qespite all your efforts, you coujd find 
·yourself in a .company where you ·d.on't 
belong, in a career you're not really inter-
ested in after all, in a job that isn't suited 
to your talents. These things happen. 
"No matter how thoroughly you re-
search your own psyche and your own 
interests and the world of work," says 
Sundberg, "when you take a job you're 
going to plunge into something that re-
• 
mains fairly unknqwn. You might find 
yo.urself in the wrong company or the 
wrong field. You won't know that until · 
you get your feet wet. Because of that, 
you might not do. well. 
"One might call that faifing. I wouldn't 
call it failure . I would call it learning a 
lot." • 
Don Akchin, a survivor of First-Job 
'Shock, is now a senior writer for 13-30 
Corporation. 
• 
The Art of Matching 
A Company's Personality with Your Own 
. .· . . ~ 
Companies have personalities just 
like people. You'll probably enjoy your 
first job more- and you'll probably be 
more successful at it- if your com-
pany's personality matches your own. 
-Dr. Harry Levinson of the Levinson 
Institute says that business firms have 
structures similar to those of families. 
The company. personality is set by the 
example of its top exe~utives, by the 
wat it is organized and by the kinds of 
people it attracts. 
' How do you determine whether your 
per.~onality fits the. company's? -bevin-
son- says there are a number of signs to 
look for, both in .. the company and in 
yourself: 
• Handling affection. Some corripanie~ 
shower praise on employees daily or 
· weekly; some project the image of the 
strong, silent, never-completely-satisfied 
fatl1er. "Some of us need to have a lot of 
close personal relationships, other peo-
ple tend to be loners', still other people 
need a lot of applause," says Levinson. 
"Some people need to . please· other 
people." 
• Handling aggression. A government 
bureau may be a comfortable niche 
for a cautious person, but stifling to 
an aggressive risk-taker- who would 
be quite at home in certain companies 
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that share his head-on style. "Some 
people do better vigorously attacking 
problems or undertaking projects by 
themselves," says J;evinson. "Others 
don't want to take risks; they're more 
cautious. Some people bend over back-
wards trying not to be seen as aggres-
sively hostile; they have difficulty tak-
ing charge. Some people need to com-
pete and vanquish people." 
• Handling dep'lJ'dency. "Some may 
· do better in highly structured situations 
where someone tells them what to do. 
Other people can't lean on anyone else, 
they have to do it all themselves," says 
Levinson. ''Some can work interde-
·pendently, on a team. If you need to 
depeqd on a highly structured organiza- • 
tion, you might do.fine in the Army but 
you'd have a hard time selling Fuller 
. brushes door to door." 
• 
• Ego ideal. Levinson: "All of us have a 
picture in our own ininds of how 
we would like to be. That's called the 
'ego ideal'; it's what we're always striv-
ing toward.· We need to know what 
things we do make us·feel good about 
ourselves, give us a sense of moving 
toward 9ur ego ideal; and what things 
make us feel less good about ourselves." 
Compani<;.s also !)ave idealizod images 
of themselves. A humanitarian may.feel 
• 
. .. 
better about working for an organiza- -
tion that stresses the ideal of service 
over profit; a pragmatist might not. 
Discovering the company's personal-
. ity is a simple matter of on-the-scene 
observation and asking the right ques-
tions. ••y OU can get a sense Of it com-
- pany just by walking in the front door," 
says Levinson. "You can tell by how 
people act . toward you when you're 
being interviewed . You can look at the 
way the office is painted and decorated; 
whether it's congenial or uncomfort-
able; whether people are smiling or not; 
whether the place feels tense.". 
Talk to employees about what they 
dtl at work, what they like and don't 
like, and wha!; the company likes and 
doesn't like them to do. Find out how 
long they've been there- and whether 
people generally - stay or move on 
quickly. Read the bulletin boards. 
Listen to determine whether people are 
proud of the company or constantly 
complaining- and what they complain 
about. 
After sifting through allJhis informa-
tion about the company and matching-
it with what you know about yourself, 
you can decide whether you'll fit .• Un-
like the family you were born into, the 
company family gives you the choice of 
whether to join. • 
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• Once you've earned a college 
degree, Ford Motor Credit , 
Company thinks ·you've earned · 
the oppprtunity to have credit 
too. That's why we developed 
a finance plan that gives 
special consideration to college 
graduates and seniors withiJ). 
four months of graduating.·· 
If you presently have a job 
or can supply proof of future · 
. employment, you may be eligible 
for financin'!;J on any new Ford 
o~ Lincoln-Mercury product. And 
this fi.nancing can be tailored to fit 
individual budgets-from delaying the 
''" 
·'' 
• 
first payment for up ta three months, to a plan where . 
· your monthly payments start out small and gradually 
• 
I • 
I 
increase each year-even 48 month financing, if needed.•• . 
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you 
could qualify for this special plan for up to one yeiir after you graduate. 
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve; Ask for us at any Ford or 
Lincoln-Mercury dealer. • 
*Where permitted 6y law. • 
*"For example, contract dated March 15, 1979; Cash Price $5,300.(!0; Total D'Dwn Payment 
$800.00; Amount Financed $4,500.00; FINANCE CHARGE $1,577.52; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE 
RATE.13.50%; Deferred Payment Price $6,877.52. 
. . 
Payment schedule: first paymant due July 15, 1979; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly 
payme'}tS of $109.31; next 9 monthly payments of $120.89; next 9 monthly payments of $133.70; 
next 9 monthly payments of $147.86; and 9 monthly payments of $163.52. 
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BY GINA PERA 
Tracking .the Tren s. iD-. . ~~t Major_Fields 
' when a job market forecast hits the headlines, it . 
tends to seem as black-and-white as the page it's 
printed on, New lawyers face a long, hard search, 
• 
~ . . . the news reports declare. A dozen applicants· appear for -
every job in journalism- and computer science is the 
sure-fire ticket to secure employment. Meanwhile, 
. . - . . 
teachers haven't got a chance. · 
In reality, the employment picture isn't ciuite that 
simple. Within almost every field, job growth and job 
cru_nches exist side by side. If you have a strong yen for -
a field that looks tight, the solution is not to abandon 
ship for a different career, but rather to locate the key 
growth area in that field and go for-it. Sure, newspaper 
jobs are scarce- but well-trained technical writers are 
in high demand. And law jobs may open up for · 
graduates who can handle new methods of legal 
· practice. And so on. 
On the other hand, if you're headed for a career 
that's currently booming, it's not yet time to relax. 
Find out which jobs in the field may not hold steady in 
the near future. Some computer jobs, for .instance, may 
be wiped ·out by fast-approaching technical advances, 
while others will enjoy more growth than ever. 
Of course, it's impossible to predict exactly ~at will 
h.appen, but teachers, journals and professional 
associations can often provide inside information about 
future trends. It pays to seek them out and keep 
yourself thoroughly posted. Moreover, it's a good idea 
to go beyond the headlines and find out what the 
official job forecasters have to say about specific jobs 
in your field. The federal Bureau of Labor Statistics 
produces a number of publications that can be helpful 
guides. Many are available in your. campus placement 
center or library. · 
• 
The following is an overview of the trends, growth 
·· ·areas and prospects that forecasters ·have observed in 
eight major career fields: .. 
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Communications 
More . 
Technical Writers Needed 
• 
• 
The mind-boggling concept of black holes in 
space. _ . ethical issues in genetic engineering .. . 
environmental causes of cancer. The sheer 
complexity of topics such as these has boosted 
the demand for skilled technical writers who 
can translate equations and lab results into .-. 
readable prose for both the scientist and the 
public. . 
The federal government employs a large 
numb~r of technical writers and editors in such 
areas. as agriculture, health and space explora-
tion. Especially in demand by the government 
are writers and editors . to prepare manuals and 
training aids for military weapons and equip-
ment. 
. 
The most promising future; howeyer, lies 
with industry. Reports to stockholders, pro-
posals for funds to conduct a project, instruc-
- tions for a hom_e microcomputer- the number 
of business publications is increasing, creating 
niches for qualified people who have writing 
ability combined with a scientific or technical 
b_ackground. Such writers may also prepare 
instructional material needed by sales repre· 
sentatives Who sell machinerv or scientific 
equipment. Meanwhile, popular magazines and 
trade journals need people who can make terms 
like photovoliaic, biomass conversion and mi-
crotechnology meaningful for the general · 
public. 
At the moment, there are no standard 
credentials for entering the field - but a strong 
technical or scientific background is encour-
aged, especially one in computer science, engi-
neering, chemistry, and chemical engineering. 
21 
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Here's a look at the hiring 
prospects and average start-
ing salaries for 18 of the 
most popular college-level 
jobs: 
The Ratings: X =. Prospects 
Excellent, G = Prospects 
Good, H = May· !:;lave To 
Hunt Some. P = Prospects 
Poor 
Actuary. -~ . . __ . 
$9,300:$12,000 x 
MajoritY ·work for insurance 
companies. Prosp8cts excel-
lent for those having strong 
math background and pass-
ing at least two actuarial ex-
ams before graduating. 
Architect. 
$8,400-.10,500 H 
. . 
Most work for architectural 
firms, builders. real estate 
firms . Prospects best in 
South. 
Bank Officer. 
$10,000-$12,000 G 
Opportunities in branches of 
large and small ~nks all 
over the country. 
Civil Engineer. 
$14,900-$15.300 G 
Most work for federal. state 
and local government agen-
cies or in the construction 
industry. 
College/University 
Teacher. 
$12,000-$16,000 p 
One-third in universities; 
two-fifths in two-year col-
leges. 
Dietician. 
$11,300-$11,500 G 
More· than 50 percent work 
in hospitals, nursing homes 
and clinics. 
Home Economist. 
$9,300-$12,400 H 
Competitive conditions in 
most areas of home eco-
nomics, especially high 
school teaching positions. 
However, prospects in uni-
versity teaching will be good . 
Hotel/Restaurant ·-
Management. 
$10,000-$12;000 G/H 
As leisure-time expands, job 
openings will increase. 
Industrial Engineer. 
$14,500-$16,000 x 
More widely distributed 
.among industries than ahy 
other type of engineer: most 
work in manufacturing. 
Source: Occupational Outlook Handbook 
• 
• 
-Health 
A New Breed 
of Paraprofessionals 
The trend toward better and lower-cost 
health care for everyone is expanding estab-
lishe~ medical careers a"n~ creating new ones. 
New types of health paraprofessionals-
·nurse practitiq.ners and physician's assistants-
are· being trained to provide an in_creasing 
amount of primary health care in the U.S. The 
purpose is not to replace doctors, but to 
increase their productivity by taking care of 
routine medical treatments and commonplace 
illnesses- the sore throats, cuts, bruises, sprains, 
rashes and itches that often make for inefficient 
use of a specialist's knowledge and expertise. 
• 
• 
Both the nurse practitioner and the physi-
cian's assistant are erlucated in medical centers, 
but _!flOSt_ programs lafat no_. longe,IJhan .two .-
years. The physician's <IBsistallt· is· 'iiiriited to 
-practicing und~r the supervision of a doctor. 
The nurse' practitioner, on the other hand, must 
Science 
New Specialties Replace 
·. . Old C:Qmput~~i..s -- --
. 
From the mom-and-pop grocery to the · 
doctor's office. lower-priced computers are 
appealing to businesses of every kind. As a 
result. the market for c_omputer-related jo_!Js is 
experiencing both rapid growth and change. 
· · already be a registered nurse before entering the . 
program and may . work either as part of a 
medical team or in private practice, depending 
on state laws. For this reason, nurse practi-
tipners often have an easiCr time getting jobs, 
especially in areas hard-pressed for doctors. 
The Arts 
Managers Are Hot 
As theater, dance and music companies 
spread from big-city concert halls to small-town 
auditoriums, more administrators are peeded 
to manage the business end of the arts. Half of 
the nation's 200 arts councils have full-time 
directors with salaries ranging from $I 0,000 in 
small towns to $60,00Q in the larger cities-plus 
Jots of free tickets. 
· The arts manager has to be· prepared for a 
variety of odd jobs, from negotiating con'tracts 
to arranging publicity to bu·dgeting the costs of 
a nationwide tour. Yet the arts manager's most 
important role is often that of fund-raiser -
shaping a well-planned program proposal as 
part of.an application for government funds, or 
locating alternate sources suCh as local business 
donations or major grants made available by 
corporations. 
A love of the arts .. souhd business sense, and 
courses in statistics, accounting, marketing and 
labor-management relations are good qualifi-
cations; larger museums and companies,-how-
ever, .often want b1,Jsiness administration or law 
graduates. • 
Several schools, including UCLA and the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison, offer 
programs in arts !management similar .in struc-
ture and cou,r.se content to the master's degree in . 
business administration. UCLA's program is 
probably the largest in the country, although 
almost 30 colleges now train arts executives. 
MOst curriculums even include an internship 
with an arts organization over the summer or 
during a semester. 
..._ 
New products and services geared specifically 
to the problems of smaller firms require more 
programmers, designers and analysts, plus 
many new computer specialists., For instance, 
the ••network specialist," an engineer-scientist, 
designs; and operates a collection of small 
~omputers that can function independently or 
be hooked up as one.big unit to ta~e on tougher 
jobs. 
Another growing specialty is computer secur-
ity. As more information. much of it confiden-
tial, is filed in comp_uters, guarding the stored 
data becomes crucial. The threat may be most 
pressing in the business world, where white-
collar crime has gone electronic. The security 
specialist is a computer expert with a sharp, 
analytical eye and a good background in 
"business techniques; For now, these specialists 
work mainly for government agencies and 
universities. But the greatest demand for secur-
ity specialists is expected in the business world. 
· . especially as automatic banking machines be-
come more widespread. 
Meanwhile, the demand for computer pro-
grammers may actually decline as technical 
innovations allow more consuniers to program 
and operate their own machines. 
Social Services 
New ·Market for Lawyers . 
Relief may be at hand for the current bumper 
crop of law school graduates. Law school 
admissions have tripled since 1963, and this 
year more than 30,000 Jaw grads will compete 
for only 21,000 jobs. But two big changes in the 
legal field are likely to increase demand for 
lawyers. _ 
No-frills Jaw offices and prepaid group legal 
plans are allowing lawyers to reach a largely 
untapped market-the middle-income client. 
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These two innovations permit law firms to cut 
their own costs and offer services at moderate 
rates. And since the Supreme Court lifted the 
ban on advertising by lawye~s. the news of 
lower-cost legal services is reaching a Oroad'er 
audience. 
Hundreds of storefront firms, usually called 
"legal clinics," are now specialiiing in routine 
legal services offered at cut-rate prices. At one 
Cleveland storefront firm, for example, the fee 
for a no-fault divorce is $200. At conventional 
firms in the area, the same service runs $400 ta 
$750. The lower-priced firms are receiving 
,enthusiastic response all over the country. 
Prepaid legal plans are also drawing on a 
greater pool of clients. Right now, more than 
two million American families, largely blue-
collar or middle-income people, benefit from 
prepaid legal programs which operate much 
like medical group insurance plans. In some 
states, the programs are fast becoming a major 
ind~stry-creating more jobs for new lawyers. 
Engineering 
No Shortage of Energy Jobs 
· Engineers in energy-related fields can expect 
plentiful job offers both now and in the 
foreseeable future. In fact, the search for new 
and more efficient forms of energy is causing oil 
companies to boost their' starting salaries for 
new petroleum engineers to $1,645 a month, the 
highest· pay for any specialty. 
The U.S. Department of Energy is spending 
more than $273 million a year to develop-
potential sources o(energy that can supplement 
diminishing supplies. The solar indust-ry. now 
in its infancy, is also expected to boom; depend-
ing on support from government and industry. 
Although statistics aren't available. the indus-
try is growing currenily at the rate of about 500 
percent_. a year. ·1n the ~ords . of one solar 
spokesman '. a solar engineering degree is cur-
rently a license _to starve- but forecasters ex-
pect that situation to change dramatically in' the 
coming years. 
Many colleges and universities are preparing 
for the expected need by offering courses in 
solar engineering, and at least a dozen offer a 
four-year degree program in this specialized 
area. • 
IN SIDER 
I 
Education · 
Teaching Older Students 
While the . number of . younger students is 
leveling off in this country, the enrollment of 
older students has skyrocketed- more than 
doubling since 1970. And by 1980, these senior 
scholars are expected to account for 40 per~ent 
of the campus population. That's why the best 
opportunities in the overcrowded teacher's 
market will be_ in areas of higher education that 
serve this older studen.t group. 
Many of the older .collegians will -be seeking 
occupational development, so demand will _be 
high for those courses closely _tied to the 
working world- federal tax trends. everyday 
Jaw. businesS English. estate planning and real 
estate. Other students will be looking for 
cultural and intellectual enrichment with 
courses ranging from European cuisine to 
philosophy to bluegrass . banjo,- _,,, well as 
traditional studies in philosophy, psychology, 
history. economics and science. That's why 
more teachers will be needed in all of these 
areas, especially at the community college level. 
In addition to these two developments, 
prospective teachers shouldn't overlook other 
subject areas where there might be spotty 
shortages- industrial arts, vocational skills, 
mathematics and sciences- and should check 
out some geographic areas, especially the Span-
ish-speaking sections of the U.S., where bilin-
gual teachers are in short supply. 
, 
• • 
Business 
Personnel Jobs G_ain Ground 
Once upon a time, the personnel department 
was the graveyard of the business world. 
Workers were expected to process application 
forms and cherish few hopes for advancement. 
No longer. The rapid increase in job discrimina-
tion suits, pension laws, federal regulations, 
and labor disputes has made the personnel 
worker's job more demanding and more impor-
tant to the company than ever before. 
· Big c~rporations_ often have a sizable staff of 
perso~ specialists who handle recru~ting, 
employee counseling, psychological testing, 
wage and salary administration, training, af-
firmative action, fringe benefits, and compli-
apce with government regulations. Training in 
business or personnel administration can be 
good preparation for entry-level jobs- but the 
personnel field is still_ open to ambitious gradu-
ates with liberal arts degrees. 
· Advancement often requires more education . 
however. Highly paid negotiators who handle 
collective bargaining contracts often hold either 
a law degree or a master's in industrial relations. 
One thing seems clear, though: the personnel 
departm~nt is no lahger a corporate back\\1ater. 
In fact, some companies have decorated their 
top personnel sta(fer with the lofty title of Vice 
President for Human Resources. • 
Gina Pera is an _editorial assistant for 13-30 
Corporation. 
• 
Journalist. 
$8,000-$10,000 p 
Newspapers, ·magazines, · 
book publishers, radio and 
·TV stations, and some private. 
companies hire journalists. 
. Competition is especially stiff 
for newspaper reporters . 
• 
Marketl!'g Research"r • . 
$11,000-$15,000 \ x 
Manufacturing companies, 
advertising agencies and in-
dependent research organi-
zations have largest number 
of marketing researchers. 
.Medical Technologist. 
$10,400-$10,800 G 
• 
Most work in hospital labs:· 
others hired by independent 
labs. clinics, public health 
agencies. 
Rehabilitation Counselor. 
$10,400-$14,000 G 
Majority work in state and 
local rehabilitation agencies. 
Securities Sales Worker. 
s~.soo.s10,200· G 
Mos) jobs in large cities. 
Opportunities best for those 
willing to learn all aspects of 
the securities business. 
•Salary 'is ,during training 
only. After training commis-
sions can reach $25,000 or 
higher-depending on abil-
ity and luck. 
Social Worker. 
$9, 500-$12,000 G/H 
• 
• 
Opportunities good for those 
with advanced degrees: in-
creasing coriipetition for 
bachelor's-degree holders. 
Due to budget cuts in many 
cities, job prospects may be · 
better in small towns and 
rural areas. 
Systems Analyst. 
$12,800-$13,200 x 
. 
Majority work for manufac-
turing f-_irms, bank~. insur-
ance companies, and data 
. . . processing service organiza-
tions in urban areas of the 
Midwest and Northeast. 
• 
Urban Planner. 
$11,000-$14,000 G 
Many employed by city, 
county or regional planning 
agencies. State and federal 
departments .dealing wittr 
ho·using, transpo·rtation, and 
environmental protection em-
ploy a growing number. 
Wholesale Trade 
Sales Worker. 
$9,500-$12,000 G 
Wholesale houses usually 
found in cities, but sales 
workers assigned territories 
may be IQcated in any · 
-
section of the country. • 
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. TRACTION OF 
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE 
\ . 
. 
Imported From Germany. 
Ford Fiesta is Europe's most suc-
cessful new car in history. (Based 
on new car nameplate sales in the 
first 16 month&.) It's an import 
buyer's dream. A car that's at home 
on the San Diego Freeway as well 
as on the high-speed autobahn. 
Fiesta-Wundercar. 
· Excellent Performance. 
Performance is what Ford Fiesta 
is all about. With front wheel drive 
and Michelin steel-belted radials 
to help take you up hills, through 
mud and over ice and snow. 
• 
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, QUICK 
ACCELERATION 
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Rack and pinion steering for 
direct response. And acceleration 
that will absolutely· move you. In 
Ford tests, 1978 Fiestas acceler-
ated from O to 50 MPH in an 
average of about 9 seconds. And 
their front disc brakes brought 
them from 50 to O MPH in an aver-. 
age of 3.3 seconds. 
• • Excellent Fuel Economy. 
_Fiesta gives you excellent fuel 
economy. EPA estimated mpg: 
l2al. Hwy. estimate: 39 mpg. Com-
pare this to other cars. Mileage 
ma~ differ depending on speed, 
weather and trip length. Calif. mpg 
• 
• 
• 
EXCELLENT 
FUEL ECONOMY 
• 
is l<>ower. Actual hwy. mileage will 
probably be lower than estimate. 
At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers. 
Fiesta is sold and serviced at over 
5,000 Ford Dealers and backed by 
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, 
Mich. Test-drive a Fiesta and see 
why we call it Wundercar. 
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